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Summary

This thesis describes high-resolution imaging and high-resolution spectroscopic observa-
tions in the blue continuum and in molecular bands, their analysis and the interpretation
of results. These refer to small-scale photospheric features, e.g. G-band bright points,
ribbons, faculae etc. In addition, descriptions are given of the radiative diagnostics in the
continuum of three-dimensional MHD simulations that have been carried out in order to
study the physical structure of faculae and the center-to-limb variation of their brightness.
The projects which have been carried out as part of this thesis and the most important
results are:

• High-resolution simultaneous observations of the Sun in three spectral bands, the
blue continuum (436.4nm), the G band (430.5nm) and the violet CN band-head
(387.9nm), have been carried out with the 1-m Swedish Solar Telescope(SST).
Near diffraction limited spatial resolution was achieved in the filtergrams by means
of the Joint Phase Diverse Speckle and the Multiframe Blind Deconvolution recon-
struction techniques.

• The contrast of the photospheric bright points was studied in all three observed
spectral ranges and compared with the computational predictions by other researches.
It was found that on average over observed bright points their contrast in the blue
CN band-head images is 1.4 times higher than that in the G-band images. This
disagrees with the predictions of 3-D MHD simulations. The reasons for this dis-
crepancy are discussed.

• High-resolution spectroscopic observations of small-scale magnetic activity mani-
festations in the solar photosphere were carried out simultaneously in the blue CN
band-head (387.588−388.473nm) and in a blue spectral band (436.1−436.9nm)
containing absorption lines of CH with the spectrograph installed on the SST. The
analysis of the line-core depression of the CN and CH lines and the line-core inten-
sity contrast of the bright points yielded that the bright points appear brighter in the
CN than in the CH lines in the same spectral band.

• High-resolution narrowband images in the continuum nearλ =705.7nm were ob-
tained with the SST by applying the MFBD reconstruction technique. It is shown
that magnetic features observed near the solar limb are accompanied by facular
brightenings with a high contrast. The granulation patternin plages near the limb
has a three-dimensional appearance.

• Radiative Transfer computations in the continuum atλ =705.7nm in 3-D MHD
models computed by the Max-Planck-Institut für Sonnensystemforschung and Uni-
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Summary

versity of Chicago MHD groups have carried out. The studied models have dif-
ferent amount of average magnetic flux, i.e. 10 G, 200 G and 4000 G as well as
MHD simulations of a pore (Cameron et al. 2004). The radiative transfer was
computed by means of the STOPRO code. It was shown that concentrations of
strong magnetic fields are responsible for the appearance ofthe 3-D granulation
pattern, faculae, narrow dark lanes (at the limbward side ofsome granules) etc,
whose radiative properties are very close to those obtainedfrom the observations.
The physical parameters of the atmosphere, which lead to theformation of photo-
spheric phenomena as observed near the limb are discussed.

• Radiative Transfer computations in the continuum atλ =676.8nm and of the full
Stokes vector in the Ni I line atλ =676.8nm in many snapshots of MHD models
with different amounts of magnetic flux were carried out withthe STOPRO code.
The investigation with low spatial resolution of the center-to-limb variation (CLV)
of the continuum contrast were analysed. The magnitude of the limb darkening in
the simulations was directly compared with the observations by Neckel (1996).
The results of Stokes-vector computations of the Ni I line were properly adapted to
conditions of the MDI instrument on the SOHO spacecraft and directly compared
with the observations obtained with it by Ortiz et al. (2002).
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1 Introduction

The Sun is a special object in stellar astrophysics. It is themost prominent body in our
solar system and contains approximately 98% of the total mass in the solar system. The
Sun can be observed from Earth with high spatial resolution.Its outer visible layer is
called the photosphere, which has a temperature of about 5780 K and emits 99.99 % of
the energy generated in the solar interior by nuclear fusion, most of it in the visible spectral
range. The solar spectrum consists of a continuum with thousands of dark absorption lines
superposed. The lines are called Fraunhofer lines, and the solar spectrum is sometimes
called the Fraunhofer spectrum. These lines are produced primarily in the photosphere.

Spectra of the CH and the CN molecules in the Sun

CH is an important molecule in cool stars. Its absorption bands extend from the near-
ultraviolet to the mid-infrared with very strong contributions in the visible. The roughly
1 nm wide band nearλ =430nm which contains CH lines is called the G band. At low
spectral resolution this band-head resembles a single spectral line to which Fraunhofer
(1817) assigned the letter ”G”. Between 429.5nm< λ <431.5nm it is dominated by
about 746 transitions 90% of them belonging to theA2∆ −X2Π electronic system (Jor-
gensen et al. 1996) of the CH molecule. The G band contains also many blends of other
species like Fe, Ti, Ni, Cr, Ca, etc. In Fig 1.1 the mean solar spectrum near the G band
at the disc center is presented, as observed by a Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS,
Brault & Neckel 1987) operating at the Mc-Math telescope on Kitt Peak.

Another diatomic molecule, cyanogen CN, produces an absorption band in the blue
of the solar spectra. The blue CN band-head is located nearλ=388 nm and contains
absorption lines of the CN molecule owing to transitions of theB2Σ+ −X2Σ+ electronic
system. In Fig 1.2 a section of the mean solar spectrum near the blue CN band-head at
the disc center taken from the FTS atlas is presented. Additionally, many weak CH lines
(log(gf) ≤-5) of theA2∆ − X2Π electronic system and several strong lines of the CH
B2Σ− − X2Π system, as well as a number of atomic lines are present in thisspectral
domain.

Magnetic activity of the Sun

The magnetic activity of the Sun is responsible for most fascinating structures and processes
visible in solar observations obtained from Earth and from space: sunspots, plages, promi-
nences, coronal loops, mass ejections etc. The photosphereof the Sun offers the oppor-
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Fragment of the G-band spectrum taken from FTS atlas.

tunity to observe the structure and dynamics of magnetic fields at all scales directly with
high spatial resolution. Well known magnetic features are the sunspots whose magnetic
nature was firstly proved by George Elley Hale (1908), who measured the Zeeman split-
ting of spectral lines. The existence of small-scale magnetic fields was established by
polarimetric observations of Sheeley (1967) afforded by the 80cm solar image at the
Kitt Peak National Observatory. Stenflo (1973) and Wiehr (1978) measured a magnetic
field strength of about 2000 G in the network in quiet regions by analysing the weakening
of Fe I lines (at 525.0nm, 524.7nm, 630.25nm, 633.68nm and 640.8nm). Filter and
spectrographic magnetogram studies (e.g. Keller et al. 1990, Zayer et al. 1990, Tarbell
& Title 1977, Simon & Zirker 1974, Beckers & Schröter 1968) further supported the idea
that the flux outside of sunspots was confined in isolated flux tubes with a unique field
strength of 1500 - 2000G, although many of magnetic flux was found in so-called ”mag-
netic knots” - small dark structures equivalent to what we now call ”micropores” (Topka
et al. 1997, Spruit & Zwaan 1981). A review of early spectropolarimetric studies of the
magnetic flux outside of sunspots can be found in Solanki (1993) or in Stenflo (1993).
Many of observational studies carried out at up to 0.3 arcsecresolution generally sup-
ported the idea that virtually all of the small-scale structure in active and quiet network
regions is composed of filamentary flux tubes of kilogauss strength (Nisenson et al. 2003,
Berger & Title 2001, Muller et al. 2000, Berger et al. 1998, van Ballegooijen et al. 1998,
Berger & Title 1996, Berger et al. 1995, Muller et al. 1994, Keller 1992, Muller & Keil
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.2: Fragment of the blue CN band-head spectrum takenfrom FTS atlas.

1983, Muller 1983).

G-band bright points as proxies of small-scale magnetic
features

The G band has become the principal diagnostic to study photospheric magnetism at the
highest achievable spatial resolution without polarimetry. Richard Muller made the first
observations of the photosphere in the G band with the 50cm refractor at the Pic du
Midi Observatory, France. The obtained filtergrams displayed magnetic elements as tiny
”network bright points” (Muller & Roudier 1984, Muller et al. 1989) with a size smaller
than 0.5 arcsec. They showed that on 4308Å filtergrams, bright points, the network
elements, also called facular points, are more clearly identified, embedded in the granular
pattern, which exhibit a high contrast. The bright points often have an elongated shape,
sometimes being assembled in a string (see Fig. 1.3 for example). They appear around
sunspots, in plage regions and in the network.

At the former 0.5m Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope (SVST) on La Palma, Spain,
time series of up to 4 hours have been obtained under excellent seeing conditions (e.g.
Berger et al. 1995, Berger et al. 1998, Berger & Title 1996). About 60% of the bright
points are circular, while the remaining ones show an average eccentricity of 1.5. Berger
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.3: Joint phase diverse speckle reconstructed high-resolution G-band image of
part of an active region NOAA0669 at 4.91◦ S, 8.14◦ E,µ =0.97, observed by the author
with the SST on 7 September, 2004 at 14:30 (UT).

et al. (1995) measured the bright point diameter as 220km (0.35 arcsec) on average, while
the smallest bright point diameter so far seen is 120km (0.17 arcsec) and the largest is
600 km (0.69 arcsec). Their measurements indicated a large spreadin intrinsic bright
point contrast. The measured area covered by bright points was found to be 1.8% of the
total image area of the active region. Wiehr et al. (2004) measured, on basis of high-
resolution observations including a speckle image reconstruction techniques (De Boer
1993), with the new 1-m Swedish Solar Telescope (SST), that the size of G-band bright
points varies from 100km to 300km, with a most frequent value near 160km (see also
Puschmann & Wiehr (2006)). The lower limit of bright point size is still unknown. Berger
et al. (1998) observed splitting and merging of bright points on an average time scale of
220 s and an average life time of 9min. On timescales of the order of 100s or less,
significant morphological changes to all small-scale magnetic elements were observed by
Berger & Title (1996). G-band observations with the Dutch Open Telescope (DOT, 45cm
reflector) by Nisenson et al. (2003) revealed a correlation time of BP motions of about
60 s. Keller (1992) and Keller & von der Lühe (1992) applied the method of speckle
image reconstruction to their polarimetric data obtained with the SVST and showed that
bright points exist co-spatially with strong magnetic fields. Co-temporal observations by
Berger & Title (1996) of G-band images and magnetograms indicated that not all mag-
netic elements have an associated G-band bright point. Title & Berger (1996) made a
modeling of bright point as a Gaussian bright core centered in a Gaussian dark surround
and investigated changes of its intensity due to limited spatial resolution of the telescope.
Their modeling showed that very small bright points, e.g. with a size of 0.1 arcsec, would
disappear at a resolution of 0.4 arcsec whereas the magnetogram signal at the same res-
olution will remain non-zero. Bright points indicate both magnetic and non-magnetic
features (Berger & Title 2001). Langhans et al. (2002) identified the former as inter-
granular downflows, and the latter as granular edges with upward motions which are a
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.4: Flux tube modeling at different levels of sophistication. Left: magnetostatic
diagram. Right: snapshot of a 2-D MHD simulation (O. Steiner, Kiepenheuer Institut in
Freiburg) of a magnetic flux sheet, black and white arrows indicate magnetic field and
velocity field, respectively. The temperature field is rendered with a color scale given in
Kelvin.

source of confusion in magnetic element studies. Further investigations showed that”All
G-band bright points, properly distinguished from granulation brightenings, are magnetic
in nature” - Berger & Title (2001). They also showed that bright points are co-spatial
and co-morphous with associated magnetic flux concentrations.

Recently, Berger et al. (2004) obtained G-band images co-temporal with the mag-
netograms and Dopplergrams of a remnant active region near the disc center with the
SST and achieved an unprecedented spatial resolution on theorder of 0.1 arcsec using
high-resolution image reconstruction techniques. They found that magnetic flux as seen
in both the magnetogram and the G-band image is typically structured into larger, amor-
phous, ”ribbons” which are not resolved into individual fluxtubes (see below). The higher
values of the magnetic flux are found in localized concentrations embedded within the
”ribbons”. The Dopplergrams indicate relative downflows associated with all magnetic
elements with some indication that higher downflows occur adjacent to the peak mag-
netic flux location.

Flux-tube models

G-band bright points are a manifestation of magnetic elements, which are concentrations
of magnetic flux in photospheric layers. The basic theoretical picture of each magnetic
feature is an isolated tube of magnetic flux. 90% or more of thenetwork magnetic field is
in form of magnetic flux tubes with a field strength of the orderof 1.5kG and typically a
diameter of 100km. They rise from below the solar surface in a roughly verticaldirection
with a rapid expansion. The concept of a flux tube was theoretically investigated by Spruit
(1976), Spruit (1979) and many other authors, a summary can be found in Schrijver &
Zwaan (2000). The left panel in Fig. 1.4 describes the magnetostatic flux tube where the
magnetic pressure causes a reduction of the gas pressure inside to balance the outside gas
pressure at all heights. The expansion of the tube with height is due to the exponential
pressure drop-off. The lower gas pressure leads to a partialevacuation of the flux-tube
atmosphere, which leads to a depressed iso-surface of the continuum optical depth in its
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1 Introduction

inside. The relatively transparent flux-tube interior allows to see deeper layers, by the
Wilson depression of 200km for pores of 1000km diameter and 100km for facular
points. The horizontal wavy arrows designate sideways radiation by the walls which are
hotter than the inside gas at certain heights due to a deficit in convective energy flux inside
the flux tube (vertical arrows). The first observational verification of the ”hot-wall” effect
is presented in Spruit (1976), Spruit & Zwaan (1981).

The standard models of a flux-tube atmosphere come from, e.g., Solanki & Stenflo
(1985), Solanki (1986), Solanki et al. (1991), Solanki & Brigljevic (1992), Bünte et
al. (1993), Bruls & Solanki (1993), Briand & Solanki (1995).They describe the strat-
ification of the physical parameters of the flux-tube atmosphere along its axis derived on
the basis of a large amount of spectral line profiles, especially Stokes V of Fe I lines,
measured with the Fourier Transform Spectrometer at the McMath-Pierce telescope at
Kitt Peak. These data, however, have low spatial resolution, but good spectral resolution
and provide the empirical best-fit flux-tube models under theassumption that the spatially
averaged Stokes V profile can be characterized by a single mean atmosphere and a mean
flux-tube density, i.e. “filling factor”. Another approach in empirical modeling is to fit
observations with the automated inversion technique, e.g.developed at the IAC by Ruiz
Cobo & Del Toro Iniesta (1992), based on the calculation of response functions. The
results recover the Solanki-type models with assumptions of 1-D stratification, magneto-
static flux-tube shape and the Local Thermodinamical Equilibrium (LTE) line formation
(Bellot Rubio et al. 1998).

Another approach is the numerical modeling of magneto-convection, i.e. the physical
processes resulting from the interaction between convectively driven flows and a mag-
netic field in an electrically conducting fluid, for parameters apropriate for the solar pho-
tosphere. ”Realistic” MHD simulations include elaborate physics of radiative transfer,
partial ionization, ”open” and transmitting boundary conditions in order to realistically
approximate the Sun and to cover the whole branch of physicalprocesses. The compre-
hensive simulation of ”non-magnetic” solar granulation has been successfully done by,
e.g. Nordlund (1984), Stein & Nordlund (1989), Stein & Nordlund (1998), Steffen
et al. (1989), Atroshchenko & Gadun (1994), Gadun et al. (1999). Two-dimensional
time-dependent MHD simulations of magnetic structures in the solar atmosphere and their
dynamical and radiative interaction with the surrounding plasma have been presented in
a series of papers by, e.g., Deinzer et al. (1984a), Deinzer et al. (1984b), Knölker &
Schüssler (1988), Grossmann-Doerth et al. (1989), Knölker et al. (1991), Grossmann-
Doerth et al. (1989), and Steiner (1998). The right panel in Fig. 1.4 illustrates this
approach. The simulations illustrated the strong tendencyfor the magnetic field to be
swept to and concentrated in the intergranular, downflow lanes. Steiner (1998) pointed
out that the determination of the complicated internal structure and dynamic of magnetic
elements requires observations with a spatial resolution better than 100km in the pho-
tosphere. The simulation results can be compared with observations through radiative
diagnostics and line synthesis. Thus the results of the simulations were directly compared
with the polarimetric observations by Leka & Steiner (2001)of small magnetic structures
in the solar photosphere obtained with the National Solar Observatory/High Altitude Ob-
servatory Advanced Stokes Polarimeter using magneticallysensitive Fe I spectral lines.
2-D models predicted the existence of shock waves in the upper photosphere caused ei-
ther by the collision of the horizontal flows of neighbouringgranules, or by the swaying
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1 Introduction

motion of the flux sheet when a fast motion of the sheet pushes the plasma in front of it,
creating a vertically oriented bow shock moving horizontally, or by the deformation of
the flux sheet due to the dynamics of convection. (e.g. Cattaneo et al. 1989, Solanki et
al. 1996, Steiner et al. 1998, Gadun & Hanslmeier 2000 etc.).The observational evi-
dences of this were obtained by, e.g. Nesis et al. (1992), Nesis et al. (1993), Solanki
et al. (1996), Rybák et al. (2004). The latters observed shock signatures in the Fe II
(λ =645.638nm) spectral line observed simultaneously with the G-band images. They
found a particular relationship between the shock event anda G-band bright point located
2 arcsec from it, which suggests that the observed shock is a causal consequence of the
magnetic flux concentration. The bending and horizontal displacement of flux sheets by
convective flows and the excitation and propagation of shockwaves within a flux tube are
also seen in the simulations.

However, the 2-D simulations lack 3-D instabilities that may render flux tubes akin to
the rapid changes seen in G-band bright points, and the radiative transfer is very simpli-
fied. MHD simulations of convective motions including magnetic field have been carried
out in 3-D by, e.g., Nordlund (1986), Weiss et al. (1996), Cattaneo (1999), Emonet &
Cattaneo (2001), Stein & Nordlund (2002), Vögler and Schüssler (2003) and Vögler et
al. (2005). These simulations revealed a complex structureof magnetic flux concentra-
tions which are very relevant to high-resolution observations. They clearly demonstrate a
continuous displacement and rearrangement of magnetic fluxin the network of intergran-
ular downflows. They are able to reproduce and explain such photospheric features as
G-band bright points (Schüssler et al. 2003, Shelyag et al.2004) of facular brightenings
(Keller et al. 2004, Carlsson et al. 2004).

Why are G-band bright points bright?

The ”hot walls” excessively radiate into the flux tube (Cannon 1970, Spruit 1976, Trujillo
Bueno 1990, Hasan et al. 1999) which causes the flux-tube atmosphere become heated
through radiative influx by around 200K with respect to the surroundings at equal geo-
metrical height (Steiner 1990). According to ”conventional wisdom” by Rutten (1999):
”magnetic elements brighten in the G-band because the CH lines cause radiation es-
cape somewhat higher up in the atmosphere, where the flux tubes are hotter, while in
deep layers from where the continuum radiation escapes, thetemperature elevation is
less pronounced”. Rutten (1999) also argues that the CH molecule, which has a quite
low dissociation energy of only 3.5eV, is very liable to photodissociation by the UV
radiation of the ”hot walls”. However, Sánchez Almeida et al. (2001) found that the
CH photo dissociation plays a minor role owing to high densities in the photosphere.
Their synthetic LTE G-band spectra fulfill many observed properties of the G-band bright
points. The synthetic contrast, however, far exceeds the observed contrast which was ex-
plained by the limited spatial resolution of present observations. Berger et al. (1995)
concluded thatthe enhanced contrast in the G-band is largely a consequenceof enhanced
CH depletion through molecular dissociation in the deep photospheric layers of the hotter
flux-tube atmospheres compared to the quiet Sun surroundings. They also challenged the
effectiveness of CH dissociation by UV-radiation from the ”hot walls”.

A decreased CH-line depression in G-band spectra (in the range from 430.24nm to
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1 Introduction

430.78nm) of bright points compared to G-band spectra of the surrounding photosphere
was proved by spectroscopic observations of Langhans et al.(2001), Langhans et al.
(2002) and Langhans et al. (2004) with very high spatial and spectral resolutions.

Recently, the results based on realistic 3-D radiative MHD simulations and on a de-
tailed treatment of the G-band spectrum synthesis and direct comparison with observa-
tions showed that the G-band brightening of small magnetic flux concentrations in the
solar photosphere is most probably due to the lateral heating and spatial evacuation of the
magnetic structures (Shelyag et al. 2004). The observed G-band contrast was quantita-
tively reproduced after smoothing the simulated image to mimic the image deterioration
by telescope and Earth’s atmosphere. The higher temperature in the flux tube leads to a
strong reduction in the number density of the CH molecule in the magnetic flux concen-
trations and thus to weakening of the CH lines in the G-band.

The blue CN band-head, as alternate to the G-band, bright
point diagnostic.

Effects, similar to the G band, can be observed in bands of another diatomic molecule, e.g.
CN. The first low resolution images made using narrow-band filters centered on the CN
violet band-head at 388.3nm by Chapman (1970) and Sheeley (1971) already showed
a high contrast between small-scale magnetic features and their surroundings. Rutten et
al. (2001) presented simultaneous imaging observations inthe G band and in the blue CN
band-head (387.4nm) obtained with SVST where the G-band bright points looks brighter
in CN than in the G band. However, they did not provide a quantitative comparison of the
contrasts.

Several authors have suggested that because of the shorter wavelength and a corre-
spondingly higher sensitivity of the Planck function to temperature fluctuations the con-
trast of magnetic elements in CN-band filtergrams could be more pronounced, making the
latter an even more attractive magnetic flux proxy. Numerical simulations in semiempiri-
cal models by Kiselman et al. (2001), Steiner et al. (2001), Steiner et al. (2003) showed
that CN, in the region10−4 ≤ τcont ≤ 10 behaves very similarly to CH, and the contrast
of magnetic elements in CN is expected to be higher. They predicted that the computed
contrast of a bright point is about 40% larger in the UV CN band-head (at 388nm) images
than in the G-band images. Computations by Berdyugina et al.(2003) using plane paral-
lel model atmospheres showed the same trend. They argued that the superior contrast in
the blue CN band-head is probably due to a higher dissociation energy (7.7eV) of CN,
and hence its higher temperature sensitivity, and higher density of lines in the band as
compared to those of CH (3.5eV) in the G band.

Faculae and solar irradiance

Magnetic elements into which much of the magnetic fields outside of sunspots is concen-
trated, have a rather complicated 3-D structure. Their position on the solar disc causes
these features to be seen from Earth at different angles. At an increased heliocentric angle,
the limbward side of the ”hot walls” become visible, while the cool depressed ”floors” are
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hidden Spruit (1976). The bright photospheric features seen in the continuum in active
regions near the limb are faculae (e.g., Muller 1975, Wang & Zirin 1987). The spatial
correlation between continuum facular regions and theHα and Ca II K plages gives a
strong indication that the bright facular grains representthe near-limb manifestations of
small-scale magnetic flux concentrations, which near disc center are visible as G-band
bright points (Beckers 1976).

From observations of the center-to-limb variation (CLV) ofthe continuum contrast
(575nm) of the network bright points, Auffret & Muller (1991) foundthat on average
the contrast increases from 8% at the disc center to 27% atµ = 0.3 and then decreases
closer to the limb. Observations of Wang et al. (1998) yielded a maximum atµ ≈ 0.15.
Akimov et al. (1985) found a local maximum nearµ = 0.3, an increase toµ = 0.16, and
a slight indication of a decrease toµ =0.14. Balloon-borne observations by Rogerson
(1991), Hirayama (1978) and Akimov et al. (1985, cf. references therein) showed high
contrast with a maximum atµ ≤0.15. Sütterlin et al. (1999) observed at SVST and found
an increase of continuum contrast to 50% atµ =0.17 and did not find a strong decrease
in a range of 0.1< µ <0.17. Okunev & Kneer (2004) found a monotonic decrease of
the intensity contrast of polar faculae forµ <0.4. Ortiz et al. (2002) found from MDI
observations a continuum (676nm) contrast maximum nearµ =0.3. Spatially highly
resolved images of plage regions showed a decrease of the number density of large facular
grains with decreasingµ (Auffret & Muller 1991, Sánchez Cuberes et al. 2002). They
also pointed out an increase of faculae size from disc centerto the limb. High-resolution,
speckle reconstructed images in the continuum and the G bandby Hirzberger & Wiehr
(2005) showed that limb facular grains are clearly visible up toµ =0.05, i.e. only 1 arcsec
from the solar limb.

Flux tube models of Spruit (1976), Deinzer et al. (1984b) predict low contrast at
disc center and does not sufficiently reproduce observed high facular contrasts near the
limb. Deinzer et al. (1984b) and Knölker et al. (1988a) invoke an additional heating
process for the upper layers (”hot could”) leading to significantly higher contrasts near
the limb and also high contrast at disc center. Detailed analysis of the ”hot cloud” model
by Eker (2003) came to optimum parameters of the model which reproduce the former
observations. Schatten et al. (1986) assume ”hillocks” in the iso-τ surface produced by
boyancy from heating and a temperature increase below the surface, yielding a contrast
increase up to the very limb. In this model, a facula consistsof an uplifted photospheric
feature (hillock) with a height of 150km and a width of around 800km. Modeling of
flux tubes by Topka et al. (1997) showed that the limb darkening and disappearance of
the cool ”floor” from the observer’s field of view are responsible for the appearance of
faculae. They proposed that faculae are simply micropores,with a typical diameter of
350 km− 650 km and a Wilson depression of 100km, seen from the side and, hence,
the typical facula does not turn into a bright point at the disc center (the smaller flux
tubes tend to be bright even at disc center due to relative hot”floor”). However, the
facular contrast becomes zero at the very extreme limb sincethe ”hot wall” disappears
from view. Steiner (2005) considered magnetostatic flux sheet embedded in a plane
parallel model atmosphere and few snapshots of 2-D numerical simulation and showed
that extension of the facular contrast enhancement increases from center to limb from a
few tenths to up to 1 arcsec as a consequence of enhanced radiation from the limbward
surface outside the magnetic flux concentration. Keller et al. (2004) and Carlsson et al.
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(2004) presented first simulations of faculae using realistic 3-D MHD simulations and
explain their appearance mainly through the ”hot wall”.

An important question in solar physics is to what extent solar surface magnetism af-
fects the solar irradiance. Radiometers on board satellites (e.g., SOHO) have revealed
that the total solar irradiance changes in time. Solar irradiance variations on scales of
days up to the solar activity cycle length are closely related to the evolution of the solar
surface magnetic field, because the emergence and evolutionof active regions is reflected
in the irradiance records (Lean et al. 1998, Fligge & Solanki2000). Sunspots and active
region faculae are considered to be the dominant contributors to solar irradiance changes.
The large number of faculae around sunspot maximum more thancompensate the deficit
due to sunspots, which explains the slightly higher solar irradiance at solar maximum
(Fröhlich 2002, Krivova et al. 2003, Walton et al. 2003). The seemingly magnetically
inactive internetwork provides a large fraction of the magnetic flux, of kilogauss and sub-
kilogauss magnetic field strengths (Stenflo 1982; Domı́nguez Cerdeña et al. 2003, 2006;
Sánchez Almeida 2003, 2004a, 2004b; Sánchez Almeida et al. 2003; Trujillo Bueno et
al. 2004; Khomenko et al. 2005). The contribution of photospheric magnetic features
to the solar irradiance depending on the amount of magnetic flux and disc position was
observed by, e.g, Frazier (1971), Ortiz et al. (2002), Wenzler et al. (2002).

The main goals of this PhD project were to obtain high-resolution images of the net-
work in the G band and in the violet band of CN simultaneously in order to analyse the
contrast relations of small-scale magnetic features in these two spectral bands; to carry
out high-resolution spectral analysis of G-band bright points using spectral lines of CN
and CH molecules. The second part of this PhD project was aimed to carry out high-
resolution observations of plage regions near the solar limb in continuum and to analyse
the tiny structure of facular brightenings and provide a comparison with results of Ra-
diative Transfer computations in 3-D MHD models. Realistic3-D MHD simulations of
solar surface magneto-convection allow us to investigate the physical mechanism behind
changes in brightness and radiation flux, thus providing theoretical underpinning for a
connection between surface magnetism and irradiance. A systematic study of solar sur-
face simulations will improve our knowledge of the photometric properties of network
and plage magnetic fields. Hence one may compare the results of radiative computations
of the continuum intensity in these models with existing solar observations.
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2 High resolution imaging

In this chapter basics of phase diversity algorithms for reconstruction of narrowband so-
lar images will be presented. Results of observations of thesmall-scale solar features,
observed simultaneously in CH and CN molecular bands and in the blue continuum car-
ried out at the 1-m Swedish Solar Telescope (SST, see Scharmer et al. (2003a)) will be
presented and analysed.

2.1 Phase diversity image reconstruction

The investigation of small-scale structures on the solar surface is one of the primary issues
in solar physics. It requires the means to achieve the highest possible spatial resolution
in our imaging observations. A minimum requirement for thatis a spatial resolution of
0.3 arcsec (Title & Berger 1996) or better (Berger et al. 2004). According to diffraction
theory the 0.97 m entrance pupil of the SST has a spatial resolution of 0.11 arcsec at
λ = 430 nm. A principal disadvantage of ground-based solar telescopes is a reduced
resolving power due to distortions of the wavefront due to the variable atmosphere of
the Earth, i.e. bad seeing, which leads to smearing of solar images. Although the static
aberrations of the optic elements also distort a wavefront the seeing is the primary obstacle
to obtaining high-resolution images. The ultimate solution to the problem is to correct the
wavefront in real-time using one or several adaptive mirrors, i.e. adaptive optics (AO)
correction. However such a system so far never achieves diffraction limit of the telescope
over a large field-of-view (FOV). Another possibility to solve the problem is to decrease
distortions in the image through reconstruction methods. Among many postprocessing
tools of image reconstruction there are two primary techniques of image reconstruction:
Speckle Imaging (De Boer 1993) and the Phase Diversity (PD).In the first method the
observer collects an array of solar images with short exposures, usually 100 of them, close
in time so that the solar surface can be assumed to be constantand the differences in the
images are only due to seeing effects. In the second case one should collect at least two
simultaneous solar images corresponding to different focus positions.

Comparing these two methods we can point out several advantages of PD:

• PD reconstruction is sensitive to both sources of image degradations: seeing and
static aberrations of the telescope’s optic. This makes such methods efficient in
restoring solar images obtained outside of the Earth’s atmosphere, i.e. by space
telescopes.

• PD is based only on knowledge of the optical parameters of thetelescope and does
not need statistical characteristics of the atmosphere as an input.
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2 High resolution imaging

• PD reconstruction can be accomplished by use of only two images. This is espe-
cially important when observing at short wavelengths wherethe diffraction limit of
the telescope is small and the characteristic time scale of the photospheric features
evolution is smaller than 15 sec.

In this section we will briefly describe the main aspects of this method which we have
used in postprocessing of our observations.

The PD concept was first proposed by Gonsalves (1982) and then, based on the for-
mulation of Roddier & Roddier (1991), was applied to solar images by Restaino (1992).
Details of the PD methods in their application to solar observations are exhaustively de-
scribed in classical works, e.g. in Löfdahl & Scharmer (1994), Paxman et al. (1992),
Paxman et al. (1996) or Tritschler (1995). It consists of thesimultaneous recording of
at least one focusedd0 and one defocuseddk image, i.e. a PD pair, of exactly the same
object:

d0 = f ⊗ t0 + n0

dk = f ⊗ tk + nk,
(2.1)

wheref is the ”true” intensity distribution,t0 andtk are the corresponding actual point
spread functions (PSFs) at the moment of exposure,n0 andnk - the amount of noise in
the observed images and the symbol ’⊗’ denotes a convolution operation. The amount of
defocus fordk is expressed in a unit that makes the equivalent phase shift at the edge of
the entrance aperture of the telescope equal tokπ radians ork/2 waves. The amount of
defocus∆z along the optical axis is:

∆z = 8λ∆n

(

f

D

)2

, (2.2)

where∆n is the phase shift in waves,f andD are the focal length and the entrance pupil
diameter of the telescope respectively. Both the phase errors and the ”true” object can be
estimated by minimizing the error metric L in the Fourier domain, where the convolution
can be replaced by a multiplication of the Fourier transforms, i.e.D0,Dk, T0, Tk andF :

L =
∑

u,v

|D0 − F̂ T̂0|
2 + γ · |Dk − F̂ T̂k|

2, (2.3)

where a hat symbol ’·̂’ denotes an estimated value,u andv are the spatial frequencies,
which correspond to x and y in the image, andγ is a given ratio of the rms values of the
noise levels in the two exposures:

γ =
σ2

0

σ2
k

. (2.4)

This means that in principle a solution can be found even if the signal-to-noise ratio in
focused and defocused diversity channels is different. Solving the equation∂L/∂F = 0
an optimum for the estimated object is:

FM = Q2 ·
(

D0T̂
∗
0 + γDkT̂

∗
k

)

, (2.5)

where ’∗’ denotes the complex conjugate and
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2.1 Phase diversity image reconstruction

Q =
(

|T̂0|
2 + γ · |T̂k|

2
)−1/2

. (2.6)

Thus the minimization problem can be written as:

LM =
∑

u,v

|E|2, (2.7)

where the error functionE is defined as:

E = Q ·
(

DkT̂0 −D0T̂k

)

. (2.8)

The wavefrontφ at the telescope’s exit pupil is expanded in a set of basis functions{φm},
e.g. Zernike polynomials (Noll 1976) or Karhunen-Loéve (KL) functions (Orlov et al.
1997, Roddier 1990). For the focused channel:

φ̂ =

M
∑

m

cmφm, (2.9)

and for the defocused channel:

φ̂k = θk +
M
∑

m

cmφm, (2.10)

whereθk is the introduced phase distortion, i.e. defocus. However,instead of representing
the wavefront through a set of basis functions, a point-by-point approach, which enables
preciser estimation of high-order aberrations, is also possible (Lee et al. 2003). The
solution procedure aims at finding a set of coefficients{cm} which leads to a minimum
of the error metric in Eq. 2.7. This problem is solved iteratively from an initial estimate
φ̂=0, i.e.cm=0. SinceTk = Tk (cm) andE = E (cm) in the next iterationcr+1 = cr+δc:

δE =
M
∑

m

∂E

∂cm
∂cm, (2.11)

where

∂E

∂cm
= Dk

[

∂QT̂0

∂cm

]

−D0

[

∂QT̂k

∂cm

]

(2.12)

Thus a desired solution with respect toδcm is found by minimizing:

∑

u,v

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

E +
∑

m

∂E

∂cm
∂cm

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(2.13)

This means that we need to solve a matrix equation:

A · δc + b = 0, (2.14)

where
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A =







∂E
∂c1

| ∂E
∂c1

· · · ∂E
∂c1

| ∂E
∂cm

...
. . .

...
∂E
∂cm

| ∂E
∂c1

· · · ∂E
∂cm

| ∂E
∂cm






(2.15)

and

b =
1

2







∂LM

∂c1
...

∂LM

∂cm






, (2.16)

here(f |g) =
∑

u,v fg
∗ denotes the inner-product.

The approach described above is similar to a standard non-linear least-squares fitting
technique as described in Press et al. (1986).

The expression Eq. 2.5 cannot be used directly to obtain the restored object because
it gives an unlimited amplification of noise at high Fourier frequencies and needs an in-
creased number of iterations for successful convergence. Therefore the observed dataD0

andDk should be filtered beforehand with a spatial filterH (see Löfdahl & Scharmer
(1994)):

H = 1 −

〈

|H|2
〉

〈

|FM |2
(

|T0|
2 + γ |Tk|

2)〉 (2.17)

In the presented technique it is assumed that the observed images are isoplanatic, i.e.
t0 andtk do not vary over the FOV. However, the image formation through the Earth’s
atmosphere is strongly anisoplanatic, even after AO corrections. To avoid this, the de-
scribed PD algorithm was separately applied to small subfields usually with a size of
5.3×5.3 arcsec2 or 128×128 pixels, which can be considered isoplanar. A full restored
image is then constructed by combining the subfields in a mosaic.

However, as pointed out by Löfdahl & Scharmer (1994), the PDmethod described
above leads to good estimates of the wavefront parameters but in poor seeing the restored
objectsFM are disturbed by artifacts: the low S/N ratio at isolated spatial frequencies
causes a fringing pattern in the restored images. This happens if the optical transfer
functionsTk have zeros or very low values at someu, v. These artifacts can be removed
by combining the results of several atmospheric realizationsJ , i.e.J number of PD image
pairs taken close in time so that the ’true’ object can be assumed to be constant. Thus in
this approach, called partitioned phase-diverse speckle (PPDS), the restored object looks
as follows:

FM =

∑J
j=1Dj0T̂ ∗

j0 + γDjkT̂ ∗
jk

∑J
j=1

∣

∣

∣
T̂j0

∣

∣

∣

2

+ γ
∣

∣

∣
T̂jk

∣

∣

∣

2 (2.18)

Even better results are expected with a joint phase-diversespeckle (JPDS) technique
(Paxman et al. 1992a, Paxman et al. 1996, Seldin & Paxman 1994) because the joint
treatment constrains the wavefronts by requiring that the ’true’ object is identical in all
atmospheric realizations. A comparative study of the described methods applied to solar
images obtained with the SST can be found in Löfdahl & Scharmer (2001).
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2.1 Phase diversity image reconstruction

In Löfdahl (2002) all possible variations, i.e. differentnumber of atmospheric real-
izationsJ , diversity channelsK, objects and wavelengths are combined into a complex
approach in the form of linear equality constraints (LEC) (Kahaner et al. 1989). The LEC
are given as the set of linear equations which aim at minimizing the number of unknowns
cjkm:

C · c − d = 0, (2.19)

whereC is aNc × N matrix, N = KJM andNc < N number of constraints. The
solution is:

c = c̄ + Q2 · β, (2.20)

wherec̄ is a particular solution andQ2 is a matrix ofN
′

= N−NC column vectors which
are the orthogonal basis of the null-space ofC. Equation 2.14 can then be presented as:

QT

2
AQ2 · δβ + QT

2
· b = 0 (2.21)

Thus in the particular case of only one diversity channel, i.e.K =1, we have to solve a
Multi-Frame Blind Deconvolution (MFBD) problem (Schulz 1993). Under the Gaussian
noise assumption the ’true’ object estimation can be found as (see Löfdahl (2002) for
details):

FM =
1

γobj +
∑J

j |Sj |
2

J
∑

j

S∗
jDj (2.22)

and the error metric as

L(c) =
∑

u,v







J
∑

j

|Dj|
2 −

∣

∣

∣

∑J
j D

∗
jSj

∣

∣

∣

2

γobj +
∑J

j |Sj |
2






+
γwf

2

M
∑

m

1

λm

J
∑

j

|αjm|
2 , (2.23)

whereγobj has the effect of establishing stability with respect to perturbations in the ob-
ject,γwf stabilizes the wavefront estimates andλm is the expected variance of modem of
the KL functions.

If K > 1 andJ = 1 we have the easiest PD case, in which the LECs look like:

c1m − ckm = 0; k > 1, ∀m (2.24)

If K > 1 andJ > 1 we obtain a PDS case, in which the LECs are as follows:

∑

j,k cjkm = 0; m ∈ {tilt modes}

cjkm − cj(k−1)m = c(j−1)km − c(j−1)(k−1)m; j > 1, k > 1, m ∈ {tilt modes}
cj1m − cjkm = 0; ∀j, k > 1, m ∈ {tilt modes}

(2.25)

Piston and tilts, i.e. the first three modes were excluded from the computations since they
do not affect the error metric and thus cannot be estimated.
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2 High resolution imaging

Figure 2.1: Example of PDS algorithm (K = 2, J = 2 case) at the 0-th iteration. The
first and the third rows show focused channels, the second andthe forth the defocused
channels, respectively. In each of these rows observed and Hanning windowedj, k im-
ageF−1 (Djk), estimatedj, k-th imageF−1 (HFMTjk +Njk), wavefrontφjk at the exit
pupil and the corresponding PSF are presented. Three bottompanels show not filtered
’true’ object estimation before filteringF−1 (FM) (left panel), the noise filterH in Fourier
domain (middle panel) and the estimated, filtered ’true’ objectF−1 (FMH) (right panel).
22
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In this work we have used a MFBD/JPDS code developed by M. Löfdahl (Institute
for Solar Physics, Sweden). For illustration in Fig. 2.1 an initial state of JPDS algorithm
for aK = 2, J = 2 case and for one 128×128 pixels subfield is shown. Images were
observed with the SST nearλ=430.5nm. The first and the third rows show focused
channels, the second and the forth the defocused channels, respectively. In each of these
rows observed and Hanning windowedj, k image of the solar photosphereF−1 (Djk),
estimatedj, k-th imageF−1 (HFMTjk +Njk), the initial estimate of the wavefrontφjk at
the exit pupil and the corresponding PSF are shown (F andF−1 denotes Fourier transform
and the inverse Fourier transform, respectively). Three panels at the bottom show not
filtered ’true’ object estimation before filteringF−1 (FM) (left panel), the noise filterH in
Fourier domain (middle panel) and the estimated, filtered ’true’ objectF−1 (FMH) (right
panel). At this iteration, the error metricL has its maximum and hence the restored image
has poor resolution. As seen from the bottom-left panel, theFM is completely unusable
without spatial filtering because of huge amplitudes at highspatial frequencies.

In Fig. 2.2 the final iteration of the algorithm for the same subfield as in Fig. 2.1 after
successful convergence ofL to the desired minimum is shown. The meaning of the panels
is the same as in Fig. 2.1. Each individually estimated imageF−1 (HFMTjk +Njk)
has now an intensity distribution close to the observed image djk. The JPDS restored
image has a near diffraction limited spatial resolution (see at the spatial filterH) revealing
structures unresolved in the raw observations.

2.2 Observations

Observations were carried out at the SST in September 2004. We have observed different
active regions on the Sun near the disc center containing bright points (BPs) in three
spectral domains.

In Fig. 2.3 a sketch of the optical setup used for the observations is shown. Beam
splitters enabled simultaneous recordings in the three spectral regions. In the G-band
and continuum channels the sunlight was split into two beamsby a 50/50 nearly gray
beamsplitter passing the light to the detectors. One CCD waslocated exactly at the focal
plane of the telescope and another CCD with a 9.0mm shift along the optical axis which
roughly corresponds to approximately 1 wave phase shift at the entrance pupil (see Eq.
2.2). This enabled observations in two diversity channels,one focused and one defocused,
in each spectral domain. Phase diversity image pairs in the G-band and in the blue con-
tinuum were recorded by two KODAK Megaplus 1.6 CCD (1536× 1024 pixels with a
pixel size of 9µm) cameras through narrowband interference filters centeredat 430.5nm
and 436.4nm respectively with a FWHM of 1nm. Phase diversity image pairs in the CN
band-head were recorded on a KODAK Megaplus 4.2 CCD camera (the FOV was reduced
to 660× 1050 pixels with a pixel size of 9µm) through a 0.8nm wide interference filter
centered at 387.9nm. Detailed information about the filters can be found in Appendix
A. Two diversity channels in the CN domain were provided by a combination of several
prisms, which split the incoming beam into two with different optical paths leading to
two images on the same CCD with a spatial separation (see in Fig. 2.3). Consequently
one half of the CCD corresponds to the focused image and another half to the defocused
image with an amount of defocus according to the optical pathdifference between the
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Figure 2.2: Example of PDS algorithm (K = 2, J = 2 case) after the final iteration. The
annotation to panels is the same as in Fig. 2.1.
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2.3 Data reduction

Figure 2.3: Optical setup for simultaneous PD imaging in G-band, CN band-head and blue
continuum with SST. An external shutter triggers all CCD cameras to start the exposure
at the same moment of time.

two beams, i.e. again 9mm. All the science CCD detectors were triggered by an external
shutter to secure simultaneous recordings in the three spectral regions. In our observations
the exposure time was 12ms for CN and 11ms for G-band and blue continuum. In order
to improve the quality of the obtained data tip-tilt and Adaptive Optics (AO) (Scharmer
et al. 2003b) corrections during the observations were applied in real time .

2.3 Data reduction

2.3.1 Dark frame and flat field

The correction of the obtained images for dark signal and flatfield of the CCD is an
important part of the data reduction (see Chapter 3). As described in Chapter 3, the dark
image was taken for each CCD with the same exposure time, CCD gain mode and the
outdoor lighting as used in the imaging observations. The sunlight was blocked before
the external shutter to exclude illumination of the CCDs. Wehave taken 100 dark images
and averaged them to reduce any influence of the CCD read-out noise.

The CCD flat-field effects in the observed images coming from different photosensi-
tivity of the CCD pixels also can be calibrated. For this purpose 400 images were obtained
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at the same conditions as in the observations while the telescope pointing was randomly
displaced near the disc center of the Sun avoiding active regions and then averaged. Thus
even with the short exposure used here all details of the solar surface in the acquired
flat-field image were smeared and it contains only a gain matrix of the CCD.

Using the additive property of the dark image and the multiplicative property of the
flat field a reduced data image can be obtained as follows:

DATAreduced =
DATAobserved −DARKFRAME

FLATFIELD −DARKFRAME
(2.26)

However such an operation is not sufficient. Usually a CCD contains so-called dead
pixels, i.e. corrupted pixels which deliver always the samesignal, e.g. 0 or a maximum
value, which does not depend on illumination. Dust particles on the CDD surface produce
almost the same effect. In Fig. 2.2 an example of a dead pixel can be seen as a black dot
in the observed focused image at a location (2.0,3.9) arcsec, which we left for illustration.
The intensity in that pixel has a big contrast to the surroundings and thus affects the result
of the PD reconstruction causing a characteristic circularfringe pattern in the restored
data. To avoid this effect those pixels, whose contrast in the flat field exceeds a certain
threshold (set manually) were replaced in the reduced imageby the average intensity
of the immediate surroundings. Of course the intensity values of such pixels in the PD
restored image cannot be trusted, but at least no fringing pattern affected the brightness
of nearby pixels.

2.3.2 JPDS reconstruction

The image scale at the focal plane of the SST is 0.0405 arcsec/pix atλ=430nm. Accord-
ing to the Rayleigh criterion, the diffraction limit of the telescope with entrance pupilD
at a certain wavelengthλ is:

α = 1.22 ·
λ

D
, (2.27)

whereα is the resolution in radian. Hence the diffraction limit of 0.114 arcsec, 0.103 arc-
sec and 0.116 arcsec in G-band, CN band-head and continuum channels corresponds to a
sampling of around 2.8 pixels per resolution element on a CCDplane. This sampling is
sufficient for a secure PD reconstruction.

For our observations the analysis of time sequences of the filtergrams did not show
visible proper motions or structure changes of the BPs up to 130 km scales in less than
15 s, i.e. the Sun fulfills the requirement of a static scene. Therefore, to be conservative,
we selected the set of 8 PD image pairs obtained within 10s for further investigation
which have the highest rms contrast. Thus in each spectral domain the JPDS code with
K =2 andJ =8 was applied to the observed data. All restored filtergrams used in
the present work were co-aligned through a cross-correlation. Due to anisoplanar image
formation individually restored subfields were slightly shifted with respect to each other
so that co-alignment of a full reconstructed G band, CN band-head and continuum images
varied over the FOV. To correct this the restored triplet of images was destretched using a
’local correlation tracking algorithm’ (November et al. 1988).

The contrast of small-scale structures in an image is very sensitive to its spatial res-
olution. The unbiased comparison of the contrast values of BPs at different wavelengths
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requires images with equally high spatial resolution in allthree spectral regions (CN, G
band and blue continuum). This is particularly problematic, since the magnitude of the
atmospheric aberrations is wavelength dependent in an onlyapproximately and statisti-
cally known fashion, but is known to increase towards shorter wavelengths. Additionally
presence of photometric noise in the observed images impedes a correct estimation of the
object and therefore only a near-diffraction limited resolution of JPDS restored images
was achieved (see a spatial filterH in Fig. 2.2 for example). The different wavelengths
were restored separately and have different amounts of residual aberrations after the JPDS
processing. As a consequence JPDS restored images have different spatial resolution in
three spectral channels. In order to equalize the spatial resolution of the restored CN,
G-band, and blue continuum images the following technique was applied: In the last iter-
ation of the JPDS reconstruction, for a given subfield, the final restored CN, G-band and
continuum subfields were filtered with the same spatial filter. This filter was based on the
cut-off frequencies, in the Fourier domain, of the worst image, which always was the CN
filtergram, probably due to the lower S/N in the original images. This technique works
if the sizes of the smallest structures lie below the spatialresolution. Tests using MHD
simulations suggest that this is the case (see Chapter 4 or Shelyag et al. (2004)).

2.4 Results

In Fig. 2.4 the restored filtergrams in the blue continuum, G band and CN band-head
are presented. All intensities were normalized to a mean intensity of the CN image. In-
tensities of BP pixels vary over a wide range. Often BPs or at least associated magnetic
features are darker than granules (Langhans et al. 2002), (Shelyag et al. 2004). In order
to allow a secure and automatic identification of BPs we use the technique of Berger et al.
(1998), which consists of the subtraction of the continuum image from the correspond-
ing image in the molecular band. Hence a BP mask at the left-bottom in Fig. 2.4 was
computed as (compare with results in Chapter 3):

Mask = 1; ICNband−head

〈ICNband−head〉
− Icont

〈Icont〉
> 0.15

Mask = 0;
ICNband−head

〈ICNband−head〉
− Icont

〈Icont〉
≤ 0.15

(2.28)

The co-alignment of the three reconstructed filtergrams wasassumed to be so perfect that
the same BP-mask could be used in all of them. Although the obtained filtergrams reveal
complex structure of the BPs, e.g. ribbons or ”hot walls” pointed out by Berger et al.
(2004), we do not provide an individual analysis of their intensity.

Fig. 2.5 shows the intensity variations along the same cut ina typical BP in the three
spectral regions. The intensities are normalized to the average quiet Sun values. BPs in
the CN band-head, as a rule, have the highest brightness excess with respect to the quiet
Sun as compared to that in the G band and the blue continuum.

In Fig. 2.6 we present scatter plots of the normalized intensity in the molecular bands
with respect to the normalized continuum. Two groups of photospheric features, BPs
(red dots) and quiet granulation (black dots), show different brightness distributions in
molecular bands as predicted by numerical simulations of Shelyag et al. (2004). The CN
band-head distribution is in very good quantitative agreement with a similar analysis in
Chapter 3.
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2 High resolution imaging

Figure 2.4: Joint phase diverse speckle reconstructed filtergrams of an active region
NOAA0669, located atµ=0.97 on 7 September, 2004 at 14:30 (UT), containing BPs taken
in the blue continuum (436.5nm), G-band (430.5nm) and CN band-head (387.9nm).
Also shown (bottom-left) is the mask used to identify brightpoints. The presented images
have not been filtered to equalize the spatial resolution.
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2.4 Results

Figure 2.5: Intensity along a cut through a typical BP for theblue continuum (436.5nm
- dashed line), G band (430.5nm - dotted line) and CN (387.9nm - solid line).

Figure 2.6: Normalized a) G band and b) CN band-head intensities dependence on the
normalized intensity in the blue continuum measured in active region NOAA0669 located
atµ=0.97 on 7 September, 2004 at 14:30 (UT).
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2 High resolution imaging

Spectral region 〈C〉 〈CJPDS〉 〈CJPDS+equ〉 rms

Continuum 0.090 0.145 0.143 0.11
G band 0.218 0.341 0.340 0.12
CN band-head 0.311 0.481 0.481 0.12

Table 2.1: Observed contrast values of BPs with respect to the quiet Sun intensity within
the G band at 430.5nm, the violet CN band-head at 387.9nm and blue continuum at
436.5nm. 〈C〉, 〈CJPDS〉 and〈CJPDS+equ〉 denote the contrast in the not reconstructed,
JPDS reconstructed and JPDS reconstructed with resolutionequalization images respec-
tively. Rms contrasts are computed for the quiet Sun.

To quantify the brightness excess in BPs we define the contrast for a given pixel as:

Cλ =
Iλ − I0,λ

I0,λ
, (2.29)

whereIλ denotes the intensity of the BP in a certain wavelength bandλ andI0,λ is the
mean intensity of the quiet Sun for the same wavelength.

The calculated mean contrast values of the BPs are presentedin Table 2.1. The con-
trast of the BPs is higher in CN than in the G band, with the meanratio 〈CCN/CCH〉 =
1.4 over all BPs in the 27× 43 arcsec2 filtergram triplet. The mean BP contrast in CN
band-head isCCN/Ccont ≈ 3.4 times higher than in the blue continuum. The contrast of
BPs in the G band isCCH/Ccont ≈ 2.4 times higher than in the blue continuum. This
is in reasonable agreement with simple theoretical predictions (Berdyugina et al. 2003,
Kiselman et al. 2001).

According to Shelyag et al. (2004) those atmospheres which correspond to BPs have a
mean temperature at the layer of the continuum intensity formation〈T (τλ=430 nm = 1)〉 =
6500 K. For this temperature from Berdyugina et al. (2003) weobtain:
Ctheor

CNband−head/C
theor
G−band=1.4, Ctheor

CNband−head/C
theor
cont =2.8 andCtheor

G−band/C
theor
cont =2.0.

A statistical study of the brightness distributions of BPs in CN and CH filtergrams
covering 81× 43 arcsec2 of active regions with the filling factorα ≈ 0.03 showed that
the contrast ratio of the BPs in CN to CH decreases with increasing G-band brightness of
the BPs as shown in Fig. 2.7. In this plot only a subset of the analyzed data is shown for
a subfield, for which the alignment of the various images was particularly good.

Theoretically the relative brightness excess of BPs in CN band-head with respect to
G band is due to a stronger decrease of the number density of the CN molecule with in-
creasing temperature at the level of line-core formation, as compared to CH. We conclude
that with increase of the BP intensity the absorption by CN lines decreases with respect to
absorption by CH spectral lines. This is in agreement with our spectroscopic observations
which we will present in the next Chapter.

Although the observed contrast ratios agree reasonably with model predictions, the
absolute contrast values of observed BPs are lower than those in theoretical predictions
based on the Kurucz model atmosphere (Kurucz 1993) withTτ=1 ≈ 6500K by a factor
of 5.
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2.4 Results

Figure 2.7: Scatter plots of the contrast ratio in CN band-head and G band vs. normalized
G-band intensity. The solid line represents a 4-th order polynomial least squares fit to the
data points.

The difference between the absolute contrasts found from the observations and com-
puted by Berdyugina et al. (2003) can be attributed to several factors, of which the main
ones are:

• the computed contrasts where calculated using a simple Kurucz model whose tem-
perature stratification alongτ differs from that of a flux-tube in the photosphere
even if the temperatures atτ = 1 are equal;

• the computed contrasts refer to an unlimited spatial resolution whereas our observed
filtergrams are limited to a spatial resolution of 130km;

• the observed contrast is further diminished by scattered light. Alternatively, the
temperature contrast between magnetic BPs and the quiet Sunis lower.

The significantly higher contrast seen in the violet CN band-head compared with the
G band makes it a promising wavelength band for solar high resolution studies, although
there are factors making nowaday high-resolution ground-based solar observations in this
wavelength more complex than in the G band:

• fewer photons are provided by the Sun;
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2 High resolution imaging

• there is more scattered light;

• the spatial resolution is worse because of the stronger influence of the atmospheric
aberrations (seeing).

Recently, Uitenbroek & Tritschler (2006 submitted.) presented results of the syn-
thesis of the blue CN band-head and G band using 3-D MHD simulations. They present
the comparison of the intensity contrast of BPs in syntheticCN band-head and G-band
images. The result is〈CCN/CCH〉 = 0.96, which is in sharp contradiction with our ob-
servations. Moreover, their simulations yielded that thisratio is almost constant in the
range of high G-band intensities of the BPs and decreases at low intensity. The Kurucz’s
models, however, gave opposite results where in the model with Teff = 6250K this ratio
was computed as 1.35. They correctly pointed out that these models cannot be used to
describe either granule’s or BP’s atmospheres. They found,also, that the BP brightness
enhancement in molecular bands is due to partial evacuationin high field concentrations
rather than due to non-linear dependence of the Planck function at short wavelengths
which would lead to higher contrast in the CN.

Several possibilities to resolve this contradiction are athand:

• Our estimated spatial resolution is not entirely corect andthe CN band-head image
is better resolved in our observations than the G-band. Alternatively, the amound
of scattered light is larger in the G-band range than at the wavelength of the CN
band-head.

• The continuum opacities used in simulations may be wrong.

• Before comparison with observations, the results of radiative transfer computations
through MHD simulations should be convolved with the realistic PSF estimated
from our observations by JPDS and the amount of scattered light should also be
taken into account.

• The definition of a BP should be concretized, i.e. BP interior, ribbon structure,
facula or evidence of the ”hot walls”, whose properties may be very different.

One way to distinguish between some of the above explanations would be to make a
comparison of simulated CN and CH spectra with our spectroscopic observations includ-
ing modelling the limited resolution, seeing and scatteredlight (see Chapter 3).
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the
solar photosphere

In the previous chapter the brightness properties of the intergranular bright points (BPs)
observed through narrow-band filters for G band, blue CN band-head and blue continuum
were investigated. In this chapter, we present results of high-resolution spectroscopic
observations of the small-scale magnetic activity manifestations in the solar photosphere
with the spectrograph installed on the new 1-m Swedish SolarTelescope (SST). The re-
sults of simultaneous observations in two spectral regionsin the blue and in the near UV
containing absorption spectral lines of different species, e.g., CN, CH and many atoms,
will be presented. Spectral properties of the BPs characterizing qualitatively the plasma
state in the upper photospheric layers are investigated andcompared with results obtained
in Chapter 2.

We have observed and analyzed spectra in the blue CN band-head (387.588−388.473
nm) and in a blue region (436.1−436.9nm) containing absorption lines of CH. Note that
except for specifically mentioned cases all wavelengths we will use throughout the present
chapter correspond to vacuum as follows from the wave numberof the FTS atlas (Brault
& Neckel 1987).

3.1 Observations

The SST spectrograph, designed on the basis of a Littrow system, has a 79grooves/mm
echelle grating with a blaze angle ofβ=63.43o and has a theoretical spectral resolving
power of around 240000. The slit has a width of 25µm which corresponds to 0.1143 arc-
sec in the image plane and is etched on a glass plate with a reflecting layer of coated
silver. The slit plate is mounted on the turnable slit holderwhich constitutes one wall of
the slit box. The slit box also contains a corrector lens and mirrors that divert the outgo-
ing beam into two exit ports labeled A and B where CCDs were mounted. This enabled
to make spectroscopic observations in two spectral domainssimultaneously. The optical
setup used for observations is sketched in Fig. 3.1. Since there is no predisperser in the
spectrograph itself, all spectral orders fall on top of eachother on the CCD plane and to
separate desired orders narrow-band interference filters were used. In Table 3.1 prefilters
and CCDs used in the spectroscopic setup are listed. Unfortunately the high gain setting
in the CCD at port A produced an increased noise level in recorded spectra with respect
to the data collected at port B. This caused certain difficulties in the data reduction which
will be discussed later. In order to identify the exact slit position on the Sun the light
reflected by the slit box was used. The reflected light was refocused by a condensing
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.1: Optical setup for simultaneous spectroscopic observations in two spectral
ranges, i.e. port A and port B. Additionally, cameras to record the corresponding slit
jaw images and make short-exposure high-resolution imagesin the red continuum are
sketched.
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3.1 Observations

parameter port A port B

CCD type Kodak Megaplus 1.6, 10 bit Kodak Megaplus 1.6, 10 bit
CCD size 1536× 1024 pix× 9 µm 1536× 1024 pix× 9 µm

CCD gain +6dB 0 dB

prefilter 436.39nm, 1.15nm, 36.37% (air) 387.92nm, 0.80nm, 60.54% (air)
spectral range 436.085nm < λ < 436.953nm 387.590nm < λ <388.480nm

spectral order 53 58
grating angleβ − α −0.71o +0.13o

mean dispersion 15.5mm/nm 15mm/nm

spatial diffraction limit 0.11 arcsec 0.10 arcsec
exposure time 1500ms 1500ms

maximum intensity
in continuum

947 counts 665 counts

spectral lines CH, atomic CN, CH, atomic

Table 3.1: Specification of instruments used in observations.

achromatic lens with a focal length of F=25cm and split by a 50/50 beamsplitter passing
the light to positions where slit jaw CCD cameras were installed. The exposure time for
the slit jaw image was as long as the exposure time of the corresponding CCD collecting
the spectra, to ensure that one achieves the same spatial resolution in both types of data
to simplify identification of observed solar features. The main properties of the slit jaw

parameter slit jaw A slit jaw B

CCD type Kodak Megaplus 1.6, 10 bit Kodak Megaplus 1.6, 10 bit
CCD size 1536× 1024 pix× 9 µm 1536× 1024 pix× 9 µm

filter 430.513nm - air, 1.18nm, 46.37% 387.92nm - air, 0.80nm, 60.54%
spatial diffraction limit 0.11 arcsec 0.10 arcsec
exposure time 1500ms 1500ms

Table 3.2: Specification of observed slit jaw image data

detectors are listed in Table 3.2. Strong overexposure of the slit jaw cameras was com-
pensated by neutral filters with high density. Exposure timein all four CCD cameras were
synchronized by a trigger signal so that the complete dataset was recorded simultaneously.

In addition, high resolution images in a red continuum usinga narrow-band interfer-
ence filter were obtained (see Table 3.3) taking 10% of the total incoming sunlight by
mounting a 90/10 beamsplitter in the light path before the spectrograph. These images
are uncorrelated in time with the spectroscopic dataset andserve as high resolution, al-
most diffraction limited, intensity maps of the photosphere. The diffraction limit of the
spatial resolution was achieved by means of Multi Frame Blind Deconvolution (MFBD)
described in Chapter 2. Frame selection based on rms contrast measurements was applied
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

parameter red light

CCD type Kodak Megaplus 1.6, 10 bit
CCD size 1536× 1024 pix× 9 µm

filter 705.7nm - air, 0.71nm, 45.37%
spatial diffraction limit 0.18 arcsec
exposure time 10ms

Table 3.3: Specification of observed high resolution image data in a red continuum

Figure 3.2: Example of a raw image of the flat field (top) and corresponding spectra
(bottom) observed at the port B.

to choose 10 ’Red’ images with the best contrast during each 15 s time interval, which
were stored to be processed by the MFBD routine.

3.2 Data reduction of the spectra

In figure 3.2 an example of the raw observed spectroscopic data at the port B (B-spectra)
corresponding to the blue CN band-head spectral domain is shown. There are two charac-
teristics of CCDs that must be considered in making an astronomical image: 1) since they
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3.2 Data reduction of the spectra

are electronic components CCDs are sensitive to heat withinthe camera as well as light
from the object of interest and 2) the individual pixels in the CCD array may vary signif-
icantly in their sensitivity to both heat and light. The critical part of the data reduction is
to diminish the effect of these two factors. It consists of dark frame subtraction and flat
fielding, which will be explained in the following sections.

3.2.1 Dark frame

Astronomical CCDs are so sensitive that they can detect electronic noise generated by the
CCD chip itself. This means that even without illuminating the CCD surface one gets a
nonzero output signal. We call the ouput signal created by a CCD chip without exposure to
photons a Dark Frame. It results from thermal electrons in the pixels, from voltage offsets
in the CCD electronics and from noise produced by the electronics. The rate of thermal
electrons depends on the temperature of the CCD and on the impurities of each pixel.
Since the CCD pixels have different impurities, each element will accumulate electrons at
a different rate. This can cause a faint pattern to form on images made with the CCD. Even
though this pattern is not due to light, it is difficult to determine which pixel intensity was
due to light and which was due to dark current when taking spectroscopic data. Luckily,
for a given CCD temperature, the thermal electrons accumulate at a constant rate for each
pixel. This means that this effect can be measured and its contribution can be subtracted
from the recorded images. In practice, during the observations one should take a dark
frame of the CCD under the same conditions as when taking spectroscopic data, with the
only difference that the beam of sunlight is blocked somewhere in the optical path. This
means that the chip temperature, exposure time, CCD operating mode as well as indoor
lighting of the optical laboratory have to be equal to those used during observations. In
order to reduce noise in the single dark frame usually 100 dark images were taken and
subsequently averaged. The resulting dark frame is almost free of noise and contains
only the information about the dark counts of each pixel of the CCD. Using the additive
property of the latter, one removes it from the useful signalby subtraction of the averaged
dark frame from the raw observed data. However, this method is not able to remove noise
of the CCD and readout electronics in a single frame. The spectroscopic signal in our
observations lies between 37 and 1024 counts whereas the typical count values of the
dark frame lie around 29 counts, which is up to 78% of the useful signal. This means that
dark frame subtraction is obligatory for reducing the spectroscopic data in order to get
realistic values of spectroscopic line depression.

3.2.2 Flat field

First of all it should be mentioned that the flat fielding of observed spectroscopic data is
much more complicated than for images. The flat field is a 2-dimensional gain matrix of
the CCD. In a common image processing method a flat-field imageshould be made by tak-
ing a picture of an evenly illuminated scene which does not show any intensity variations.
Obtained in that way the flat-field image shows only the inherent variances in intensity
value across the CCD array due to differences in photosensitivity or to dust specks on the
CCD surface or vignetting in the optical system. Using the multiplicative property of the
flat field one divides the raw data image, already corrected for the dark frame, by the flat-
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

field image, which should be also corrected for the dark frame, and achieve the reduced
data image with a ’true’, accurate to the noise level, brightness distribution independent
of the optical setup and CCD.

DATAreduced =
DATAobserved −DARKFRAME

FLATFIELD −DARKFRAME
(3.1)

In solar observations the homogeneous illumination of the detector is achieved by a rapid
random swinging of the telescope by around 10 arcmin in all directions so that the field of
view moves around the solar disc center avoiding sunspots and pores. By collecting many
images on the CCD during this time but followed by averaging them one expects to smear
any information about the solar surface and to have a pure gain matrix of the CCD (CCD
flat field). It is very important to take flat fields when the CCD is in the same position in
the optical setup as in the observations to avoid flatfieldingartifacts on the dust particles
on the CCD surface because of a different beam cone. In our observations a flat-field
image consists of 400 averaged frames. On the top in Fig. 3.2 the observed averaged flat
field is shown. It does not contain any spatial information ofthe solar features along the
slit of the spectrograph, but the averaged spectrum of the solar photosphere near its disc
center. In order to obtain the gain matrix of the CCD itself the following procedure has
been applied:

Step 1. As one can see from Fig. 3.2 the observed spectra reveal a small inclination
of the spectral lines and their no-rectilinear shape. Compressing the flatfield in the spa-
tial direction by averaging each spectrum along the slit we got a reference 1-dimensional
spectrum. Using the algorithm of cross correlation, spectra of all positions along the slit
were co-aligned to a reference and divided by it. At the same time the corresponding
vector of dispersion shifts was created. The latter was usedto align the observed spectra
along the dispersion axis. The observed spectra show not only a tilt of the spectral lines,
but also distortsions. This is inherent in grating spectrographs and is partly due to the fact
that the spectrograph has an off-plane design which causes pincushion and barrel defor-
mations of the spectra. Also, some image distortion is caused by the corrector lens. Such
image distortions make the reference 1-dimensional spectrum slightly blurred and divid-
ing flatfield spectra by it produces artifacts on the edges of the spectral lines. Therefore, to
improve the quality of the result, the observed flatfield image was binned into 3 intervals
in the spatial direction where the line distortion can be neglected and the afore mentioned
algorithm was applied separately to each bin. The resultantCCD flat field is shown on
the bottom in Fig. 3.3 where broad, slanting lines are interference fringes produced by
the prefilter and the entrance window of the CCD.

Step 2. As opposed to narrow-band spectroscopy the transmission profile of the pre-
filter should also be taken into account. Unfortunately it isnot possible to use a filter
curve delivered by the manufacturer since the transmissionof an interference filter de-
pends strongly on its temperature, humidity and on the angleof inclination. In order to
compute the filter transmission curve the reference 1-dimensional spectra of the observed
flat field corrected for the dark frame and CCD flat field was computed in the same way as
in Step 1 and compared with the high resolution Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS)
atlas (Brault & Neckel 1987) for the photosphere in exactly the same spectral region. In
case of B-spectra observations two fiducial wavelength positions at 387.588nm (begin-
ning of observed spectra) and at 388.473nm (end of the observed spectra), corresponding
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3.2 Data reduction of the spectra

Figure 3.3: Observed flat field corrected for the dark frame, tilt and curvature of the
spectral lines (top); computed gain matrix of the CCD (bottom).

to Fe I and CN absorption lines respectively were selected. Here and later we will use
vacuum wavelengths, as given by wave numbers in the FTS atlas. It is important that
both, our flatfielded mean spectrum and the corresponding spectrum provided by the FTS
atlas were taken at the same disc position on the Sun, i.e., disc center, to avoid any dif-
ferential center-to-limb variation effects (Langhans et al. 2004). The linear dispersion in
the spectral plane is defined as :

dx

dλ
= fs ·

dβ

dλ
= fs ·

m

a · cos(β)
, (3.2)

wherefs=1500mm is the focal length of the Littrow lens,dλ is a wavelength change
anddβ is a corresponding angle of reflection change,a is the grating constant andβ is
the angle of reflection. From equation 3.2 it is evident that the linear dispersion of ob-
served spectra shows a monotone increase when going from long to short wavelengths. In
the case of B-spectra the linear dispersion varies from 14.94 mm/nm to 15.07mm/nm,
corresponding to fiducial wavelengths mentioned above. Thevalues of dispersion for the
A-spectra are 15.39mm/nm and 15.55mm/nm, respectively. To linearize the linear
dispersion in the observed data the latter have been linearly interpolated between these
two values on the whole observed spectral region and the spectra were destretched ac-
cordingly. The difference of the spectral resolution of theFTS atlas and of the obtained
A- and B- spectra, which was lower than that of the FTS, is one cause for the slight dif-
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.4: Example of a reduced B-spectrum corrected for dark frame, flat field and
filter transmission profile (right). At the left we plot the mean observed photospheric
spectrum (black line) corrected for dark frame, CCD flat field, filter curve (dashed line)
and scattered light. We also plot the FTS spectrum (gray line) in the same spectral region.
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3.2 Data reduction of the spectra

Figure 3.5: Example of a reduced A-spectrum corrected for the dark frame, flat field and
filter transmission profile (right). At the left the mean photospheric spectrum taken from
an observed flat field (black line) corrected for dark frame, CCD flat field, filter curve
(dashed line) and scattered light is plotted, together withthe FTS spectrum (gray line)
corresponding to the same spectral region.
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

ference in profiles of corresponding spectral lines. Also spectral stray light in the SST
spectrograph, which is absent in the FTS, causes these differences. To compute the trans-
mission curve of the prefilter windows, parts of spectra relatively free of absorption were
selected, at which the intensity is least influenced by the difference in spectral resolution.
The prefilter curve is calculated by dividing the 1-dimensional reference spectra by the
FTS intensity at these wavelengths and then polynomially interpolated on the whole ob-
served spectral domain. Comparison of flatfielded referencespectra with FTS, which are
assumed to be free of spectral scattered light, enables us toestimate the scattered light in
the obtained data:

IFTS
λ = Iλ ⊗ dFTS

ISST
λ = Iλ ⊗ dSST + Iscatter,

(3.3)

wheredFTS and dSST are instrumental profiles of the FTS and the SST spectrograph
respectively,Iλ is the ’true’ infalling intensity,IFTS

λ andISST
λ are detected intensities,

Iscatter means the level of the scattered light in the spectrograph and the symbol ’∗’ de-
notes convolution. Narrow spectral lines are more sensitive to the spectral resolution than
broader ones, whereas the scattered light intensity offsetis expected to be the same for
all of them. By varying the FTS spectral smearing by convolving with a Gaussian func-
tion and varyingIscatter the optimal combination of these quantities was found showing
the best coincidence with the observed 1-dimensional reference spectra, corrected for the
prefilter profile.

parameter A-spectra B-spectra

spectral range 436.085nm < λ < 436.953nm 387.590nm < λ <388.480nm

spectral sampling 5.59211mÅ/pix 5.82236mÅ/pix

dispersion 15.47mm/nm 14.98mm/nm

resolving power 76360 129170
scattered light 4.1% 4.7%

estimated spatial
resolution

0.25 arcsec 0.25 arcsec

Table 3.4: Specification of calibrated spectral data

In Table 3.4 the properties of the reduced A-spectra and B-spectra are shown. It should
be mentioned that the spectral resolution was estimated from the mean spectra produced
as described above as the amount of smearing, which applied to the FTS spectra to get an
optimum match.

An empirical diffraction limit of a telescope with entrancepupilD at a certain wave-
lengthλ is given by the Rayleigh criterion:

α = 1.22 ·
λ

D
, (3.4)

whereα is the resolution in radian. The spatial resolution of the obtained spectral data
depends on several factors like atmospheric and fixed aberrations, exposure time, CCD
focusing errors. Due to theλ dependence of seeing one would expect the A-spectra to
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3.2 Data reduction of the spectra

Figure 3.6: Normalized
power spectra at local ’quasi’-
continuaIB

cont (black) andIA
cont

(red). Spatial frequenciesν
were normalized to frequency
ν0 for the diffraction limit of
the SST atλ=388nm.

have a higher spatial resolution as compared to the B-spectra. However, as a result of the
high gain option for CCD in the port A the accuracy of focusingthe CCD on the spec-
trograph slit was lower, than in the port B. This explains thedecreased spectral resolution
of the A-spectra as well. The refractor system of the SST suffers from residual chromatic
aberration after the corrector lens, which makes a small shift of the focal plane along the
optical axis when observing at A and B wavelengths. Hence theslit of the spectrograph
cannot be located exactly on the focal plane for the two wavelengths. However, the see-
ing, i.e. contrast reduction, blurring and distortion of observed images due to atmospheric
distortions of the wavefront, appears to be the dominant factor. Therefore, as discussed
in Chapter 2 the blue B-spectra should have a higher amplitude of aberrations and con-
sequently lower spatial resolution than the A-spectra. Thespatial resolution, taking into
account all factors listed here, is not linearly dependent on the spectral resolving power.
This means that due to the discussed slit defocusing the position of the CCD giving the
highest contrast of the spectral lines, i.e. perfectly focused spectra, does not necessarily
correspond to the optimum position to obtain highest contrast in a spatial domain.

In Fig 3.6 the normalized power spectra in logarithmic scaleof local continuum inten-
sitiesIB

cont-black andIA
cont-red are shown. The abscissa is scaled to the spatial frequency νo

corresponding to Rayleigh’s diffraction limit, i.e. 0.098arcsec, of the SST atλ=388nm.
The power decrease is almost identical for both A and B data, which points to a similar
spatial resolution. At approximately0.4 · νo, where the noise level dominates over useful
signal of the small scale solar structures, the slope of the power spectra diminishes no-
tably. This spatial frequency corresponds to the spatial resolution presented in Table 3.4
and is nearly equal in A and B spectral datasets.

3.2.3 Doppler shift and line width

The velocity of plasma motions can be calculated from Doppler shift ∆λD measurements
of spectral lines:

∆λD =
λ · v

c
, (3.5)
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.7: Left - an example ofλI=min determination using a 4-th order polynomial fit
(blue line) to the observed profile of the Fe I line; right - estimated signal-to-noise ratio
of B-spectra along several line profiles near 387.777nm.

wherev is velocity,c is the speed of light,λ is the wavelength of the line center. Since
different spectral lines are formed at different heights inthe photosphere, the knowledge
of their Doppler shifts provides information of photospheric velocity stratifications. As
shown in Appendix B the contribution function for a given spectral line varies when going
from its line-core to the wings. Therefore, the analysis of Doppler shifts at different posi-
tions of the line profile also gives information about velocities at different heights. Since
all lines in the observed 387.588−388.473nm spectral region are blended by others, their
’true’ profile could not be estimated easily. Therefore we restrict ourselves to investigat-
ing Doppler shifts at the line core :∆λD = λI=min−λ

ref
I=min, whereλref

I=min is a reference
wavelength. The referenceλref

I=min is the line-core wavelength of the spatially averaged
spectral line profile along the slit for which the velocity isassumed to be 0m/s, since the
absolute velocity values are not of particular interest. Before investigating the velocity
signature of the solar features, an evaluation of accuracy of the Doppler measurements is
essential. If one computes the line shift as the difference between the positions of min-
imum intensity of the line with respect to the reference position (peak-to-peak method)
then an accuracy of≈ 215 m/s corresponding to a spectral sampling of observed spectra
of 5.822 · 10−4 nm is expected. Fortunately the observed spectral lines are broad enough
to contain a sufficient number of pixels so that it is possibleto fit the line profile with the
polynomial approximation.

In Fig. 3.7 (right) an example of the determination ofλI=min in the line-core of Fe I
(387.777nm) using a 4-th order polynomial approximation of the line profile is shown.
The presence of noise in the observed data distorts the line profile and introduces an
additional error in the approximation. In order to quantifythe accuracy of this method and
compare it with the others, the amount of noise in the flatfielded spectra was estimated by
analyzing their power spectra. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was computed as:

SNR[dB] = 10 · log10

(

Psignal

Pnoise

)

= 20 · log10

(

Isignal

Inoise

)

, (3.6)

whereP is average power andI intensity. In Fig. 3.7 (right) theSNR dependence on
intensityI, normalized to continuum of a part of the B-spectrum around the Fe I spectral
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3.2 Data reduction of the spectra

line is shown. Knowing the noise level all possible distortions of an artificial spectral
line were simulated. The result of the simulations showed that λI=min measurements
using a 4th order polynomial approximation have a maximum deviation of 43m/s and a
rms-value of 32m/s, whereas the cross correlation method yields a maximum deviation
of only 27 m/s and 24m/s rms-value. Therefore we have used the latter in our data
reduction. Taking into account that flatfielded spectra contain the same line shift errors
as the cross correlation method the total error of velocity measurements is estimated to
be 54m/s. We have calculated velocities from Doppler shifts for three species: Fe I
at λFeI=387.777nm, CH and CN. To be precise theV B

CH andV B
CN were averaged over

speed profiles measured atλCN=387.844nm, λCN=387.740nm andλCH=387.829nm,
λCH=388.124nm respectively. In the present chapter the upflows, i.e. blue shifts, were
assigned to negative velocities and downflows, i.e. red shifts, to positive velocities.

In addition to the Doppler shifts the full line width at half-minimum or FWHM of
the spectral line provides information on the line broadening caused by many factors.
The most pertinent for such measurements is the width of the Fe I (387.777nm) line
as its profile is least distorted by blends. The undistorted line profile was reconstructed
by subtracting a linear interpolation between two quasi continuum positions at the line
borders from the line profile. Using a 4-th order polynomial fit to the line the FWHM is
measured. The simulations of such measurements of the artificial spectral line disturbed
by known noise, as explained above, gave a maximum deviationof 2 mÅ.

3.2.4 Slit position

Refraction in the terrestrial atmosphere introduces a small shift on the focal plane of
the telescope between images taken at different wavelengths in a direction vertical with
respect to the horizon. Such a difference is minimum at noon,when the Sun’s elevation
is largest and maximum when the Sun is located at the horizon.The slit orientation of
the SST’s spectrograph is parallel to the horizon, which means that the impact of the
mentioned effect is maximum and the spectra in port A and in port B are taken at slightly
different slit positions on the solar surface. By analyzingA- and B-slit jaw images the
spatial shift could be derived.

time, UT [hh:mm:ss] ∆x [arcsec]

14:56:20 0.0553
15:28:40 0.0623
15:49:20 0.0658

Table 3.5: Displacement of the image position on a slit for A-spectra and B-spectra ob-
served on 8 April 2005.

In Table 3.5 the image displacement on a slit at the times, when the data were col-
lected, is presented. For comparison the slit width amountsto around 0.12 arcsec. As
one can see from Table 3.5 the difference in image positions on a slit is 0.061 arcsec on
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.8: Example of B- and A- spectra of a BP (red line) in active region NOAA0753
atµ=0.97 observed on 14 April 2005 at 15:00:45 (UT) and of the quiet Sun (black line).
’Red’, B- and A- slit jaw images with a white arrow marking theBP are also provided.

average. Since we do not possess full two-dimensional spectral scans over a solar region
but only one-dimensional spectra at single slit positions the accuracy of the comparison
between A-spectra and B-spectra is decreased by this systematic error. Consequently for
a precise investigation of the spectral properties of photospheric features A-spectra and B-
spectra were studied separately. Since the B-spectrum covers spectral lines of all desired
species (i.e. Fe, CH, CN) we give its analysis the highest priority.

3.2.5 Intensity

In Fig. 3.8 two samples of observed A- and B-spectra are presented. In BPs both spectra
show a considerable decrease in depression of absorption lines of CN and CH molecules
and of many atomic lines as well.
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3.2 Data reduction of the spectra

The intensity contrastCλ at the line core was defined as:

Cλ =
Iλ− < Iλ >

< Iλ >
, (3.7)

In the present analysis the line-core intensitiesIA
CH of a CH line at 436.396nm, IB

CH

of a CH line at 387.829nm, IB
FeI of an Fe I line at 387.777nm andIB

CN of a CN line
at 388.188nm were measured. The main properties of the transitions corresponding to
these lines are given in Table 3.6 and in Table 3.7.

Element Wavelength Wavelength Branch Oscillator System
vacuum, [nm] air, [nm] strength

CH (A-spectra) 436.396 436.272 ’P’ 0.281E-02 A-X 0-0
CH (B-spectra) 387.829 387.719 ’R’ 0.230E-02 B-X 0-0
CN (B-spectra) 388.188 388.009 ’P’ 0.345E-01 Violet 0-0
CN∗ (B-spectra) 387.844 387.734 ’P’ 0.345E-01 Violet 0-0

Table 3.6: Properties of molecular transitions of CH and CN lines used in the present
investigation. The CN line marked with∗ is used for Doppler measurements and line
depression study.

Wavelength Wavelength Transition Eu [eV] El [eV] log(gf)
vacuum, [nm] air, [nm]

387.7769 387.6670 5D0 − a3P 2 5.4763 2.2788 -2.808

Table 3.7: Atomic transition parameters for the Fe I line used in observations.

The fact that many spectral lines are blended with each other, which changes the line-
core intensity, was not taken into account when computing the contrasts. This means
that models must be used to compute the spectrum with all the blended lines prior to
the comparison with the observations. The total A-spectra and B-spectra intensity were
calculated by integration overλ of the whole obtained spectral domain multiplied with a
prefilter curve representative of the filters used for imaging (see Chapter 2). Unfortunately
the B-spectrum does not reach the pure continuum in the wholespectral range. Therefore
the intensity over two positions of ’quasi’-continuum at 388.202nm and 388.161nm was
averaged, which corresponds to a ’quasi’-continuum brightnessIB

cont at≈ 388.18nm with
an FTS atlas value of 0.894. The A-spectrum has much less spectral lines and includes
almost clear continuum regions with an FTS atlas value of 0.987. TheIA

cont intensity was
averaged over four positions at 436.131nm, 436.186nm, 436.221nm and 436.272nm,
corresponding to a mean wavelength of≈ 436.202nm. The above ’quasi’-continuum
wavelengths were selected such that the absolute intensityat these positions showed the
smallest rms along the slit in the observed spectra. This means that it is least affected by
the spectral lines whose depression varies in a wide range depending on the solar feature.
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.9: Coincidence of two methods of automatically discerning magnetic bright fea-
tures from the non-magnetic features. Top - local continuumintensity subtracted from
CN-band intensity; bottom - BPI. The dashed red line represents the threshold.

3.2.6 Bright Point Index

The Bright Point Index (BPI) was introduced by Langhans et al. (2001) in order to deter-
mine the positions of bright small-scale magnetic featuresand automatically distinguish
them from the non-magnetic bright features. BPI calculations are based on the fact that in
a BP the weakening of CH-line depression is stronger than that of atomic lines. Assuming
that CN absorption lines behave similarly the BPI was computed as follows:

BPI =
Icont − Iatom

〈Icont − Iatom〉
·
〈Icont − ICN〉

Icont − ICN
− 1, (3.8)

whereIcont is a local continuum intensity (see previous section),Iatom is the line-core
intensity of an atomic line andICN line-core intensity of a CN line. Following Langhans
et al. (2001) all intensities were normalized to a ’quasi’-continuum atlas intensityIa =
0.894. Not all atomic lines conform to the assumption above. Analysis of BP spectra
revealed that the Fe I line at 387.912nm has a very small amplitude of change in line
depression over non-magnetic and magnetic, e.g. BPs, features and thus was used for the
BPI determinations. The conformity of the BPI method and thedifference of normalized
to the mean intensities at local continuum in the CN-band is presented in Fig. 3.9. The
criterion BPI≥0.2 is used to separate magnetic bright features from the non-magnetic
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3.3 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features at the disc center

ones. This criterion according to Fig. 3.9 corresponds to
[

ICN−band

<ICN−band>
− Icont

<Icont>

]

> 0.11

which can be applied when analyzing the filtergrams (see chapter 2). Fig. 3.9 is a vivid
demonstration of the adaptability of the photospheric bright points detection technique
introduced by Berger et al. (1998) using continuum and molecular band filtergrams taken
simultaneously. Due to the absence of appropriate atomic spectral lines in the A-spectra
the BPI was not calculated in that spectral domain.

3.2.7 Line depression

As mentioned above, the difference in image position on a slit in a vertical direction for
both observed spectra complicates direct comparison and study of their relation in a cer-
tain solar feature. Fortunately the observed B-spectra contain several CH lines. Thus it is
possible to avoid this problem. The CH line most favorable for the further investigation
is situated at 387.829nm and corresponds to the B-X system. This absorption line is
still blended mainly by the blue wings of the Fe I (387.912nm) and Fe I (387.968nm)
spectral lines. In the BPs these strong atomic lines insignificantly change their depres-
sion at the line-core, but absorption in the wings is weakening in a quite wide range up
to 20%. As a consequence the shape of the CH line is distorted in a hardly predictable
way. In order to improve the precision of computation of the CH line depth, the contri-
bution of the wings of these atomic lines was estimated by linear interpolation between
the values at 387.874nm and 387.820nm, i.e. local spectral maxima, which we consider
as an attenuated continuum, and subtracted from its profile.Here we assume that the
mentioned molecular line is never saturated. Deviations ofthe line-core depression in a
certain photospheric feature were calculated as follows:

∆Dλ =
Iλ/Icont − IquietSun

λ /IquietSun
cont

IquietSun
λ /IquietSun

cont

, (3.9)

Among the almost free from undesirable blending CN lines theobserved B-spectra
possess a CN line at 387.844nm which is positioned very close to the selected CH line
and consequently is also blended by the blue wings of the sameatomic lines as that. Thus
the accuracy of line depression calculations was verified bycomparison of the variation
in line depression of the deblended (by deblending method described above) CN line at
387.844nm and almost undisturbed (since they are far away from strong atomic lines
with wide wings) CN lines at 388.188nm, 388.183nm and 388.178nm. The results of
such tests yielded that the deviation of two computed valuesis less than 3% throughout
the observed data, which is acceptable for the present investigation.

3.3 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features at the
disc center

3.3.1 Main properties

In this section the common spectral properties of the photospheric bright points and other
manifestations of the small-scale magnetic activity of theSun are investigated. The quan-
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

titative analysis of the behavior of the spectral lines of CH, CN and Fe I will be presented
in Section 3.3.5.

Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11 show one example of a calibrated spectroscopic dataset of an
active region NOAA07353 observed on 14 April 2005 at 14:56:19 (UT) at disc position
µ = cos(θ) = 0.97, whereθ is the heliocentric angle. The first two images in Fig. 3.10
show an intensity map in ’Red’ and the B-slit jaw image used toassign identified solar
features to the spectra. The first two panels in Fig. 3.11 showa ’Red’ image and an A-slit
jaw image respectively. The brightness scales are not plotted since the slit jaw images
were not used for intensity analysis. The horizontal black lines (Fig. 3.10 b) and Fig.
3.11 b)) mark the position of the slit. The seeing conditionswere good enough to provide
MFBD restored ’Red’ images at the diffraction limit. The exposure time of 1.5s is long
enough to assume that the high frequency atmospheric aberrations of the wavefront had
randomly distributed intensity over the whole FOV which, therefore, allow us to assume
it as isoplanar. This means that A-, B-spectra and A-, B-slitjaw images and also ’Red’
images have constant spatial resolution without any distortions. All three images as well
as the spatial domain of A- and B- spectra were coaligned by means of cross correlation.
In Fig. 3.10 c) and in Fig. 3.11 c) the profiles of the local continuum contrast (i.e. at
λB

cont=388.18nm andλA
cont=436.202nm respectively) along the slit obtained from B- and

A-spectra respectively are plotted (red line). In the same panels the black line represents
the contrast of intensity integrated over the whole B and A spectral regions labeledIB

int

andIA
int. It is easy to see thatIB

int which could be roughly associated with intensity in the
blue CN band-head observations described in Chapter 2 reveals strong brightness excess
at the BPs positions in comparison with the local continuum intensity. Unfortunately the
observed spectral region of A- and B-spectra does not fully cover the total pass-band of the
filters used in imaging observations (see Chapter 2). This makes the direct comparison
of spectroscopically obtained contrast values with results of the imaging observations
impossible. At the same time many photospheric structures showing low BPI have almost
everywhere reducedIB

int comparing to the continuum one. A similar behavior was found
for IA

int and its ’quasi’ continuum, although with a much lower separation between them.

Target rms
(

IB
cont

)

rms
(

IA
cont

)

rms
(

IB
int

)

rms
(

IA
int

)

rms
(

IB
CN

)

rms
(

IB
CH

)

rms
(

IB
FeI

)

λ=388.188 λ=387.829 λ=387.777

Quiet Sun 0.097 0.075 0.091 0.070 0.178 0.100 0.066
Active area 0.099 0.093 0.142 0.090 0.355 0.179 0.115

Table 3.8: RMS contrasts of ’quasi’ continuum intensitiesIB
cont and IA

cont; integrated
brightnessIB

int andIA
int; line-core intensitiesIB

CN , IB
CH andIB

FeI observed atµ=0.97 in
active region NOAA0753 and nearby quiet Sun areas on 14 April2005 at 14:56:19 (UT).

The corresponding rms contrast values of line-core, integrated and ’quasi’ continuum
intensities are presented in Table 3.8. The result is a product of analysis of spectrograms
from 10 different image positions across the observed active region. In the ’Red’ im-
age the variety of the magnetic solar features of different scales catches one’s eye. The
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3.3 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features at the disc center

Figure 3.10: Spectroscopic data observed in the active region NOAA0753 atµ=0.97 on
14 April 2005 at 14:56:19 (UT) : a) Reference image; b) B-slitjaw image; c) integrated
and continuum intensity contrastsC

(

IB
int

)

- black ,C
(

IB
cont
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- red; d) line-core intensity
contrastsC

(

IB
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)

- black,C
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)
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(
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)

- blue; e) BPI; f) velocitiesV B
CN -

black,V B
CH - red, V B

FeI - blue; g) line width of Fe I line.
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.11: Spectroscopic data observed in the active region NOAA0753 atµ=0.97 on
14 April 2005 at 14:56:19 (UT) : a) Reference image; b) A-slitjaw image; c) intensity
contrasts

(

IA
int

)

- black,
(

IA
cont

)

- red.

presence of pores indicates an area with high magnetic activity. The not cropped slit jaw
image (not shown in the figure) reveals that these pores are situated on the intersection of
so-called supergranular cells. It is remarkable that the bright points near the pores look
like solar facular structures as observed closer to the solar limb at very high spatial res-
olution. The physical origin of solar faculae will be discussed in more detail in Chapter
4. Here we just mention that solar faculae and BPs, are manifestations of small-scale
magnetic concentrations in the photosphere. In the case of faculae the LOS is inclined to
the magnetic field vector, which one assumes to be parallel toa flux-tube axis. The in-
tensity enhancement corresponds to a ”hot wall” of a granulelocated behind the flux-tube
(see Section 4.6). The main marking of facular brighteningsis the distinctive monotone
brightness rise of the granule in a certain direction which drops abruptly at the edge with
a thin dark lane just before the next granule. Such an appearance of the granulation is
clearly seen in Fig. 3.10 a) at 4−12 arcsec. Therefore we propose that the active region
observed atµ=0.97 has an inclined magnetic field near the pores. The integrated inten-
sity of the faculaeIB

int also shows a higher contrast thanIB
cont. It is remarkable that the

line-core contrasts (Fig. 3.10 b) at 4−12 arcsec) reveal increased excess ofIB
CN andIB

CH

contrasts. This result is in good agreement with results obtained outside of the disc center
(see Section 3.4).

Notice that the original A- and B-spectra were longer than presented here and the zero-
velocity, however, was determined from the full spectra. The flow velocities presented in
Fig. 3.10 f) vary in a wide range and are slightly different for CN, CH and Fe I spectral
lines. Concerning the whole spectroscopic data obtained atµ=0.97 the upflow velocity
was observed to be up to≈ −1950m/s in the bright granules whereas the maximum
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3.3 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features at the disc center

Figure 3.12: Scatter plot of
flow velocity vs. contin-
uum intensityIB

cont observed at
µ=0.97. Red color corresponds
to BPs and black to granula-
tion and the lines are the corre-
sponding linear fits to the data.

detected downflow velocity is only +1700m/s in the dark intergranular areas. Large
downflows are also very rare compared with large upflows.

Spectral line Ndownflow/Ntotal Nupflow/Ntotal

CH 48.4 % 51.6 %
CN 48.6 % 51.4 %
Fe I 47.4 % 52.6 %

Table 3.9: Number of pixels along the slit showing downflows and upflows, with respect
to the total number, measured for CN, CH and Fe I spectral lines (B-spectra) atµ=0.97.
Measurements from many spectrograms from different image positions were used.

Although, as summarized in Table 3.9, the mean velocity along the slit was set to
0m/s the number of pixels, along the slit, which show downflow and upflow is not exactly
the same. The low spectroscopic signal of narrow and dark intergranular lanes, which
show downflows, is obscured by intense spectra of the nearby bright granulation, which
show upflows. Consequently at limited spatial resolution, spectra showing blue shifts are
more often observed as the downflow spectra. This explains the difference in numbers
seen in Table 3.9.

In Fig. 3.12 the dependence of velocity on the continuum intensity IB
cont observed at

µ=0.97 using spectrograms from 10 image positions is presented. The black and red pixels
refer to the non-magnetic and the bright point (with the BPI≥0.2) areas respectively. The
scatter plot shows that the downflow velocity of non-magnetic features decreases with
increasing continuum brightness eventually becoming a sizable blue shift. This tendency
confirms observations of Nesis et al. (1992). However, they used another spectral line for
velocity measurements. The non-BP features cover mostly the whole range of measured
velocities. In contrast, most BPs display almost constant velocity slightly increasing with
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

the rise ofIB
cont and cover the 0−300 m/s range. The uncertainty of the velocity 0-

reference definition does not allow to make a statistically precise analysis of the velocity
distribution and the diagram 3.12 should be considered as qualitative behavior.

The FWHM of the Fe I line shown in Fig. 3.10 g) reveals small changes with an
amplitude up to 12% around the mean value. However, no clear correlation with velocity
or intensity profiles was found. Inspecting the scatter plotof the FWHM versus velocity
V B

FeI at the corresponding heliocentric angle (Fig. 3.13 left, upper panel), no clear ten-
dency of Fe I line broadening when going from upflow to downflowmotions is seen. The
areas related to the photospheric brightenings: BP’s and faculae, marked with a red color,
display an almost constant value of FWHM at around 62mÅ.

3.3.2 Individual cases

In this section we will consider some properties of particular photospheric features in
more detail.

1. In Fig. 3.10 and 3.11 the BP at 22.7 arcsec is a typical G-band bright point, of quite
small size, located in the intergranular region. It is embedded in the dark intergranular
furrow, which divides it from adjoining granules on each side. Almost no variation of
FWHM, whose value amounts to 59mÅ, was found within the error bars. The velocity
shows a minutely enchanced downflow in the dark lane to the left of the BP and to its right.
The local peak of negative velocity does not lie at the minimaof intensitiesIB

cont, I
B
CN , IB

CH

or IB
FeI , but is shifted toward the BP center by around 0.25 arcsec. The BP itself reveals

a slightly smaller downflow by≈200 m/s as compared to the immediate surrounding
downflow peaks of the intergranular lanes. At the center of the BP the contrast ofIB

FeI

is slightly lower than those ofIB
CH and much less than that ofIB

CN . A very faint BP to
the right centered at 24.75 arcsec is also surrounded by darklanes, which appear to be
more prominent. This BP has a clear ’embedded in the downflow’structure. The plasma
downflow motions are gradually increasing when going from the BP center, where it
reaches 350m/s, to the right dark lane up to 500m/s. When going to the left from the
center of the BP the velocity decreases down to 200m/s and starts to increase again in
the left dark lane, reaching a maximum of 600m/s. As in the previous case local extrema
of the BPI correspond exactly to those of the contrast profiles. Also, in the discussed
regions, the velocity profiles obtained for different linesare equal.

2. In Figs. 3.14 and 3.15 the BP centered at 23.9 arcsecdoes not show a clear ’embed-
ded in the downflow’ velocity distribution. The center of this BP has a downflow value
of V B

CH=V B
CN ≈300 m/s andV B

FeI ≈400 m/s which is somewhat larger than in its im-
mediate surrounding to the right. The right side of this BP borders on the quite extensive
intergranular dark region where downflow velocity increases up toV B

CH=V B
CN ≈800m/s

andV B
FeI ≈1000m/s at 24.8 arcsecon the slit, after a narrow slump of 250m/s near the

BP. Thus at the location of this velocity slump the BPI is lessthan 0.2 and the ’Red’ image
together withC(IB

CN) does not show any brightness excess there. From these examples
we conclude that the dark intergranular lanes could have various velocities which are not
necessarily higher than those of the embedded BP. It is remarkable that the intensityIB

CN

contrast profile has a distance between the minima, assignedto the intergranular dark re-
gion, bigger than the same forIB

cont. This fact could be explained by the expansion of the
flux tube with height in the photosphere.
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3.3 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features at the disc center

Figure 3.13: Fe I line FWHM plotted versus flow velocity measured for this line (left
panels) and versus normalized continuum intensity (right panels) at different heliocen-
tric angles. Data marked with black, red and blue colors correspond to granules,BPs
(BPI≥0.2 forµ=0.97 and BPI≥0.13 forµ =0.65 andµ =0.56, andintergranular lanes,
whereIB

cont <0.9, respectively.
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Figure 3.14: Spectroscopic data observed in the active region NOAA0753 atµ=0.97 on
14 April 2005 at 14:56:19 (UT) : a) Reference image; b) B-slitjaw image; c) integrated
and continuum intensity contrastsC
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3.3 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features at the disc center

Figure 3.15: Spectroscopic data observed in the active region NOAA0753 atµ=0.97 on
14 April 2005 at 14:56:19 (UT) : a) Reference image; b) A-slitjaw image; c) intensity
contrasts
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3. The continuum contrast ofIB
cont andIA

cont shows almost zero or even negative values
for some BPs. In the ’Red’ image such BPs appear bright or sometimes darker than
granules. A good example of such a structure is a BP at 11.1 arcsec in Figs. 3.14 and
3.15. The velocityV B

CN differs fromV B
CH andV B

FeI by ≈250m/s in the center of the BP.
Nevertheless the shape of velocity profiles across the BP is similar for all three spectral
lines and shows a clear ’embedded in the downflow’ contour. However, the BPI fulfills
the criteria of photospheric BP even at the local minima around observed BP. Thus this
BP should be≈1 arcsec wide for a certain slit position. The high value of the BPI=0.47
at the center of the BP, i.e. peak ofC(IB

CN ), C(IA
CH) points to a stronger decrease of

absorption in CN and probably CH spectral lines there, due tothe high temperature, in
comparison to a ’normal’ BP. The difference between velocities in the core of the BP and
in the bordering dark lanes is 200m/s and 300m/s to the left and to the right of the
BP respectively. Outside of the dark lanes velocitiesV B

CN=V B
CH=V B

FeI become negative
monotonely in the neighboring granules, reaching highest values at the location of their
maximum intensity. The contrast ofIB

int is above those ofIB
cont, the same as forIA

int and
IA
cont, not only within the BP interior but also in dark furrows. Thephysical explanation

of this phenomenon will be presented in Section 3.6.1. The FWHM with local minima of
58mÅ and 59mÅ on the BP edge, whereV B

CN=V B
CH=V B

FeI=0 m/s, is slightly larger, than
62mÅ in-between.

4. Another example of wide, dark BPs situated at 14.4−15.9 arcsec position is on the
same plots as above. This BP has quite diffuse borders with adjacent granulations with
narrow dark lanes on the edges. The intensity across this BP remains flat with a slump at
the edges. As follows from the BPI profile the size of this BP is≈1.15 arcsec if it is not
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

an unresolved agglomeration of smaller BPs. It is similar toa wide ’ribbon-like’ structure
observed by Berger et al. (2004). The FWHM shows again a≈6 mÅ leap inside the BP.
The contrast difference betweenIB

int andIB
cont reaches a value of 0.23, which is bigger than

for a ’normal’ BP and similar to the dark BP from example 3. Thevelocity profiles have
no local perturbations and increasing, as a downflow up toV B

CN=V B
CH=V B

FeI ≈300 m/s
in the BP center, monotonely from its sides. Thus, in contrast to the previous examples,
this BP has no visible ’embedded in the downflow’ structure and is located in a strong
downflow as the whole.

Topka et al. (1992) report that in the active regions away of sunspots or pores there
are significant amounts of magnetic flux concentrations thatare neither dark or bright in
continuum relative to the non-magnetic photosphere. We conclude that examples 3 and 4
can be classified to this case. Of course, magnetograms are needed to decide this point.

5. A typical example of a dark intergranular lane is located between 29.9 arcsec and
30.8 arcsec with minimum intensity at 30.0 arcsec in Fig. 3.14 and 3.15. The ’Red’ and
A-, B- slit jaw images do not show any evidence of small-scalemagnetic activity, e.g.
BP. The adjacent granules have higher contrast of the ’quasi’ continuumIB

cont andIA
cont in

comparison with contrasts ofIB
int andIA

int respectively. The granule to the left shows the
highest continuum intensity excess compared to the slightly fainter granule to the right.
The peaks of maximum intensity correspond exactly to the local minimum of the BPI,
which reaches−0.22 and−1.4 for the left and right granules, respectively. The minimum
of IB

int is shifted by 0.1 arcsec to the right with respect to positionwhereIB
cont has its local

minimum. The BPI is increasing when going from the left granule towards the right and
reaches a maximum value of−0.08 corresponding to a local extremum ofIB

cont and then
decreases again. Such small increase of the BPI is a sign of a strong absorption of CN, and
probably CH, molecules in that place. This is well seen even in the behavior of the contrast
curves ofIB

int andIB
cont; I

A
int andIA

cont. The line-core contrasts display a considerable dif-
ference of those for the different species. At the right and left granules the contrast ofIB

CH

acounts to 0.07 and to−0.11 in the granules with a minimum of−0.21 at the core. The
same values for the Fe I line-core are−0.09,−0.11 and−0.22 respectively. It is remark-
able that theIB

FeI andIB
CH still have a ’normal’ shape of granule-intergranular lane-granule

structure. The contrast ofIB
CN has almost the same value−0.11 at the right granule, but

is strongly decreased to−0.30 and−0.31 for the lane-core and the left granule with an
almost horizontal distribution between them. Such a case isan indication of a so-called re-
versed granulation pattern (Berger et al. 2004, Janssen & Cauzzi (in press.), Leenaarts &
Wedemeyer-Böhm 2004, Rutten et al. 2003), usually observable in the line-core of strong
atomic lines whose level of the line-core formation lies very high in the photosphere, or
even at the bottom layers of the chromosphere. This phenomenon is caused by the temper-
ature stratification of expanding granular gas. The main cause forIB

CN < IB
FeI < IB

CH in
the granule, although according to the Stokes-I contribution functions (see Appendix B) of
the line-core formation and

(

τFeI = 1
)

<
(

τCN = 1
)

<
(

τCH = 1
)

, is the difference in
temperature sensitivity of these species. However, a non-monotonic temperature gradient
in the height range accessible to observations or a presenceof unresolved fine structures
can also produce this effect. In this sense inversion computations of the observed spec-
trum would be useful. The FWHM has a very strong jump from 52mÅ, at the left granule,
up to 60mÅ in the center of the dark lane and decreasing down to 54mÅ when reaching
the right granule. The velocity profiles show a huge upflow ofV B

CN=V B
CH=−1500m/s
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3.3 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features at the disc center

andV B
FeI=−1720m/s, as expected, at the right granule, which becomes a downflow of

V B
CN=V B

CH=250m/s andV B
FeI=300m/s in the dark core of the lane and finally an upflow

again ofV B
CN=V B

CH=−240m/s andV B
FeI=−360m/s at the center of the right granule.

6. Another example of the dark intergranular lane is locatedbetween 25.8 arcsec and
26.95 arcsec in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11. The character of continuum contrast profilesC(IB

cont)
andC(IA

cont) remains almost the same as in example 5. The spetial propertyof this type of
dark intergranular channel is the behavior of absorption bymolecules and atoms inside it.
Examining the contrast curves ofIB

int andIA
int one notices that, again, in the neighboring

granules the corresponding continuum intensity dominates. However, in-between, where
the dark lane itself is located, theIB

int shows higher contrast thanIB
cont by a factor of 0.5.

The same tendency haveC(IA
int) andC(IA

cont). The BPI never reaches the 0.2 threshold but
is nevertheless higher than for a ’normal’ intergranular lane: 0.08 in the core and−0.06,
−0.08 at the maximum ofIB

cont in the granules. We suppose that such dark regions have an
increased concentration of magnetic field. The reason why such structures are not bright,
like a photospheric bright point is concealed, probably, inthe geometry of an embedded
flux tube and its thermal and density structure. This is possible an example of a so-called
micropores (Bercik et al. 2003), (Berger & Title 2001), (Berger et al. 2002) - a dark
area with magnetic flux concentrations. However, without corresponding magnetic field
measurements this statement is only a presumption. The small brightness of a micropore
was explained by low temperature inside it relative to the surrounding granulation. The
low temperature of a micropore interior is due to the quenching of convection by the field
inside it.

7. A possibility to verify the last statement in example 6 is to search for similar
structures in magnetically very active part of the photosphere. A spectacular example of
micropore structures is in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 situated between 8.9 arcsec and 10.3 arc-
sec. This area is most probably penetrated by strong magnetic flux (see Section 3.6.1
suggesting the discussed feature to be magnetic). The contrast profile ofIB

int in that re-
gion lies everywhere aboveIB

cont. The line-core intensities of all three spectral lines (Fig.
3.10 c) have a brightness excess across the whole dark feature with maximum contrast
values: C(IB

CN )=0.22, C(IB
CH)=0.062 and C(IB

FeI)=0.063 at the middle of the microp-
ore. This means that the micropore appears brighter than many surrounding granules
when observed in the line-core. The contrasts are decreasing down to C(IB

CN )=−0.029,
C(IB

CH )=−0.063, C(IB
FeI)=−0.063 and to C(IB

CN )=0, C(IB
CH )=0, C(IB

FeI)=0 at the cen-
ter of adjacent granules to the left and to the right respectively. The difference in the
contrasts of CN and CH reaches 1.62. For comparison such big separation was never
observed in BPs. The BPI even exceeds the threshold of 0.2 andreaches its maximum
value of 0.312, which is already comparable with that for ’normal’ BPs, at that point
(10.3 arcsec), where the continuum intensityIB

cont has its minimum. The velocity pro-
files show that the whole discussed dark feature has a minor, fairly constant upflow with
mean velocitiesV B

CN=V B
CH=−110 m/s andV B

FeI=−220 m/s. This feature is embedded
in big upflows ofV B

CN=V B
CH=−940 m/s andV B

FeI=−1100m/s at the right granule and
V B

CN=V B
CH=V B

FeI=−270m/s at a very narrow edge of the left granule. The FWHM has,
again, a strong increase by 6mÅ on average over the micropore and reaches a maximum
of 62mÅ also at 10.9 arcsec.

It is important that for this kind of solar features the definition of the photospheric
G-band brightening cannot be applied, mainly because of significantly low continuum
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

and consequently line-core intensities. Although the BPI and ICN−band/ < ICN−band >
−Icont/ < Icont > as well yield a sure reference on the photospheric brightening of a
small-scale magnetic nature.

8. The last type of small-scale photospheric features we would like to discuss in
detail is facular structures, particularly at the disc center. A good example of such a
structure we found in the same figures as above, between 5.75 arcsec and 7.8 arcsec.
On the ’Red’ image one can see that the right side of the granule has a typical facular
brightening which is even prominently seen on the A- and B-Slit jaw images. At that
place the granule does not possess a homogeneous brightness, but a characteristic wavy-
like pattern with alternate light and dark stripes parallelto each other (compare with
imaging observations and corresponding simulations near the limb presented in Chapter
4). TheC

(

IB
cont

)

reaches 0.2 in the center of the facula, which was observed only at
the brightest granules or BPs. The line-core intensityIB

CN repeats the curvature ofIB
cont

contrast, but its contrast is everywhere higher than that ofthe continuum. The positions
of local peaks ofC(IB

cont) andC(IB
int) are almost equal. However, it should be mentioned

that the contrast excess forIB
int andIB

cont is only about 1.7, which is less than the same for
’normal’ bright points. The difference between contrasts of IB

CN andIB
CH reaches 0.26 at

the brightest parts of the facula, which is much more than usually observed in the BPs.
The BPI has quite low values, reaching a maximum of 0.38 and decreases down to 0.2 at
the dark stripe of the facula. At 7.0 arcsec, the center of thebright stripe of the facula,
the BPI has a local maximum, whereas its other local maximum at 6.1 arcsec does not
correlate with an intensity peak of another bright stripe and is shifted to the left by around
0.27 arcsec. The investigation of velocity yields that there is a quite small downflow
which counts toV B

CN=V B
CH=170m/s< V B

FeI=300m/s.

3.3.3 Intensity contrast

In Fig. 3.16 the normalized intensity of CN line-coreIB
CN - a), ’quasi’ CN band-head

IB
int - b), CH line-coreIB

CH - c) and CH line-coreIA
CN - d) versus normalized continuum

brightnessIB
cont are drawn. Intensities where BPI≥0.2 and BPI<0.2, i.e. BPs and granu-

lation, are presented as red and black dots, respectively. Additionally we designate those
data points where BPI<0.2 andIB

int > IB
cont by green. Dark magnetic structures discussed

in Examples 6,7 in section 3.3.2, for instance, fulfill this criterion. A similar behaviour
is seen in Berger et al. (2004) for the G band and the blue continuum atλ =436.4nm
intensities across both BPs and micropores. Therefore we call these points a ”transition
region” between BPs and non-magnetic granulation. However, except for identifying BPs
the BPI is not so well suited to identify other solar featureslike granules, intergranu-
lar lanes or micropores. In particular a certain amount of data points in this ”transition
region” corresponds to some less prominent BPs which were neglected by the general
criterion BPI≥0.2. This means that the definition of a BP should be substantiated more
precisely which probably will lead to their manual selection. Simultaneous observations
of at least spectra and magnetograms are needed to clarify this problem.

The prevailing number of bright granules reveals a very small elevation of CN line-
core brightness whereas the continuum intensity changes inthe whole observed range. In
the upper left panel of Fig. 3.16 BPs are completely separated from the granulation and
reach intensities from 1.08 up to 2.15. As expected the splitbetween two branches in
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3.3 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features at the disc center

Figure 3.16: Normalized line-coreIB
CN - a), ’quasi’ CN band-headIB

int - b), CH line-core
IB
CH - c) andIA

CN - d) intensities versus normalized continuum brightnessIB
cont measured

at µ=0.97. Red, black andgreenpoints denote structures such asBPs, where BPI≥0.2,
granulation, where BPI<0.2, and”transition region”, where BPI<0.2 & IB

int > IB
cont .

panel b) is much less, than in panel a) due to the finite densityof CN absorption spectral
lines, presence of lines of other, less sensitive to temperature species and consequently
lower brightness excess in BPs. The graph b) is in a very good quantitative agreement
with Fig. 2.6. IB

CH and IA
CH both exhibit a less prominent BP intensity separation as

compared to the CN line-core, but still bigger than in theIB
int case. This fact confirms the

behavior of the corresponding contrast courses discussed in Section 3.3.1 and with the
rms values listed in Table 3.8. A plausible explanation of the sharp distinction between c)
and d), which were obtained for the same molecule CH and should therefore be identical,
is that the measured spectral lines belong to different electronic transitions of the CH
molecule, namely the B-X and the A-X systems, respectively (see Table 3.6). These
two electronic levels may have a different sensitivity to temperature fluctuations in the
photosphere. Radiative transfer computations are needed to verify this statement and to
carry out a quantitative analysis. The difference in spatial resolution of A- and B-spectra
and the small difference betweenIB

cont andIA
cont (see Section 3.5) also contribute to this
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

effet.
The next graph 3.17 (top panel) shows how the contrast of CN and CH line-core inten-

sities obtained from the B-spectra changes with the contrast of the ’quasi’ CN band-head
intensity normalized to its mean valueIB

int/
〈

IB
int

〉

. The bright points exhibit an evident
decrease of the ratioCB

CN /CB
CH with increasing continuum brightness. This result is in a

qualitative agreement with Fig. 2.7 presented in Chapter 2.A quantitative comparison
is not possible since in the present study we can analyze onlyline-core intensities rather
than intensities integrated over the whole band-head, which have different densities of
spectral lines. Thus on average we have obtained

〈

CB
CN

〉

/
〈

CB
CH

〉

=1.9 which is higher
than obtained from the imaging observations. This result isagain in contradiction with
numerical simulations by Uitenbroek & Tritschler (2006 submitted.).

3.3.4 Bright point index

The scatter plot 3.18 shows how velocityV B
CN , the width of the Fe I line, contrast of

IB
cont, I

B
CN , IB

CH andIB
int vary with the BPI. Again the red, black and green color mark

BPs, granulation and the ”transition region”. The blue linein each panel represents the
average dependency. Qualitatively these results are very similar to those obtained by
Langhans et al. (2004) in the G band. However, in our observations many BPs show
higher continuum contrast, which is comparable with that for brightest granules. This
could be due to a higher intensity of BPs relative to granulation when observing at shorter
wavelengths. Also the obviously higher spatial resolutionof our observed spectra than of
those of Langhans’s data boosts the contrast of small-scaleBPs.

The continuum intensity shows a separation into two populations: BPs, whereIB
cont in-

creases with increase of the BPI, and all other features whoseIB
cont decreases with increase

of the BPI. The difference between the graphs ofCB
CN ,CB

CH andCB
int lies in the steepness

of the dependence on the BPI. The ”transition region” features show rather constantIB
cont

dependence of the BPI.
The maximum upflow velocityV B

CN ≈−1000m/s corresponds to the lowest value of
the BPI and decreases rapidly down to 0m/s at BPI around−0.05. For BPI>0 veloc-
ity, on average, becomes positive and nearly constant. The FWHM is the lowest at the
granules, which, as the rule, have the smallest BPI and increases gradually by 10mÅ
becoming, as the velocity, almost constant for all photospheric magnetic brightenings.

In the upper-right panel of Fig. 3.13 we plot the Fe I line width versusIB
cont/

〈

IB
cont

〉

.
Here, additionally, we designate intergranular dark lanes, using the criterionIB

cont/
〈

IB
cont

〉

<
0.9, as blue dots. In this plot it is seen that the brighter thegranules are, the lower the
line broadening they show. BPs and intergranular lanes havevery similar FWHM values,
with an average of 60mÅ. In contrast, the granules have 58mÅ mean FWHM. The
darkest intergranular lanes reveal 10 mÅline width excess as compared to the brightest
granules. This result is in good agreement with observations near disc center by Nesis et
al. (1992), Holweger & Kneer (1989) and with numerical simulations by Solanki et al.
(1996). Nesis et al. (1992) report 15mÅ FWHM excess, detected for the Ni I line at
λ=491.23nm, in the dark lanes. They argue that the enhanced line broadening is caused
by increased turbulence introduced by the shocks that brakethe horizontal transonic flows
back into the subsonic regime. Solanki et al. (1996) provided alternative explanations of
the observations as a physical structure of the downflow lanes themselves.
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3.3 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features at the disc center

Figure 3.17: Dependence of the ratio of the contrast of CN andCH line-core intensi-
tiesCB

CN , CB
CH on the integrated ’quasi’-CN band-head intensityCB

int observed at three
heliocentric angles.
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.18: VelocityV B
CN - a), FWHM - b), ’quasi’ continuum intensity contrastCB

cont -
c), CN line-core intensity contrastCB

CN - d), CH line-core intensity contrastCB
CH - e) and

”quasi” CN band-head intensity contrastCB
int versus BPI observed atµ=0.97. A blue line

is the average dependency.Red, black andgreenpoints denote structures such asBPs,
where BPI≥0.2, granulation, where BPI<0.2, and”transition region”, where BPI<0.2 &
IB
int > IB

cont .
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3.3 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features at the disc center

According to our FWHM measurements at disc center, velocitymeasurements near
the limb (see Section 3.4) and investigation of absorption in spectral lines, which will be
presented in Section 3.6.1, we admit to several scenarios ofline broadening:

• broadening due to turbulent flows in cool downflow regions,

• broadening due to presence of shock-waves in the upper photosphere.

3.3.5 Line depression

Feature
〈

∆DB
CN

〉 〈

∆DB
CH

〉 〈

∆DA
CH

〉 〈

∆DB
FeI

〉

V B
CN V B

CH V B
FeI FWHM

λ = 387.844 λ = 387.829 [m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [mÅ]

BPs −0.410 −0.321 −0.289 −0.308 101 137 198 60
FC −0.400 −0.291 −0.275 −0.261 86 114 202 60

Table 3.10: Mean change in line-core depression of CN, CH, FeI lines from B-spectra
and CH line from A-spectra for BPs and faculae (FC) showing a BPI≥0.2 with respect
to those observed in the quiet Sun; flow velocities computed for the given lines and the
FWHM for Fe I line observed atµ=0.97.

In Table 3.10 the averaged line-core depressions of deblended CH (λ =387.829nm)
and CN (λ =387.844nm), and Fe I spectral lines measured from B-spectra and addition-
ally of the CH line from A-spectra are listed. Correspondingmean velocities and FWHM
of the Fe I line were also computed. Separation between faculae and BPs was done by
hand following the ’Red’ and B-slit jaw images.

From thess results it follows that, on average over the BPs, the CN line is weak-
ening

〈

∆DB
CN

〉

/
〈

∆DB
CH

〉

=1.28 times more than the CH spectral line and
〈

∆DB
CN

〉

/
〈

∆DB
FeI

〉

=1.33 times more than the Fe I line concerning the line-core intensities. For
facular structures the same weakening ratios are 1.38 and 1.53, respectively.

Each BP, however, is an individual case of a small-scale magnetic phenomenon on the
Sun and therefore the above analysis does not reflect such an individuality. In order to
investigate the behavior of line depression in somewhat more detail, we provide a similar
analysis as in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.3.3, but concerning the line-core depression instead
of the contrast. Here we restrict ourselves to the study of the properties only of the CN
line at 387.844nm and of the CH line at 387.829nm measured in B-spectra to exclude
possible inaccuracies related to the spatial problems (resolution and image displacements
in two spectroscopic channels).

The corresponding scatter plots of variations in a line-core depression for CH and
CN lines (∆DB

CN , ∆DB
CH ) and their quotient, calculated for the active region atµ=0.97,

depending on theIB
int are shown in the two left panels in the top of Fig. 3.19. The red

color labels the BPs and faculae, here we do not separate between them, and the black
color designates all other features. The curvature of both∆DB

CN and∆DB
CH reveals a
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.19: Change in line-core depression of CN and CH spectral lines depending on
’quasi’ CN band-head intensity and their ratio observed at three disc positions. Blue and
red lines are least square fits to this ratio considering blended and deblended line depths
respectively.
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3.4 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features near thelimb

peculiar bow-shaped profile, with convex to the left. From these graphs it is evident that
the depth of the line core changes in a wide range not only in the BPs, but also in the
granulation, intergranular regions etc.

In granulation the variation of∆DB
CN is notably higher than that of∆DB

CH . In these
regions the depression of CH changes from

(

∆DB
CH

)

max
= 0.297, at the peaks of the

brightest granules, up to
(

∆DB
CH

)

min
= − 0.376 with a mean value of

〈

∆DB
CH

〉

= 0.019
which is, as expected, around zero. The analogous magnitudes for CN were found as
0.432,−0.413 and−0.017, respectively. A small difference in∆DB

CH and∆DB
CN at some

points along the slit produces huge values, positive and negative, in the∆DB
CN /∆DB

CH

dependence (Fig. 3.19 top - right). With decreasing granular intensity the CH and, less
prominent, the CN line-core depression has a tendency to increase from negative values
to 0 and then to increase further with increasingIB

int.
In areas corresponding to BPs and facular brightenings the situation is opposite, i.e.

(

∆DB
CH

)

max
= − 0.091,

(

∆DB
CH

)

min
= − 0.502,

〈

∆DB
CH

〉

=−0.306, and
(

∆DB
CN

)

max
=

− 0.275,
(

∆DB
CN

)

min
= − 0.643,

〈

∆DB
CN

〉

= − 0.466. Taking into consideration this
relatively small change of depression with continuum intensity we explain it by a lower
temperature fluctuation within the BPs as compared to those in granulation, intergranular
lanes etc.

In the right panel (Fig. 3.19 top) the corresponding∆DB
CN and∆DB

CH show a very
good correlation in the whole presented intensity range of the BPs. Here the red line
represents a least-square fit to the data points. In addition, in the same graph the least-
square fit to∆DB

CN (orig)/∆DB
CH(orig) is presented as the blue line, where index ’orig’

means depression of the spectral line without deblending correction. As expected, the
difference between red and blue fits increases with increasing BP intensity.

From this result we conclude that for BPs the temperature deviations nearτCN = 1 are
comparable to those atτCH = 1 (since its gradient is small). However, the CN molecule,
which is more sensitive to the temperature perturbations, as compared to CH (Berdyugina
et al. 2003), has a slightly higher amplitude of∆D than that for the CH molecule. The
ratio of line-core depression in CN and CH has a minimum of 1.05 and the maximum
equals to 3.96, but has a rather flat dependence fromIB

int with a mean value of 1.52. Even
at peaks of brightest BP intensity the CN line weaken 1.26 times more than the CH lines.

3.4 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features near
the limb

3.4.1 Main properties

Unfortunately poor statistics does not allow us to provide adetailed spectroscopic investi-
gation of the center-to-limb variation of small-scale magnetic phenomena. It is importan,
however, to study the specific and individual character of the observed active regions, es-
pecially near the solar limb. In this section we will describe the main properties of two
active regions : NOAA0752 atµ=0.65 and a small plage atµ=0.56.

Two exceptional samples of reduced spectroscopic data obtained from observations
in these two active regions are presented in Figs. 3.20, 3.21, 3.22 and 3.23, respectively.
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.20: Spectroscopic data observed in the active region NOAA0752 atµ=0.65 on
14 April 2005 at 15:28:52 (UT) : a) Reference image; b) B-slitjaw image; c) integrated
and continuum intensity contrastsC

(

IB
int

)

- black ,C
(

IB
cont

)

- red; d) line-core intensity
contrastsC

(

IB
CN

)

- black,C
(

IB
CH

)

- red, C
(

IB
FeI

)

- blue; e) BPI; f) velocitiesV B
CN -

black,V B
CH - red, V B

FeI - blue; g) line width of Fe I line.
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3.4 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features near thelimb

Figure 3.21: Spectroscopic data observed in the active region NOAA0752 atµ=0.65 on
14 April 2005 at 15:28:52 (UT) : a) Reference image; b) A-slitjaw image; c) intensity
contrasts

(

IA
int

)

- black,
(

IA
cont

)

- red.

In general, the brightness properties of the faculae are very close to those observed at the
disc center. However, in this case we see much more of them which appear as prominent
features. Hence we do not provide a detailed analysis of individual features, but rather
restrict ourselves to a study of their main properties.

The integrated intensityIB
int shows in many pixels along the slit higher contrast as

compared to that ofIB
cont. As the rule, these pixels correspond to faculae. Only in quiet

Sun areas, like at positions 26−31 arcsec in Fig. 3.20 and in non-magnetic features, e.g.
granules, the continuum contrast dominates. We have noticed that the selection criteria
by BPI≥0.2 is not satisfied for some faint faculae and the threshold of BPI≥0.13, which
we have used for all data atµ=0.65 and atµ=0.56, looks more useful for their automated
selection. One of the reasons for this is that many dark magnetic structures, micropores
for example, appear bright near the limb (see discussion in Chapter 4). Thus the horizontal
dashed line in Fig. 3.20 - e) and in Fig. 3.22 - e) designates this threshold.

The velocity distribution reveals an interesting fact. In Fig 3.20, i.e. atµ=0.65,
velocity amplitudes are reduced, if one compares them with those obtained at the disc
center, and do not exceed upflows ofV B

CN < −850 m/s, V B
CH < −830 m/s, V B

FeI <
−870 m/s and downflows ofV B

CN > 750 m/s, V B
CH > 600 m/s, V B

FeI > 660 m/s.
At even bigger heliocentric angleθ ≈ 56o, in Fig 3.22, the measured velocities are
higher than atµ =0.65 and similar to those observed at the disc center. Their magni-
tude reachesV B

CN ≈−2030m/s, V B
CH ≈−1880m/s, V B

FeI ≈−1900m/s in the upflows
andV B

CN ≈1550m/s, V B
CH ≈2090m/s, V B

FeI ≈1660m/s in the downflows, which were
found mostly in the brightest faculae. Obvously horizontaland vertical gas motions con-
tribute to this effect.
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.22: Spectroscopic data observed in an active region atµ=0.56 on 14 April 2005
at 15:49:05 (UT) : a) Reference image; b) B-slit jaw image; c)integrated and contin-
uum intensity contrastsC

(

IB
int

)

- black ,C
(

IB
cont

)

- red; d) line-core intensity contrasts
C
(

IB
CN

)

- black,C
(

IB
CH

)

- red, C
(

IB
FeI

)

- blue; e) BPI; f) velocitiesV B
CN - black,V B

CH -
red, V B

FeI - blue; g) line width of Fe I line.
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3.4 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features near thelimb

Figure 3.23: Spectroscopic data observed in an active region atµ=0.56 on 14 April 2005
at 15:49:05 (UT) : a) Reference image; b) A-slit jaw image; c)intensity contrasts

(

IA
int

)

-
black,

(

IA
cont

)

- red.

Figure 3.24: Scatter plot of
flow velocity vs. contin-
uum intensityIB

cont observed at
µ=0.65. Red color corresponds
to faculae and black to granula-
tion and the lines are linear fits
to the data.
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.25: Scatter plot of
flow velocity vs. contin-
uum intensityIB

cont observed at
µ=0.56. Red color corresponds
to faculae and black to granula-
tion and the lines are the corre-
sponding linear fits to the data.

On the one hand strong peaks of velocity profiles observed near several faculae (for
example at 19.2 arcsec in Fig. 3.22) could be a manifestationof shock waves in the upper
photosphere, which were found in numerical simulations by Solanki et al. (1996). On
the other hand, if we consider the velocity distribution of the granulation in Fig. 3.24 and
in Fig. 3.25, it could be an evidence of supersonic, parallelto the surface plasma motions
pointed by Nesis et al. (1992) which appear more prominent atµ =0.56 than atµ =0.65
and in these particular active regions.

In Fig. 3.22 at 19.1 arcsec the CH line-core velocity shows a significant excess over
V B

CN by−540m/s and overV B
FeI by−430m/s. This location corresponds to a tiny bright

dot very close nearby to the black dot in the intergranular lane. Such an isolated speck,
embedded in the intergranular lane, is something special, which does not conform to a
definition of faculae. The maxima ofV B

CN and ofV B
FeI in that position are shifted by 0.16

to the right with respect to the maximum downflow inV B
CH , which could be a sign to

rightward inclination of the flow.
The brightest facula in the same figure at 18.65 arcsec reveals a very clearly decreased

downflow velocitiesV B
CN andV B

CH demonstrating again an ’embedded in the downflow’
bright structure. However, the CH velocity only slightly drops at that point. Also as in
the case of the disc center faculae, almost everywhere alongthe slit the contrasts ofIB

CH

and ofIB
FeI , are very close to each other, whereasC(IB

CN) is always higher at the facular
regions and lower in the granulation.

3.4.2 Intensity contrast

In Figs. 3.26 and 3.27, analogically to Fig. 3.16, the distribution of the line-core and
integrated intensities versus continuum, normalized to the mean value are presented. At
these disc positions three types of brightness, i.e. BPs, granulation and ”transition region”
features, are distributed closely to each other. The CN line-core intensity distribution of
granules and non-magnetic intergranular lanes looks inclined to the X-axis. Such qual-
itative differences from results obtained atµ =0.97 find a possible explanation in the
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3.4 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features near thelimb

Figure 3.26: Normalized line-coreIB
CN - a), ’quasi’ CN band-headIB

int - b), CH line-core
IB
CH - c) andIA

CN - d) intensities versus normalized continuum brightnessIB
cont measured

in plage atµ=0.65. Red, black andgreenpoints denote structures such asBPs, where
BPI≥0.13, granulation, where BPI<0.13, and”transition region”, where BPI<0.13 &
IB
int > IB

cont .

Eddington-Barbier relation:

Iλ(µ) = Sλ(τλ = µ) (3.10)

It says that the scale of optical depthτλ shifts downwards when looking at increasing
heliocentric angleθ. In the upper photosphere, the temperature gradients couldbe flatter
due to the effect of reversed granulation. Thus temperaturedeviations nearτcont=1 and
τCN=1 of the quiet granulation drop down when approaching the solar limb.

Corresponding rms contrasts of line-core, integrated and local continuum intensities
are presented in Table 3.11. Comparing these results with those obtained at the disc center
we conclude that the rms contrast of active areas and of quietSun regions in continuum
increases near the limb. Contrary to this, the rms contrast in molecular bands, as expected
(Hirzberger & Wiehr 2005), increases slower than that in continuum. However, atµ=0.56
the rms values measured in the quiet Sun are considerably smaller than the correspond-
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.27: Normalized line-coreIB
CN - a), ’quasi’ CN band-headIB

int - b), CH line-core
IB
CH - c) andIA

CN - d) intensities versus normalized continuum brightnessIB
cont measured

in plage atµ=0.56. Red, black andgreenpoints denote structures such asBPs, where
BPI≥0.13, granulation, where BPI<0.13, and”transition region”, where BPI<0.13 &
IB
int > IB

cont .

ing measurements atµ=0.65 and even atµ=0.97. One of the possible reasons for this
observable fact could be the lack of sufficient large quite Sun regions in our observations
atµ=0.56 andµ=0.65 in statistical sense and too few slit positions covering an extremely
limited area of the solar surface. The variable spatial resolution during the observations
also has an effect.

3.4.3 Bright point index

From Figs. 3.28 and 3.29 we see a very similar dependence ofV B
CN , FWHM, C(IB

CN),
C(IB

CH) andC(IB
int) on the BPI as those obtained at the disc center. However, the main

difference between limb and disc center positions shows thecontinuum contrastC(IB
cont)

distribution, where the granulation fraction has in general a reduced contrast with a mini-
mum of−0.3 at BPI=−0.07 (see Fig. 3.28). Contrary to the disc center case theC(IB

CH)
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3.4 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features near thelimb

Figure 3.28: VelocityV B
CN - a), FWHM - b), ’quasi’ continuum intensity contrastCB

cont -
c), CN line-core intensity contrastCB

CN - d), CH line-core intensity contrastCB
CH - e) and

”quasi” CN band-head intensity contrastCB
int versus BPI observed atµ=0.65. A blue line

is the average dependency.Red, black andgreenpoints denote structures such asBPs,
where BPI≥0.13, granulation, where BPI<0.13, and”transition region”, where BPI<0.13
& IB

int > IB
cont .
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.29: VelocityV B
CN - a), FWHM - b), ’quasi’ continuum intensity contrastCB

cont -
c), CN line-core intensity contrastCB

CN - d), CH line-core intensity contrastCB
CH - e) and

”quasi” CN band-head intensity contrastCB
int versus BPI observed atµ=0.56. A blue line

is the average dependency.Red, black andgreenpoints denote structures such asBPs,
where BPI≥0.13, granulation, where BPI<0.13, and”transition region”, where BPI<0.13
& IB

int > IB
cont .
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3.4 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features near thelimb

Target rms
(

IB
cont

)

rms
(

IA
cont

)

rms
(

IB
int

)

rms
(

IA
int

)

rms
(

IB
CN

)

rms
(

IB
CH

)

rms
(

IB
FeI

)

λ=387.844 λ=387.829 λ=387.777

Quiet Sun
atµ=0.65 0.119 0.083 0.110 0.079 0.188 0.138 0.091
Active area
atµ=0.65 0.119 0.102 0.167 0.106 0.372 0.201 0.141
Quiet Sun
atµ=0.56 0.072 0.060 0.073 0.061 0.134 0.089 0.083
Active area
atµ=0.56 0.108 0.093 0.172 0.099 0.410 0.203 0.145

Table 3.11: RMS contrasts of ’quasi’ continuum intensitiesIB
cont and IA

cont; integrated
brightnessIB

int andIA
int; line-core intensitiesIB

CN , IB
CH andIB

FeI observed atµ=0.65, in
active region NOAA0752,µ=0.56 and nearby quiet Sun areas respectively.

andC(IB
CH) dependencies on the BPI are more linear when observing near the limb. This

causes a flattening of the ratioC(IB
CN)/C(IB

CH) in the middle and bottom panels in Fig.
3.17 for faculae and is more concentrated for granules.

Note that due to the lowered BPI threshold to separate faculae the ”transition region”
spans a shorter range of BPI near the limb. Velocities atµ=0.65 andµ=0.56 positions
reveal a more flat dependence and reach 0m/s already at a BPI=−0.11 and BPI=−0.13,
respectively. The FWHM atµ =0.65 is almost constant over majority of structures with a
small decrease near low BPI by 3mÅ. In theµ=0.56 case we have detected even a small
increase of the line broadening below BPI=−0.1. It is interesting to note that the BPI at
µ=0.65 andµ=0.56 varies in the same range as at the disc center with a small shift to
high values. This suggests that at given height in the photosphere turbulent motions have
comparable amplitude at these disc positions. According toFig. 3.13 we expect black
data points to show the highest FWHM to represent intergranular lanes.

3.4.4 Line depression

In this section we provide an analysis of the relative line-core depressions of deblended
CH (λ =387.829nm) and CN (λ =387.844nm) lines, the Fe I line from B-spectra and
additionally of the CH line from A-spectra measured in two active regions located at
µ =0.65 and atµ =0.56. Results represent average values over 10 image positions in
each active region.

Mean line depressions in faculae are listed in Table 3.12. Infaculae atµ=0.65 the
depression of the CN line core is

〈

∆DB
CN

〉

/
〈

∆DB
CH

〉

=1.32 and
〈

∆DB
CN

〉

/
〈

∆DB
FeI

〉

=1.61 times stronger than that of the CH and Fe I lines respectively. The same for the
µ=0.56 case yields

〈

∆DB
CN

〉

/
〈

∆DB
CH

〉

=1.46 and
〈

∆DB
CN

〉

/
〈

∆DB
FeI

〉

=1.48. CN and
CH line-core depressions atµ=0.65 andµ=0.56 are, as the rule, 1.16 and 1.17 times
smaller than those observed in the faculae atµ=0.97.

Contrary to the disc center case, the ratio of CN, CH line depressions in faculae near
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Feature
〈

∆DB
CN

〉 〈

∆DB
CH

〉 〈

∆DA
CH

〉 〈

∆DB
FeI

〉

V B
CN V B

CH V B
FeI FWHM

λ = 387.844 λ = 387.829 [m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [mÅ]

Faculae
atµ=0.65 −0.340 −0.258 −0.211 −0.201 98 160 173 62
Faculae

atµ=0.56 −0.349 −0.238 −0.222 −0.236 172 278 286 64

Table 3.12: Mean change in line-core depression of CN, CH, FeI lines from B-spectra
and CH line from A-spectra for faculae showing BPI>0.13 with respect to those observed
in the quiet Sun; flow velocities computed for the given linesand the FWHM for Fe I line
observed in two active regions located atµ=0.65 andµ=0.56.

Feature
(

∆DB
CH

)

max

(

∆DB
CH

)

min

(

∆DB
CN

)

max

(

∆DB
CN

)

min

λ=387.829 λ=387.829 λ=387.844 λ=387.844

Granulation
atµ = 0.65 0.270 −0.418 0.366 −0.441
Faculae
atµ = 0.65 −0.06 −0.442 −0.236 −0.563
Granulation
atµ = 0.56 0.343 −0.582 0.383 −0.537
Faculae
atµ = 0.56 0.040 −0.586 −0.129 −0.635

Table 3.13: Change of the line-core depression of CN, CH spectral lines, corrected for the
blending effect, observed in two active regions located atµ=0.65 andµ=0.56. Two types
of structures are presented: granulation with BPI<0.13 and faculae with BPI≥0.13.

the limb tend to increase, as seen from the right panels in Fig. 3.19, with an increase of
the integrated intensity.

3.4.5 Strong velocity shifts seen in upper photosphere

We have detected a remarkable behavior of the strong atomic lines Fe I at 387.912nm and
at 387.968nm in the active region atµ=0.56. The corresponding ’Red’ image, B-slit jaw
image and fragment of the B-spectra, containing these lines, along the slit are presented
in Fig. 3.30. At, for example, 3.2 arcsec, which correspondsto a very faint facula, these
spectral lines have a strong red-shift of the line-core. At the same time all other lines
presented in B-spectra show only a very small red shift in that place. Because of the
circumstance that the Fe I lines at 387.912nm and 387.968nm are strongly blended by
many atomic and some CN lines, the measurement of their Doppler shifts is complicated.
Nevertheless, using cross-correlations we have estimatedthese shifts as flows of about
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3.4 Spectroscopy of small-scale magnetic features near thelimb

Figure 3.30: High resolution ’Red’ image, B-slit jaw image and section of B-spectrum
near 387.9nm observed in the active region atµ=0.56 on 14 April 2005 at 14:49:19
(UT).
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

1800m/s. Usually, the above mentioned atomic lines show lower velocities than standard
CN, CH or Fe I lines by a factor of 1.7 possibly because they areformed high in the
atmosphere (see Appendix B). However, at this locationV B

CN=620m/s, V B
CH=980m/s

andV B
FeI=830 m/s. Thus we can conclude that near the limb in the high photosphere

strong plasma flows exist. If we assume that the flow follows the field lines and that
they are more or less vertical, then the true velocity is 1800/µ ≈3200m/s. Since the
magnetic features are likely to be spatially unresolved this is actually a lower limit to the
true velocity. On the other hand, the true inclination of themagnetic field vector at this
location is not known, so that further interpretation of such velocities is speculative.

3.5 Continuum intensity

An important factor in intensity contrast calculations in molecular bands is the local con-
tinuum intensity. In order to provide a quantitatively precise comparison of the brightness
distribution observed in any particular spectral line or inthe whole molecular band one
should know how the continuum intensities at that wavelengths relate to each other. Here
we compare the measurements of local ’quasi’ continuumIB

cont (atλB
cont=388.18nm) and

IA
cont (at λA

cont=436.20nm) in all observed active regions. An aggregate of negative fac-
tors, like spatial displacement of the images on a slit in twoobserved spectra, probably
their still different spatial resolution and uncertainty in the determination of the ’true’ lo-
cal continuum in the B-spectra reduces the value of the quantitative results of the present
analysis in a hardly controlled way.

Scatter plots ofIB
cont versusIA

cont for three heliocentric angles are presented in Fig.
3.31. The red and black colors designate the BPs and other features, respectively. The de-
pendence is almost linear. However, a small separation of intensity group corresponding
to the BPs is seen. This small split is evidence of higher continuum intensity of the BPs
atλB

cont=388.18nm than that atλA
cont=436.202nm. The quotient of rms contrasts ofIB

cont

andIA
cont amounts to 1.07 atµ=0.97, 1.17 atµ=0.65 and 1.16 atµ=0.56. Evidently the

continuum atλB
cont shows higher amplitude than atλA

cont and increases the difference of
the total contrast of the BPs observed in CN band-head and G band. However, this result
cannot be assumed to be statistically significant and observations covering more active
regions at differentµ should be done. In particular, this result depends stronglyon the
relative spatial resolution and scattered light in both spectral channels.

3.6 Spectroscopy of large-scale magnetic phenomena

3.6.1 Pore

Pores, by definition, are small, mainly of size of several granules and their appearance is
similar to sunspots which have no penumbra.

In Figs. 3.32 and 3.33 spectroscopic observables of a pore of2 arcsec size atµ=0.97
are presented. This pore is surrounded by facular-like structures and by a disturbed gran-
ulation pattern. This appearance of strongly disturbed granulation indicates large amount
of magnetic flux in that region. The magnetic field influences hydrodynamic evolution
and causes fuzzy or so-called ”abnormal” granulation (Dunn& Zirker 1973, Ramsey et
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3.6 Spectroscopy of large-scale magnetic phenomena

Figure 3.31: Scatter plot of normalized continuum intensities at 388.18nm and
436.202nm of active regions atµ=0.97 (left),µ=0.65 (middle) andµ=0.56 (right). Red
and black colors mark BPs and other features, respectively.The lines represent a linear fit
to the data points.

al. 1977, Koschinsky et al. 2001). Granulation is clearly perturbated in regions where
magnetic flux is emerging (Brants & Steenbeck 1985). The contrast ofIB

int is in the pore
interior 1.25 times higher than that ofIB

cont. At the same time the BPI at the edges of the
pore reaches up to 0.33 and decreases down to 0.13 towards itscenter. Also, the contrast
of IB

CN is higher than that ofIB
CH . Such a situation is comparable to the case of the dark

magnetic concentrations or micropores discussed in Section 3.3.2.
In order to inspect changes in the absorption of spectral lines, which could be an

indirect proxy to thermal conditions there, we plot B- and A-spectra in Fig. 3.34 which
were averaged over structures of different types and normalized to a continuum value of
unity. Black, green, blue and red colors signify mean spectra of the quiet Sun, brightest
granules, intergranular dark lanes and the pore interior, respectively. In contrast with BP
spectroscopy (see Fig. 3.8) we find that line depths of not only molecular, but also of
atomic lines presented in Fig. 3.34 change in a wide range. Even strong atomic lines at
387.968nm and 387.912nm show an evidently variable line depression, although this
variation is smaller than of molecular lines.

Feature
〈

∆DB
CH

〉 〈

∆DB
CN

〉 〈

∆DB
FeI

〉 〈

∆DB
FeI

〉

λ=387.829 λ=387.844 λ=387.777 λ=387.912

Granules 0.193 0.202 0.174 0.021
Intergranular lanes −0.160 −0.156 −0.184 −0.009
Pore −0.301 −0.411 −0.282 −0.031
BPs −0.306 −0.466 −0.289 −0.020

Table 3.14: Change relative to the quiet Sun of the line-coredepression of CN, CH and
Fe I spectral lines, corrected for the blending and Fe I line at λ=387.912nm without
deblending correction, observed in an active region atµ=0.97.

In Table 3.14 mean line-core depressions of deblended CN andCH lines and Fe I line
atλ=387.844nm, λ=387.829nm andλ=387.777nm respectively are listed. In addition,
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.32: Spectroscopic data observed in the active region NOAA0753 atµ=0.97 on
14 April 2005 at 14:56:19 (UT) : a) Reference image; b) B-slitjaw image; c) integrated
and continuum intensity contrastsC

(

IB
int

)

- black ,C
(

IB
cont

)

- red; d) line-core intensity
contrastsC

(

IB
CN

)

- black,C
(

IB
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)

- red, C
(

IB
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)

- blue; e) BPI; f) velocitiesV B
CN -

black,V B
CH - red, V B

FeI - blue; g) line width of Fe I line.
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3.6 Spectroscopy of large-scale magnetic phenomena

Figure 3.33: Spectroscopic data observed in the active region NOAA0753 atµ=0.97 on
14 April 2005 at 14:56:19 (UT) : a) Reference image; b) A-slitjaw image; c) intensity
contrasts

(

IA
int

)

- black,
(

IA
cont

)

- red.

the measurements for the strong Fe I line atλ=387.912nm are also given, although this
line was not cleaned from blending effects because of the obvious difficulty. As expected,
BPs (compare with Fig. 3.8) have the faintest molecular absorption. However, the pore
also reveals a very feeble absorption by diatomic molecules. The CN line is 1.13 times
and CH line only 1.02 times deeper in the pore compared with BPs. At the same time
very deep Fe I line at 387.912nm is 1.6 times less deep in the pore as in BPs. Taking
the line-core intensity as a proxy for the temperature we conclude that the temperature of
upper photospheric layers, where atomic lineFeIλ=387.912 is formed should be higher in
the pore than that in BPs. NearτCN=1 BPs are on average slightly hotter than the pore
and nearτCH=1 their temperatures are almost equal. We conclude that in the pore, as
an extreme case of evacuated magnetic flux tube, the temperature gradient in a vertical
direction should be lower as in the BP betweenτFeI,λ=387.912=1 andτCH=1 if we assume
that both types of features are completely spatially resolved. This is problematic since
the BPs, probably, are incompletely resolved. The pore, in turn, is affected by scattered
light. A similar analysis concerning intergranular lanes leads to a statement that in these
formations gas is colder than in a BP’s flux tube at mid photospheric heights. Granules
have even stronger absorption in all lines than intergranular regions, which is a clear man-
ifestation of ’reversed granulation’ phenomena, caused bytheir steeper vertical thermal
gradient.

The velocity inside the pore is non-zero and is around 300m/s. It drops down to
200m/s at the borders. This is in contradiction with observations reported by Sankara-
subramanian and Rimmele (2003), Tritschler et al. (2002), Hirzberger (2003). Even if
we assume that the velocity inside the pore is zero we have notdetected any evidence of
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.34: Example of A- and B-spectra of the pore in activeregion NOAA0753 at
µ=0.97 on 14 April 2005 at 14:53:14 (UT). Black, red, blue and green lines represent
spectra of the quiet Sun, pore, intergranular dark lane (IGL) and top of the granules re-
spectively.
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3.6 Spectroscopy of large-scale magnetic phenomena

a strong and narrow downflow around it, which was observed by them. However, needle-
like structures, reported by Sankarasubramanian and Rimmele (2003), around the pore
were detected where a head of the needle shows an upflow (see position 7.67 arcsec in
Fig. 3.32 f) for example).

3.6.2 Sunspot

In Fig. 3.35 and Fig. 3.36 reduced spectral data obtained from B- and A-spectra respec-
tively of an active region NOAA0750, containing a sunspot, observed on 14 April 2005 at
15:08:25 (UT) atµ=0.79 are shown. In the ’Red’ image an umbra and a well developed
penumbra of the sunspot are seen. The umbra in Fig. 3.35 a) reveals a number of umbral
dots, indicating its complex thermal structure. Even A- andB-slit jaw images show the
brightest of them. In plots of the intensity contrast along the slit, c) and d) in Fig. 3.35
and c) in Fig. 3.36), at 8.9 arcsec the most prominent umbral dot is seen. In general their
spectroscopic properties are close to those of penumbral filaments, i.e. strong decrease
of BPI by 0.25 and a very faint downflow of 180m/s with respect to the umbral veloc-
ities. It is remarkable that the sunspot interior, penumbraand quiet Sun area to the left
show almost everywhere higher intensity contrast in continuumIB

cont, I
A
cont than that inIB

int

andIA
int, respectively. This fact suggests that the temperature gradient at−2<log(τ )<0

in a sunspot’s atmosphere could be similar to that in the quiet Sun. Unfortunately the
signal-to-noise ratio in the recorded spectroscopic data is too low within the umbra which
makes it impossible to produce a detailed quantitative analysis of its brightness distri-
bution. The area to the right of the spot (1−5 arcsec in Fig. 3.35) possesses almost no
visible penumbral filaments but rather ”abnormal granulation” like that seen near the pore.
In the presented figure the solar limb direction is to the top and facular brightenings on
the centerward side of the granules are clearly seen. The contrast ofIB

int has larger values
with respect to those ofIB

cont not only in faculae, but also in a dark regions between the
rest of granules (1.3 arcsec and 2.55 arcsec positions in Fig. 3.35). Also the BPI reaches
almost 0.4 in those locations. The edge of the umbra at 6.0 arcsec as seen from a) and b)
images corresponds to a steep slope of the contrast profiles whereas the BPI is still higher
than 0.35 and decreases down to 0.2 only at 6.6 arcsec along the slit, i.e. well inside the
umbra. This means that the thermal structure of the atmosphere near the steep ”wall” of
the umbra is similar to the pore’s atmosphere, discussed in Section 3.6.1. In support of
this statement the contrast ofIB

int is still higher near the left border of the umbra than that
of IB

cont. In the umbra, penumbra and quiet Sun areas where BPI<0 the contrast ofIB
int is

always below the contrast ofIB
cont.

3.6.3 Velocity reference

Since we have not measured an absolute velocity standard, weare limited to relative ve-
locity measurements. From the mass conservation it followsthat the mean speed of the
quiet Sun granulation motions must be zero. When observing the solar surface from the
Earth many factors play a role in the velocity determination. To mention some of them,
systematic blue shift of around 200−300m/s, gravitational red shift (Dravins 1999, Lites
et al. 1989), solar oscillations, Earth’s rotation, solar rotation and thus different disc posi-
tion of observed feature etc. In the framework of the presentresearch we content ourselfes
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3 High resolution spectroscopy of the solar photosphere

Figure 3.35: Spectroscopic data observed in the active region NOAA0750 atµ=0.79 on
14 April 2005 at 15:08:25 (UT) : a) Reference image; b) B-slitjaw image; c) integrated
and continuum intensity contrastsC
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3.6 Spectroscopy of large-scale magnetic phenomena

Figure 3.36: Spectroscopic data observed in the active region NOAA0750 atµ=0.79 on
14 April 2005 at 15:08:25 (UT) : a) Reference image; b) A-slitjaw image; c) intensity
contrasts
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- black,
(
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cont

)

- red.

to investigating velocity changes along the slit of the spectrograph, where its mean value
was set to 0m/s for each spectral line. Under this assumption velocity measurements
for two different image positions on the slit cannot be compared quantitatively, since the
0-reference is not exactly the same even if the slit in both positions covers only a quiet
Sun area at the sameµ. However, it is possible to estimate the order of these deviations
if we use observations of the sunspot. The sunspot consists of penumbra and dark umbra.
The latter is commonly believed to be at rest except for oscillatory effects (Mathew et al.
2003), (Schmidt & Balthasar 1994). In the particular example shown in Fig. 3.35 the
slit covers at the same time umbra and quiet Sun. This enablesto calibrate velocities of
the granular fraction and estimate its typical offset. The total observations cover a quiet
Sun area of 7×13 arcsec2 and different parts of the umbra simultaneously, which allows
velocity measurements with good statistical significance.

It must be noticed that the results of error estimations described in Section 3.2.3 relate
to the case of relative high intensities like granules, bright features and intergranular lanes.
In case of a very dark solar features like umbra of the sunspots the S/N ratio is so low that
the accuracy of velocity measurements degrades dramatically up to 250m/s and even
more. As a consequence no quantitative investigation of umbral flow velocities at high
spatial resolution is possible.

The velocity averaged over the whole umbra was compared withthe mean velocity
measurements in the quiet Sun for three spectral lines.

The results are presented in Table 3.15. We obtain a relatively good estimation of
the 0-level in our Doppler measurements. Locally, the values of the differences in LOS
velosity may change due to solar oscillations which we did not take here into account.
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V umbra
CH − V qs

CH V umbra
CN − V qs

CN V umbra
FeI − V qs

FeI

[m/s] [m/s] [m/s]

75 97 133

Table 3.15: Umbral LOS velocities differences to the quiet Sun velocity observed at
µ=0.79 in active region NOAA0750 on 14 April 2005 between 15:05:56 (UT) and
15:11:07 (UT).
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4 Radiative MHD Simulations

4.1 MHD model

Realistic solar magneto-convection simulations aim at representing the radiative and mag-
netohydrodynamical processes in the solar photosphere andin the uppermost layers of the
convection zone, so that the results can be compared with theobservations. Here, results
of ab-initio three-dimensional simulations of non-grey radiative magneto-convection in
the solar surface layers carried out with the MURaM code havebeen analysed. The
MURaM (MPS/University of Chicago Radiative MHD) code has been developed by the
magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) simulation groups at the Max-Planck-Institut für Son-
nensystemforschung in Katlenburg-Lindau by Vögler A., Shelyag S., Schüssler M. and
at the University of Chicago by Cattaneo T., Emonet Th., Linde T. (Vögler & Schüssler
2003, Vögler et al. 2003, Vögler 2003, Vögler et al. 2005). The MURaM code solves
the time-dependent MHD equations for a compressible and partially ionized plasma in-
cluding a non-grey Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) radiative transfer based on
multigroup frequency binning. The computational box of theanalysed runs corresponds
to a small part of a unipolar plage region on the Sun, extending 1400km in the vertical
direction (roughly covering the range between 800km below to 600km above the visible
solar surface) and 6000km in both horizontal directions, with grid spacing of 14km and
21 km, respectively. Such a model box corresponds to an area of 8.28×8.28 arcsec2 on
the Sun. In the simulation runs that we consider in the present investigation, the box is
penetrated by a fixed amount of vertical magnetic flux corresponding to an average ver-
tical magnetic field strength (flux density) of 50G (5 mT), 200G (20 mT) and 400G
(40 mT). In addition a 0G model representing a pure hydrodynamical (HD) case was
used. This HD model was assigned to the quiet solar photosphere. In the MURaM code
the entropy density of the fluid in the computational box was chosen to be uniform across
the upflow regions at the lower boundary and independent of magnetic field. The entropy
of inflowing material was calibrated such that the radiativeenergy flux of the nonmag-
netic run on average equals the solar valueFJ = 6.3 1010 erg cm−2s−1. We have used
snapshots taken after a statistically stationary state of the simulated radiative magneto-
convection had developed. The produced array of 288×288×100 mesh pixels consists of
the following physical quantities for each pixel:

- TemperatureT [K]
- PressureP [g cm−1 s−2]
- Horizontal velocity componentsVx, Vy [cm/s]
- Vertical velocity componentVz [cm/s]
- Internal energy per unit volume [erg cm−3]
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Figure 4.1: Snapshot of the MHD model with 400G mean vertical magnetic field. Top
left - longitudinal component of the magnetic fieldB at the level ofτ705nm=1, positive and
negative values are represented by blue and red colors, respectively. Top right - vertical
component of the velocity vectorV also at the levelτ705nm=1, red color corresponds to
downflows and blue to upflows. Bottom left - mass density atτ705nm=1. Bottom right - the
temperature distribution atτ705nm=1 which is similar to the relative continuum brightness
atλ =705nm.

- Horizontal magnetic field componentsBx,By [G]
- Vertical magnetic field componentBz [G]

In Fig. 4.1 a roughly horizontal slice of the MHD model with the 400G averaged
magnetic field uncovers the two-dimensional distribution of the vertical component of
magnetic field, flow velocity, mass density and temperature at the height corresponding
to an optical depthτ=1, computed for the continuum atλ =705nm. This wavelength has
been chosen, since high-resolution observations are available with which the simulations
are compared in Section 4.6.1. As seen from this figure the major part of magnetic flux is
concentrated in the intergranular downflow regions which form a network pattern. There
the field strengthB reaches values up to 2570G. The magnetic pressure|B2/8π| in such
small-scale concentrations, known as evacuated magnetic flux tubes, reduces the internal
gas pressurePgas since the total pressure should be in balance with the surroundings
(Spruit 1976, Deinzer et al. 1984, Knölker et al. 1991, Vögler & Schüssler 2003). As
a result the density in the flux tubes is significantly reduced. This leads to the inflow of
excess radiation through the walls of these structures, which heat up and become bright.
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For the narrower magnetic structures this also produces a heating throughout their interior.
This leads to the formation of photospheric bright points.

4.2 Radiative transfer and line synthesis

In this section we briefly describe the procedure of numerical solution of the radiative
transport in the model. A forward spectral synthesis of the Stokes parameters of atomic
transitions will be discussed.

Let us denote the Stokes vector asI = (SI , SQ, SU , SV )T with SI denoting total
intensity andSV - circularly polarized component. Following the formulation of Rees et
al. (1989) the radiative transfer equation for the Stokes vector is as follows:

dI

dz
= −KI + j, (4.1)

whereK is the total absorption matrix,

K = κc1 + κ0Φ (4.2)

andj is the total emission vector,

j = κcSce0 + κ0SlΦe0. (4.3)

Here1 is the unit 4×4 matrix,e0 = (1, 0, 0, 0)T , andκ andSc are the opacity and source
function in the unpolarized continuum. Assuming gas at LTE,the source function was
set toSc = Bλ (Te), i.e. the Planck function at the local electron temperatureTe. The
line center opacityκ0 (for zero damping, zero magnetic field and corrected for stimulated
emission) and the line source functionSl depend only on the total populations of the
upper and lower levels of the transition. In the LTE regimeSl = Sc. In Fig. 4.2 the
xyz coordinate frame in which the Stokes parameters are defined is shown. Thez-axis is
toward the observer. The line absorption matrixΦ is:

Φ =









φI φQ φU φV

φQ φI φ
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V −φ
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V φI φ
′
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, (4.4)
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(4.5)

Generalized absorption and anomalous dispersion profiles are denoted byφp,b,r andφ
′

p,b,r,
respectively. For a normal triplet, the indicesp, b andr refer, respectively, to the unshifted
π component and theblue− andred−shiftedσ components of the line profile.
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Figure 4.2: Reference frame in which the Stokes vectorI and magnetic vectorB are
defined.

For anomalous splitting we denote the numbers of Zeeman components of each type
with Np,b,r, governed by the selection rules,

∆M = Mu −Ml =







+1 ≡ b,
0 ≡ p,
−1 ≡ r,







(4.6)

whereMu andMl are the magnetic quantum numbers of the Zeeman levels in the upper
and lower states of the line transition, i.e. withM~ eigenvalues of thez-component of
the total angular momentum. Each levelk(=u,l) with quantum numbersSk, Lk, Jk, i.e.
describing spin, orbital angular momentum and the total angular momentum of the atom,
and Landé factor:

gk =
3

2
+
Sk (Sk + 1) − Lk (Lk + 1)

2Jk (Jk + 1)
(4.7)

splits into2Jk + 1 Zeeman sublevelsMk = −Jk, ...,+Jk. The Zeeman wavelength shift
of theij component is:

∆λij =
eλ2

0 |B|

4πmec2
(glMl − guMu)ij

, (4.8)

wheree, m, c have their usual meanings,λ0 is the wavelength of the unsplit line,j =
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p, b, r andip,b,r = 1, ..., Np,b,r. The strength of the componentij is Sij , and

Nj
∑

ij=1

Sij = 1, j = p, b, r. (4.9)

The generalized profiles (see Rees et al. (1989))φj for j = p, b, r in turn are:

φj =

Nj
∑

ij=1

SijH(a, v − vij + vlos), (4.10)

and

φ
′

j = 2

Nj
∑

ij=1

SijF (a, v − vij + vlos), (4.11)

whereH(a, v) andF (a, v) are the Voigt and Faraday-Voigt functions respectively:

H(a, v) =
a

π

∫ ∞

−∞

e−y2

(v − y)2 + a2
dy (4.12)

and

F (a, v) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

(v − y)e−y2

(v − y)2 + a2
dy. (4.13)

Here the parameters are expressed in units of the Doppler width ∆λD, i.e.:

a = Γλ2
0/4πc∆λD, (4.14)

whereΓ is the line damping parameter,

v = (λ− λ0)/∆λD, (4.15)

λ is the wavelength in the line,

vij = ∆λij/∆λD, (4.16)

and the Doppler shift induced by a macroscopic velocity fieldvmac

vlos = λ0 |vmac| cosγ/c∆λD, (4.17)

with γ denoting here the angle betweenvmac and the LOS.
The STOPRO (STOkes PROfiles) code developed by C. Frutiger, S.K. Solanki and

S. Berdyugina (Solanki 1987, Solanki et al. 1992, Frutiger et al. 2000 & Berdyugina
et al. 2003), which solves the Stokes vector radiative transport (RT) equation 4.1 in a
given atmospheric model, was used to compute normalized Stokes parameters I and V for
atomic and molecular lines in LTE as well as the absolute continuum intensity. The input
quantities used by the STOPRO code are as follows:

- Continuum optical depthlog τ
- Heightz [cm]
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- TemperatureT [K]
- Gas pressureP [g cm−1 s−2]
- Electron pressurePe [g cm−1 s−2]
- Continuum absorption coefficientκ [g−1]
- Mass densityρ [g cm−3]
- Magnetic field strength|B| [G]
- Micro-turbulence velocity [cm · s−1]
- LOS velocity [cm · s−1]
- γ (angle betweenB and LOS) [deg]
- χ (azimuthal angle ofB) [deg]

With the aim to obtain the quantities, which are not providedby the MURaM code,
the MODCON subroutine was used. This code computes the ionization equilibrium for
a given chemical composition, electron pressurePe, continuum optical depthτλ and con-
tinuum absorption coefficientκλ.

Parameters of atomic and molecular transitions required asan input for the STOPRO
routine are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Radiative transfercomputations were carried out
along rays passing through each surface pixel of the model separately and collected for
further analysis with the LINE code, developed by Shelyag S.(2004).

The validity of the described MHD models, together with Stokes radiative transfer
computations to reproduce and explain many observable features in the solar photosphere
at disc center was shown by Shelyag et al. (2004), Shelyag S. (2004). In the present
study, we extend this work to investigations of the center-to-limb variation of continuum
intensity and Stokes profiles and to computations of CN molecular lines.

4.3 Center-to-limb variation

The position of any feature on the visible solar disc can be characterized in terms of its
µ = cos(θ) value, whereθ is the heliocentric angle of the feature varying from 0o at the
disc center till 90o at the limb. With the aim to study the center-to-limb variation (CLV) of
emitted radiation, i.e. the radiation coming from different disc positions, resulting from
the MHD simulations we need to compute the atmospheric variables along rays inclined
by the desiredθ between the LOS and the normal of the visible solar surface (X-Y plane).

The geometry of the radiative transfer computations is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 4.3. The grid of the MHD model corresponds to the white dots in Fig. 4.3. Red lines
represent the emerging rays that are inclined byθ. The grid step along the LOS was fixed
to ∆z=14km to keep the accuracy of subsequent RT calculations roughly the same as in
theµ=1 case. Thus the red points correspond to an inclined atmospheric box. The new
Z

′

-axis of the model is parallel to the LOS. Some physical parameters of the model were
linearly interpolated in a horizontal direction between neighboring points of the source.
Since the densityρ, pressureP and internal energyE drop exponentially with height a
logarithmic interpolation in a vertical direction was applied. The original MHD model
has periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal direction, resulting in a repetition of
the pattern with a period of 288 pixels. Therefore those rayswhich reach the edge of the
model were shifted back by 288 pixels horizontally. Consequently the obtained box, used
as an input for STOPRO, appears as an array of 288×288×100/µ mesh points.
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4.3 Center-to-limb variation

N Variable Description Dimension
1 NLINES Number of lines [-]
2 WLREF Reference wavelength (line center) [Å]

3
WL1
WL2
NWL







wavelength grid
λi = WLREF −WL1 + iWL2−WL1

NWL
,

i = 1, . . . , NWL
[Å]

4 NATOM Atomic number, e.g. Fe=26 [-]

5 ION
Ionization state. 1-neutral, 2=+,

ION ≥ 3 is not allowed
[-]

6 ALOGGF
log10(gf), where

g - statistical weight of the lover level
andf - oscillator strength

[-]

7 ABUND
Elemental abundance on a log scale,

on whichA(H) = 12.0
[-]

8 EPOT Energy of the lowel level [eV]
9 IPOT1 First ionization potentialX → X+ [eV]
10 IPOT2 Second ionization potentialX+ → X++ [eV]
11 RMASS Atomic mass [amu]

12 DMPEMP
Empirical damping enhancement factor,

see Simmons & Blackwell (1982)
[-]

13 LANDEC

{

=0: gu andgl are calculated from L,J,S
=1: gu andgl are taken from input (see 18)

[-]

14 CFGL
Configuration/term description

of the lower level (from Kurucz CD-ROM)
[-]

15
2Sl + 1
Ll

Jl







Standard term description of
the lower level2Sl+1Ll

[-]

16 CFGU
Configuration/term description

of the upper level (from Kurucz CD-ROM)
[-]

17
2Su + 1
Lu

Ju







Standard term description of
the upper level2Su+1Lu

[-]

18 GL Landé factor of the lower levelgl [-]
(used if LANDEC=1, see 13)

19 GU Landé factor of the upper levelgu [-]
(used if LANDEC=1, see 13)

Table 4.1: The description of atomic data, required by STOPRO.

In Fig. 4.4 an example of cuts along the LOS of the temperatureare shown, once for
a vertical viewing angle (corresponding to disc center) andonce for an inclined viewing
angle (corresponding to a location close to the limb).
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N Variable Description Dimension
1 NLINES Number of line blends [-]
2 WLREF Reference wavelength (line center) [Å]

3
WL1
WL2
NWL







wavelength grid
λi = WLREF −WL1 + iWL2−WL1

NWL
,

i = 1, . . . , NWL
[Å]

4 NMOLEC
Notation in the form of an integer comprising

the numbers of the atoms in the molecula,
e.g. 601=CH and 607=CN

[-]

5
ABUND1
ABUND2

abundances of the atoms comprising the molecule [-]

6 BRANCH branch name=’R’,’P’,’Q’ [-]
7 IU, IL upper and lower multiplet sublevels = 1,2,3,... [-]
8 JL lower rotational number = 0,1,2,3,... or 0.5,1.5,2.5,... [-]
9 VU, VL upper and lower vibrational levels = 0,1,2,3,... [-]
10 FVV band oscillator strengths [-]

Table 4.2: The description of molecular data record, required by STOPRO.

Figure 4.3: Skewing of the MHD model for a certainµ = cos(θ) value
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4.4 Results of radiative simulations at low resolution

Figure 4.4: Example of a vertical cut of the temperature after interpolation to the LOS
grid for µ=1.0 andµ=0.35

4.4 Results of radiative simulations at low resolution

In Fig. 4.5 a sample of computed intensity maps in the continuum at λ =676.8nm
for snapshots with different amount of magnetic flux and at different µ are presented.
The brightness of each image, assigned to a certain model, was normalized to the mean
intensity at disc center. In the following section we will discuss the brightness properties
of simulated images depending onB andµ.

4.4.1 Limb darkening

A first direct piece of evidence for the existence of a temperature gradient in the solar
atmosphere is the limb darkening effect. At disc centre the Sun appears brighter as com-
pared to its intensity near the limb (see Fig. 4.5). In the first case one looks deeper into
the photosphere where the gas is hotter while when observingnear the limb we sample
shallower depths. We have calculated the continuum intensity at λ =676.8nm for a
0 G model, assumed to represent the quiet Sun, and for the other models in the range of
0.2≤ µ ≤1.0 with a 0.1 step inµ.

Neckel & Labs (1994) reported measurements of the limb darkening effect in the
continuum in a wide spectral range observed at the National Solar Observatory/Kitt Peak,
utilizing the McMath Solar Telescope with high accuracy. They derived coefficients of
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Figure 4.5: 2-D continuum maps atλ =676.8nm computed for 0G, 50 G, 200G and
400G models at (from left to right)µ=1.0; 0.8; 0.4 and 0.2. For each model, the brightness
of each image was normalized to that at disc center. The effect of the limb darkening is
evident.
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fifth-order polynomial fit by the r.m.s. method to observed limb darkening profiles:

Iλ (µ)

Iλ (µ = 1)
≡ P5(µ) = A0 + A1 · µ+ A2 · µ

2 + A3 · µ
3 + A4 · µ

2 + A5 · µ
5 (4.18)

HereA0, ..., A5 are wavelength-dependent coefficients. The 5-th order polynomials were
chosen, because this type of function had provided the best representation in the former
reductions by Pierce & Slaughter (1977) and Pierce et al. (1977). Later the same authors
argued, however, that these ’purely mathematical’ fits are not the functions with the op-
timum physical reliability (Kourganoff 1949), small errors in the coefficients may cause
huge, unrealistic fluctuations in the correspondingτ -dependence of the source function.
Therefore, in order to obtain a per se ’reasonable’τ -distribution of the source function,
they provided ’physically realistic’ fits to their data and described limb darkening of in-
tensity by the following function:

Iλ (µ)

Iλ (µ = 1)
≡ Ln(µ) = c0 + (1 − c1)µ+

n
∑

i=2

cjψj (µ) . (4.19)

A description of the deviation functionsψj and the determination of correct wavelength-
dependent coefficientscj can be found in Neckel (1996). Although the question which
of two functions,L3 orL4, is ’more reliable’ was left open, they preferredL3.

In Fig. 4.6 CLVs of simulated mean intensity for 4 different snapshots of each MHD
model with average field strength of 0G, 50G, 200G and 400G are presented. The inten-
sity of each model was normalized to the average intensity ofthat model atµ =1. In the
same plot polynomial approximationsP5,L3 andL4 linearly interpolated toλ =676.8nm
from the data provided by Neckel (1996) forλ =669.400nm andλ =700.875nm are
also shown. Our simulations conform with the well known factthat the continuum inten-
sity CLV displays various slopes, depending on the amount ofmagnetic flux (e.g. Frazier
1971, Topka et al. 1997, Ortiz et al. 2002). The most ’bright’atmosphere in this presen-
tation corresponds to the 400G case and is 1.1 times brighter atµ=0.2 as compared with
the ’darkest’ model. Forµ ≈0.6 the 50G model has a very good coincidence with obser-
vations, whereas the 200G model is 1.5% brighter and the HD model is 0.7% darker than
observations. With decreasingµ the observed CLV lies systematically above the 50G
case, lying closer to the 200G model atµ =0.2. From the work of Khomenko (2005) &
Trujillo Bueno et al. (2004) we expect the best correspondence with the 50G (or an even
weaker field) model. There are different possible reasons for the dependence.

• The quiet Sun contains more magnetic flux at higher layers than suggested by the
models.

• The thermal structure of the models is slightly different from the real Sun. At
µ =0.2 the 50G model is 2% too dark, implying a too low temperature nearτ =1
by around 120oK.

• Neckel & Labs (1994) included some plage in their measurements. This would
have the largest effect at smallµ and make their measured curve too bright there.

In Table 4.3 the coefficients of the 5-th order polynomial approximation based on the
least-squares minimization method of the continuum intensity dependence onµ are listed.
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Figure 4.6: Limb darkening in continuum atλ =676.8nm computed for 0G, 50G, 200G
and 400G models and corresponding 5-th order polynomial estimationP5 and polynomi-
alsL3, L4 linearly interpolated toλ =676.8nm from coefficients atλ =669.400nm and
λ =700.875nm provided by Neckel & Labs (1994), Neckel (1996).

Model A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

0 G 0.33843 1.20224 -1.04388 0.60276 0.04617 -0.14566
50G 0.34148 1.26031 -1.25274 0.92726 -0.21474 -0.06152
200G 0.35373 1.31571 -1.42500 1.07999 -0.25095 -0.07341
400G 0.38868 1.32212 -1.56988 1.29463 -0.39893 -0.03654

Neckel’sP5

λ = 676.8 nm
0.35437 1.34721 -1.96545 2.58538 -1.86123 0.53972

Table 4.3: Coefficients of 5-th order polynomial fit to simulated CLVs for 0G, 50 G,
200G and 400G models atλ =676.8nm and those derived by Neckel & Labs (1994) for
the same wavelength.

Additionally, for reference, the coefficients estimated byNeckel & Labs (1994) are also
given.

Our simulations showed that Neckel’s continuum limb darkening atλ =676.8nm can
be roughly represented by an average of those computed for HDand 200G models. Since
the 200G model could represent the network and weak plage, this does not appear totally
impossible, although we expect a lower filling factor for this than 50%.
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4.4.2 CLV of intensity constrast

In the previous section it was shown that the limb darkening effect is different for the
various models.

In Fig. 4.7 individually normalized continuum images computed for various models
and at different heliocentric angles are presented. The models which possess stronger
magnetic flux concentrations are brighter near the limb thanmodels with less magnetic
field. This suggests, that small-scale concentrations of magnetic flux influence the thermal
structure of the atmosphere in such a way that at lowµ hotter parts become visible (see
also Section 4.6.1).

In Fig. 4.8 the CLVs of continuum intensity deviations from the quiet Sun, i.e. 0G
model, for 11 different snapshots are presented. Each intensity assigned to a certainµ
is the average over 1, 2, 4 and 4 snapshots of HD, 50G, 200 G and 400G models,
respectively and is related to the non-magnetic case as follows:

Cλ(µ) =
Iλ(µ) − Iλ,0(µ)

Iλ,0(µ)
(4.20)

However, the correctness of such a comparison is limited by the brightness distribu-
tion over the granulation in individual snapshots, which can fluctuate significantly from
one snapshot to another. Nevertheless this analysis showed, that all magnetic models de-
liver less radiation at the disc center than the HD ones. The 400G model is significantly
darker at the disc center, meaning that the magnetic flux is sobig, that it causes formation
of larger and darker flux concentrations. The extreme cases of such flux concentrations
appear as micropores (Vögler 2003), which are easy to see at(4.7,1.8) arcsec or (6,7) arc-
sec positions in Fig. 4.7 bottom-left. Therefore this modelbecomes as bright as the HD
one only atµ=0.63 whereas 50G and 200G models have a brightness crosstalk atµ=0.82
andµ=0.92 respectively. Atµ ≤0.41 the 400G snapshot displays the largest contrast and
would contribute appreciably to the total solar irradiance, when such magnetic features
were located near the limb.

As shown in Fig. 4.9 the RMS contrasts, computed as

Crms =

√

√

√

√

(

N
∑

i=0

(Ii − 〈I〉)2

)

/N, (4.21)

of sythesized continuum images depend on theµ and magnetic field. At the disc center
0 G, 50G and 400G images have similar rms contrast, due to high amount of intensity
gradients at the intergranular dark lanes and ’dark’ flux tubes. The 200G image shows a
high number of photospheric bright points, which slightly reduces the total rms contrast by
filling in the dark intergranular lanes. Since theτ scale shifts upwards when approaching
the limb and due to the effect of reversed temperature in granules and intergranular lanes
in the upper photospheric layers the observed continuum image for the 0G case becomes
smoothed and consequently its rms contrast is decreased dramatically. However, even at
µ =0.2 the normal granulation pattern is still visible. The more magnetic flux penetrates
the MHD box the shallower is the corresponding CLV of the rms contrast. The increase
of rms due to the appearance of high contrast faculae competes with the decreasing rms
contrast of non-magnetic features. In the 400G case the rms contrast even increases with
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Figure 4.7: 2-D continuum maps atλ =676.8nm computed for 0G, 50 G, 200G and
400G models atµ=1.0; 0.8; 0.4 and 0.2. Each image (i.e. each model at eachµ) was
normalized to its mean separately. The appearance of faculae for magnetically active
snapshots is evident.
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Figure 4.8: Contrast of continuum intensity relative to quiet Sun versusµ value calculated
for 0 G, 50G, 200G and 400G models.

µ due to the high number of facular brightenings visible near the limb and drops only
belowµ=0.3

In the next section some important aspects of existing extraterrestrial solar observa-
tions will be touched in order to provide an adequate comparison with results of our
simulations.

4.5 MDI observations

The most appropriate observations of the Sun in order to investigate its irradiance over the
whole disc over a long period of time are measurements made bythe Michelson Doppler
Imager (MDI). The MDI instrument is a magnetograph installed on board of the SOHO
spacecraft devoted to investigate the structure and dynamics of surface magnetic field and
velocity in the Sun (Scherrer et al. 1995). This instrument makes it possible to obtain
full disc images of the Sun on a 1024×1024 pixels CCD camera, which corresponds to a
2×2 arcsec2 pixel size. Two tunable Michelson interferometers allow MDI to record very
narrow-band filtergrams centered at five wavelength positions near the Ni I absorption
line at 676.8nm, equally spaced by 75mÅ. In Fig. 4.10 the transmission profiles of
the five filters labeled asF0, F1, F2, F3 andF4 as well as the Ni I line profile, taken
from the FTS atlas (Brault & Neckel 1987), are presented.F0 corresponds to the nearby
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Figure 4.9: RMS contrast dependence on theµ value calculated for 0G, 50G, 200G and
400G models.

continuum,F1 andF4 are centered on the wings andF2 andF3 are centered about the
core of the center-of-disc Ni I line. From the filtergrams, MDI obtains the following
observables: continuum intensity, line depth, longitudinal magnetic field, LOS velocity
and limb position. However, due to limitations in the telemetry rate to SOHO not all these
parameters are available for a given data set. MDI derives anestimate of the LOS velocity
from a ratio of differences of filtergramsF1 throughF4:

α = I1+I2−I3−I4
I1−I3

, if numerator > 0

α = I1+I2−I3−I4
I4−I2

, if numerator ≤ 0
(4.22)

whereI1, ..., I4 are intensities detected through theF1, ..., F4 filters.
With the help of a 15-bit lookup table (see Fig. 12 in Scherreret al. (1995)), con-

structed from their simulations, MDI calculates the LOS Doppler velocity. They expect
the range ofα to be limited to±2 which corresponds to a velocity range of±4000m/s.

The continuum intensity was computed using all five filtergrams in order to cancel
systematic errors introduced by Doppler shifts caused by any solar velocity:

Ic = 2 · I0 + Idepth/2 + Iaver, (4.23)

whereIdepth =
√

2 ·
[

(I1 − I3)
2 + (I2 − I4)

2] is the line depth andIaver is the average
overI1−4. Thus the resultantIc is believed to be free from Doppler crosstalk at the 0.2%
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Figure 4.10: Filter profiles for theF0, F1, F2, F3 andF4 filters used in observations with
MDI.

level. The longitudinal magnetogram is constructed by measuring the Doppler shift sepa-
rately in right and left circularly polarized light, which is equivalent to a measurement of
the Zeeman splitting via some sort of center-of-gravity method:

B =
Vright − Vleft

2.84
, [G], (4.24)

whereVleft andVright are measured velocities in circularly left and right polarized light
respectively.B is roughly proportional to the LOS component of the magneticfield aver-
aged over the resolution element.

The main advantages of these measurements as compared with ground-based obser-
vations are:

- seeing effects due to the Earth’s turbulent atmosphere areavoided,
- the 20-min averaged MDI magnetograms have a reasonably lownoise level,
- the characteristics of the instrument and obtained data sets are well known and stable,
- magnetograms and continuum intensity images are obtainedregularly by the same

instrument with exactly the same spatial resolution.

In the framework of the present investigation, analysis of the full disc magnetograms
and continuum intensity images obtained by MDI at differentdisc positions carried out
by Ortiz et al. (2002) are of special interest. They measuredthe MDI continuum con-
trast of photospheric bright features as a function of heliocentric angle and magnetogram
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signal. The main disadvantage of such a study is the quite poor spatial resolution of MDI
observables in its full disc mode.

4.5.1 Radiative simulations

In order to be able to compare the results of the CLV computations using 3-D MHD
models, presented in Section 4.4.2, with observations, we need to reproduce MDI mea-
surements taking into account the technical aspects of thatinstrument. For the MDI mea-
surements the Ni I spectral line was used to measure the magnetic field. In order to be
consistent we also compute this line for each snapshot anµ value for which the continuum
intensity is determined.

Wavelength [nm] Transition Eu [eV] El [eV] geff χe [eV] log(gf)
676.7768 z3P 0 − a1S 3.6576 1.8262 1.426 1.826 -2.170

Table 4.4: Atomic transition parameters for the Ni I line used for the radiative diagnostics.

The main properties of the corresponding transition are given in Table 4.4 (Bruls
1993). The polarized radiative transfer equations for the Ni I line through the MHD
models with averaged magnetic field in the range of 0-400G for a heliocentric angle
from µ=1.0 toµ=0.2, with a grid-step of 0.1 were solved by means of the MODCON
and STOPRO routines. To improve the statistics, 1,2,4 and 4 snapshots of 0G, 50 G,
200G and 400G models, which correspond to different moments of time of theMHD
model evolution, respectively, were taken. The time step was around 5 min which is a
reasonable interval to obtain relatively independent 2-D configurations of the granulation
and other features. Additionally forµ 6=1 each snapshot was analysed from four mutually
perpendicular directions in its X-Y plane, which allows to include in our investigation
geometrical inhomogeneities of magnetic features and hence make it even more statisti-
cally weighted. Thus our analysis comprised 44 different snapshots in total covering an
area of 54.9×54.9 arcsec2 at disc center of the Sun. The products of RT computations
were continuum intensityIc at λ =676.8nm and Stokes profilesSI andSV for the Ni I
spectral line. These quantities were smeared down to the 2×2 arcsec2 spatial resolution
of MDI. To compute MDI-like Doppler shifts and MDI-like continuum, simulated spectra
were multiplied with the MDI filter profiles (see Fig. 4.10). The resultant filtergramsIsim

0−4

were used to produce MDI-like observables. The LOS component of the magnetic field
B was calculated using formula 4.24 :

Bz =
∆λ

4.67 · 10−13 · geff · λ2
≡
V (α [SI + SV ]) − V (α [SI − SV ])

2.84
, (4.25)

wheregeff is the effective Landé factor of the transition, defined as

geff =
1

2
(gl + gu) +

1

4
(gl − gu) (Jl (Jl + 1) − Ju (Ju + 1)) . (4.26)

Here thegu, gl, Ju andJl are the Landé factors and total angular momenta of the upper
and lower states of the transition, respectively.
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4.5 MDI observations

Figure 4.11: Stray light during a mer-
cury transit across the solar disc ob-
served with MDI in 2003. The dots rep-
resent the observed continuum intensity
which is non-zero at Mercury disc cen-
ter. This plot has been kindly provided
by S. Mathew (private communication)

The observed signal of the longitudinal magnetic field dropsdown to 0G at the limb,
even though the local magnetic field is non-zero. This is a consequence of the property
of magnetograms to be sensitive only to the line-of-sight component of the magnetic field
whereas the magnetic vectorB of facular fields is roughly perpendicular to the solar
surface. Thus, to compensate for this we have consideredB/µ instead ofB.

The MDI instrument possesses a certain amount of stray light, which has been esti-
mated by Mathew et al. (in preparation). They analysed the Mercury transit across the
solar disc recorded by MDI in 2003 and produced a plot presented in Fig. 4.11. From
this graph we obtain that MDI measures intensities with about 18% contribution from
scattered light. This quantity affects mainly the continuum intensity measurements which
reduces the calculated contrasts. Mathew has estimated theconvolution function which is
needed to fit the amount of stray light in MDI observations. This function is the sum of
four components, three Gaussians and one Lorentzian:

f(r) = a1e
−(r/b1)2 + a2e

−(r/b2)2 + a3e
−(r/b3)2 +

1 − a1 − a2 − a3

r2 + b24
, (4.27)

wherea1, a2 anda3 are the weight for the Gaussian functions,b1, b2 andb3 are the widths
of the Gaussians andb4 is the width of the Lorentzian. We have used the functionf(r)
with the weight and width parameters obtained by Mathew, which give the best fit to their
observations, to convolve with the simulated MDI-like continuum intensityISTOPRO

c , i.e.
IMDI−like
c = ISTOPRO

c ⊗ f(r).
Following Ortiz et al. (2002) the continuum contrast of the faculae in each resolution

element was defined as:

Cfac =
Ic(x, y) − 〈Iqs

c (µ)〉

〈Iqs
c (µ)〉

, (4.28)

where〈Iqs
c (µ)〉 is an averaged quiet Sun continuum intensity for a given heliocentric

angle.

4.5.2 Results of simulations and comparison with MDI observations

In this section we study the simulated faculae and network contrast dependence onµ and
the corresponding magnetic field signal. A comparison of computed data with observa-
tions will be presented.
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4 Radiative MHD Simulations

Figure 4.12: Computed center-to-limb variation of MDI-like continuum contrast from
MHD simulation. The stars are binned values based on data taken from the MHD models
with average vertical fields of 0G, 50 G, 200G and 400G at the solar surface. The
B/µ values have been obtained from the longitudinal MDI-like magnetogram signal as
described in the text.
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We present two plots in analogy to research by Ortiz et al. (2002). Fig. 4.12 displays
the computationally produced MDI-like continuum contrastCfac of the faculae as a func-
tion of the computed MDI-like magnetogram signal divided byµ, i.e. B/µ. TheB/µ
values have been binned into eight intervals from the threshold level of 0G to 600G, al-
though these intervals of magnetic field do not contain an equal number of data points. In
Fig. 4.12 each data point represents an averageCfac binned over all computed contrasts
for a givenµ andB/µ range. Data points from different models enter into a given frame,
since theB/µ assigned to a certain data point is obtained from the magnetograph signal
consistently computed for each grid point as described in Section 4.5.2. A least-squares
quadratic fit to the data points is depicted in Fig. 4.12 as black solid lines.

The various panels in Fig.4.12 reveal significantly different CLV behavior of the con-
trast. At the disc center and in its immediate vicinity smallCfac is produced by regions
with low magnetic flux (e.g. quiet areas), whereas approaching the limb the contrast
of active region faculae (large magnetic flux) dominates. Network features (see top-left
panel in Fig.4.12) show low contrast, which increases from the minimum value−0.005
at the disc center up to 0 near the limb, whereas a very steep CLV of the contrast was
detected at high magnetic signals (400G < B/µ <500G and [500G < B/µ <600G).
Intermediate cases reveal the progressive increase of the contrast towards the limb and an
increasingly pronounced CLV. The stronger theB/µ the lower theCfac at the disc cen-
ter, which forB/µ >200G appears negative. This general behaviour of the computed
curves is in good qualitative agreement with the observations of Ortiz et al. (2002) and
with results presented in Section 4.4.2. However one remarkable feature of the obtained
CLV curves is their property of steadily increasing towardsthe limb from magnetogram
signals ofB/µ >120 G. Thus the positionµmax characterizing the peaks of the con-
trast corresponds to 0.46 and 0.2 for the first twoB/µ intervals and lies atµ <0.2 for
the others. This fact is partly in discordance with the observational results of Ortiz et al.
(2002), where theµmax was measured in a range from 1. to 0.2 in all concerned intervals
B/µ <500G. Possibly the 400G models which mainly contribute to the CLV in the last
three bins are hotter than the real photosphere. It may also be that a better treatment of
the stray light is needed to improve the correspondence. Another possibility is that there
could be a possible error in the continuum intensity determination in MDI observations
made near the limb at low latitudes. Due to the rotation of theSun the observed Ni I line
gets an additional Doppler shift such that the filterF0 does not lie in the nearby contin-
uum but at the wing of the line. Consequently Eq. 4.23 gives lower continuum intensity
than expected. This effect becomes important near the limb at low latitudes wherevrot

is big. Numerical simulations of this effect to estimate theorder of the error of contin-
uum intensity determitation should be carried out. Anotherpossible explanation for the
discrepancy with the observations lies in the rather limited statistics of the simulations
compared with the observations. The visible surface of the model decreases proportion-
ally to µ and hence near the limb the number of simulated points corresponding to the
MDI pixel size of 2×2 arcsec2 is extremely small.

In Fig. 4.13 the contrast as a function ofB/µ, for 9 disc positions fromµ=1.0 to
µ=0.2 is presented. The centres of theµ-bins in a similar plot made by Ortiz et al. (2002)
roughly correspond to ourµ grid. Again, the second order polynomial fit was used to
visualize the character of the computed dependences onB/µ. In Fig. 4.13 all data points
corresponding to 50G, 200 G and 400G models are designated with the green, red
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Figure 4.13: Computed center-to-limb variation of continuum contrast using 0G, 50 G,
200 G and 400G MHD models depending on the longitudinal ”quasi” MDI magnetic
field strength.
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and black colors, respectively. We have not binned 40 data points with neighbouring
B/µ values together, as was done by observers, since we have far fewer points. We also
wanted to show the true scatter. Nevertheless, a certain overcrowding of the data points
in our plots is present. This figure shows that initially, forµ ≤0.6, the contrast increases
with B/µ before decreasing again. The range of computed magnetogramsignals was
widened up to 1200G, since many areas deliver signals stronger than 800G. This may
have to do with the lack of proper scattered light treatment in the computations. The
decreasing of the contrast continues with increasingB/µ also forB/µ >800 G where
many of the data points correspond to micropores and dark magnetic structures. This
circumstance agrees with the prediction by Ortiz et al. (2002). Note, however, that the
observed data sets include the even stronger magnetic field concentrations, i.e. pores and
sunspots, which were excluded in the analysis of Ortiz et al.(2002). Near the disc center,
i.e. at 1.0< µ <0.7, the initial increase is not detected, so that the contrast decreases
with magnetic field for allB/µ values. In contrast, atµ ≤0.6 the initial increase is
clearly visible and theB/µ value at which the contrast has its maximum,(B/µ)max shifts
towards higherB/µ with decreasingµ. Points with largeB/µ show negative contrast at
µ=1.0 while at the limb almost all computed contrasts are positive.

The range of the simulated magnetogram signals stretches even beyond the 1200G
level near the disc center. Gradually with decrease ofµ the detected range ofB/µ con-
verges down to 740G at µ=0.2. We expect, that at even smallerµ values the maximum
of measured longitudinal magnetic field strength will continue decreasing. On the one
hand this happens due to the descrease of StokesSV near the limb since the Ni I line
is then formed higher in the atmosphere where the magnetic flux is lower. On the other
hand, as proposed by Van Ballegooijen (1985) and shown by Solanki et al. (1998) in
their CLV simulations of the plane-parallel models of a flux tube, observed at an angle
of the axis of an isolated thin flux tube, the amplitude ofSV should be much lower than
in the plane-parallel case. Highly inlined rays, i.e. at lowµ, pass through flux tubes and
the intermediate non-magnetic gas where the polarized signal SV is greatly reduced due
to absorption (Audic 1991).

µ 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2
Pmax

2 (Cfac)
simulated

-0.001 0.007 0.013 0.018 0.022 0.035 0.050 0.070 0.092

Pmax
2 (Cfac)
Ortiz’s

0.081 0.012 0.019 0.029 0.038 0.045 0.046 0.047 -

B/µ(Pmax)
simulated

8 9 11 12 235 393 476 466 507

B/µ(Pmax)
Ortiz’s

68 144 189 250 332 392 419 594 -

Table 4.5: Dependence of maximum of the 2-nd order polynomial fit to the simulated data
pointsPmax

2 (Cfac) andB/µ(Pmax) onµ.

Values of the contrastCfac synthesized for the MHD models appear again higher
than observed by Ortiz et al. (2002). The maximum of the contrast fitPmax

2 (Cfac) and
correspondingB/µ(Pmax) for variousµ obtained from our simulations and from Ortiz’s
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observations are summarized in table 4.5.

4.6 High resolution structure of the solar surface near
the limb

In this section the morphology of observed high-resolutionimages of the photosphere
away from the disc center will be studied. The results of highresolution simulations will
be presented and analysed. The relation between the main observed small-scale features
with their analogues in the simulated images will be provided and their physical origin
will be discussed.

4.6.1 High resolution observations

In Fig. 4.14 an exceptionally sharp MFBD reconstructed image of an active region
NOAA587 observed with the SST on 8 April 2004 at 14:01:57 (UT)nearµ=0.35 us-
ing an interference filter centered at 705.7nm and with a FWHM of 0.7nm is presented
(filter profile is presented in Appendix A). The exposure timewas set to 10 ms and the
recordings were made using a KODAK Megaplus 1.6 CCD camera. MFBD restoration
was implemented on 8 single frames recorded within a 10 s timeinterval and corrected
for the flat field and dark frame (for the details of image processing see Chapter 2). The
image covers an area of 59.4×38 arcsec2 and has a spatial resolution of 0.2 arcsec what
corresponds to 145km on the solar surface. The considered spectral region containes
many absorption lines of the TiO molecule. Due to their greattemperature sensitivity the
spectral lines become appreciable only in the coolest partsof the photosphere, namely
in sunspot umrae (Berdyugina and Solanki 2002). Therefore,possibly apart from the
darkest features assigned to pores, Fig. 4.14 represents the pure continuum brightness
distribution at the stated wavelength. The limb direction in Fig. 4.14 is marked by the
white arrow and white contour lines mark areas selected for the further analysis. Even
with such a small field of viewµ varies from 0.384 to 0.314, withµ =0.35 at the center
of the image. This gradient is enough to notice a slight limb darkening of the quiet Sun
areas when going from the lower right to the upper left on the image. The topology of
the observed area shows photospheric phenomena of different scales, e.g. faculae, granu-
lation, pores, and reveals the complexity of their structure at high spatial resolution. The
solar surface at suchµ makes the impression of a three-dimensional appearance as if cer-
tain ’sculptured’ granules were illuminated by a big lamp from the centerward direction.
This property of the solar granulation observed near the limb was also reported by Lites
et al. (2004) on the basis of high spatial resolution observations. A close examination of
the image reveals a very different manifestation of the three-dimensional effect which is
stronger near the pores, i.e. in active regions, than far outside it, i.e. in quiet areas. This
suggests that the magnetic field plays a key role in this effect. Indeed the detailed analysis
of the 3-D granular pattern in active regions leads to the following summary of its main
properties:

• The centerward part of the granules has brightness enhancements, i.e faculae.

• Often faculae appear to extend over about 0.5 arcsec.
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Figure 4.14: Active region NOAA587 observed with the SST on 8April 2004 at 14:01
(UT) at µ=0.35 at 705.7nm covering the red band of TiO absorption spectra. Over the
whole observed area this wavelength band corresponds to a pure continuum, except pos-
sibly in the darkest features assigned to big pores. The image was reconstructed with
MFBD using 8 single frames. White contours designate subframes used in further analy-
sis.
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• The intensity is decreasing gradually from centerward to limbward sides of gran-
ules, which contain a facula.

• The facular elements are often preceded by a narrow, dark lane just centerward of
them.

• Facular chains form a cell-like pattern, elongated perpendicularly the disc center
radius-vector.

• Quiet Sun granulation and intergranular lanes have lower intensity contrast as com-
pared to the disc center case.

• Relatively small granules are partly or almost completely covered by the facular
brightenings (e.g. the (30,24)− (35,32) region in Fig. 4.14).

• The pores have a sharp edge on the centerward side and quite extend granulation
area accompanied by a very bright faculae on the limbward side.

4.6.2 Simulated faculae

In this section, in analogue to the research of Keller et al. (2004), the results of con-
tinuum RT computations for different MHD models ’observed’at the same heliocentric
angle as the observations illustrated in Fig. 4.14 will be presented and compared with the
latter. We have used MHD models resulting from the MURaM codepresented in Section
4.1. However, in the present study we used those MHD models which were computed
assuming that not the entropy, but the internal energy per unit mass for the inflowing gas
ε0 be constant. The parameterε0 is used to control the net vertical energy flux through the
computational domain and to make sure that the time-averaged value of the radiation flux
density leaving the box is equal to the solar valueF� = 6.34 · 1010 erg s−1cm−2.

In Fig. 4.15 (left panels) the synthesized, by means of the STOPRO code, normalized
continuum intensity maps atλ =705.7nm andµ=0.35 resulting from the MHD models
with 10G, 200G and 400G averaged magnetic field are shown. In the same figure (right
panels) small sub-frames of an observed active region at thesame heliocentric angle (see
areas marked with white contours in Fig. 4.14) are plotted. These sub-images were chosen
to show different amounts of faculae and different appearance of 3-D granulation pattern.
The numerical results match the appearance of the high-resolution observations and re-
produce qualitatively all features seen in the observations. However the spatial resolution
of the simulations, i.e. 0.029 arcsec or 20.8km on the Sun, does not conform to that of
the observed data. This partly explains the noticable difference between the brightness
scales of the two types of images. The magnetic field is known to be vastly involved in
the formation of the faculae, as intensity boost in comparison with the surrounding gran-
ules. This also finds confirmations if one examines non-magnetic and magnetic simulated
cases. The effect of three-dimensional granulation was notso clearly evident, but still
present, in the 10G computations than in the 200G and 400G cases. The successive in-
tensity increase in the three presented simulated images iscaused by faculae which agrees
with the observed ones and with the results of the low-resolution investigation in Section
4.4. Later a similar numerical modeling was carried out in the G band by Carlsson et al.
(2004) which revealed similar results.
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Figure 4.15: Left panels: simultaed continuum images at 705.7 nm of models with aver-
age magnetic field of 10G (top-left), 200G (middle-left) and 400G (bottom-left). Right
panels: sub-frames of observed plage and quiet Sun atµ=0.35 and 705.7nm with increas-
ing amount of plage from top to bottom. The spatial resolution of simulated and observed
images is not exactly the same.

4.6.3 Origin of faculae and narrow, dark lanes

Here we restrict ourselves to a qualitative investigation of the configuration of the phys-
ical parameters in the photosphere which lead to the appearance of the phenomena dis-
cussed in Section 4.6.1. As the prototype of a facula let us consider a structure situated at
(2.4,1.75) arcsec in Fig. 4.15 bottom-left (the 400G model). The corresponding limbward
vertical cuts through the facular atmosphere are shown in Fig. 4.16 left. The top panel
gives the profile of continuum intensity along the cut, normalized to the mean intensity
for the whole computed MHD box. Vertical slices of various physical quantities, i.e. tem-
perature T (3300−14000,K), LOS component of magnetic field strengthBz (0−3500,G)
and mass density variationsδρ (±2 ·10−7 ·g · cm−3 from their mean, for the 400G model
are shown in the other panels, respectively. The total emerging continuum intensity, at a
frequencyν, at the solar surface is defined as:

Iν(0, µ) =
1

µ
·

∫ ∞

0

Sν (τν) · e
− τν

µ dτν , (4.29)
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whereτ is the optical depth,µ is the heliocentric angle andSν is the source function,
which in LTE is equal to the Planck function,

Sν = Bν (T (τν)) =
2hν3

c2
·

1

ehν/kT − 1
, (4.30)

whereh = 6.6262·10−27 erg · s is Planck’s constant ,c = 2.9979·108 cm · s−1 is the speed
of light andk = 1.3807 · 10−16 erg · K−1 is Boltzmann’s constant. The expression with
the integral of Eq. 4.29 is called the contribution function, has a maximum atlog(τ)=0
and gradually drops with optical depth. We have calculated the contribution function for
each ray for a corresponding temperature profile in the model.

The dashed lines in Fig. 4.16 illustrate the range of heightswhere the contribution
function of continuumIc over optical depth reaches 10% and 90% of its full value. This
means 80% of the total continuum intensity for a certain wavelength arise in the indicated
region. The continuum intensity profile has an expansion corresponding to the facular
brightening with peak brightness at 1.79 arcsec. The opacity in the magnetic flux concen-
tration is strongly reduced owing to its low density, causedby the presence of magnetic
pressure, and low temperature (at a given geometric level) and thus provides a clear sight
straight through the flux tube onto the upper part of the ’hot wall’ of the adjacent granule.
The spatial extension of the facular brightening is determined, on the centerward side,
by the point at which the continuum formation range becomes dominated by the cool
gas in front and within the flux concentration, and, on the limbward side, by the point at
which the boundary of the flux concentration no longer lies adjacent to the hot granule.
As cooler gas above the top of the granule contributes more and more to the formation
of the continuum intensity, the stronger the decrease of thebrightness in the limbward
direction. The excess brightness of the faculae comes from athin layer (corresponding
to a thickness of about 30km), which is embedded in the steep density gradient at the
interface between the magnetic and the non-magnetic atmosphere.

The right panels in Fig. 4.16 represent a vertical cut of the 400 G model through
a very prominent dark lane located at 2.0 arcsec position which precedes a facula to its
right. This cut differs from the one shown in the left panels in that there every major
intergranular lane was occupied by a magnetic flux concentration, here there is only a
single facula, with two downflow lanes immediately on its discward side, which merge to
form a very broad intergranular lane on the discward side of the facula. As one approaches
the flux concentration from the centerward side, the brightness drops sharply when the
line of sight no longer crosses the ’top’ of the adjacent granule, so that the range of
continuum formation becomes dominated by the cool and densedownflowing material
between the granule and the flux concentration. Somewhat more limbward, lines of sight
traverse the flux concentration with lower density, so that the continuum formation range
shifts downward towards the bottom of limbward wall of the flux concentration. The
exact location of the intensity minimum varies between these two boundaries where the
temperature is lower than the average temperature stratification at equal optical depth,
explaining the brightness deficit. The continuum intensityin the dark lanes comes from
an extended range along the line of sight, which can be as large as 340km in the vertical
direction.

Three factors are crucial for the appearance of faculae: theshape of the granule limb-
wards of the flux concentration, the size of the magnetic flux concentration and the field
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Figure 4.16: Example of a vertical cut of the 400G MHD model atµ=0.35 crossing a
narrow dark lane on the limbward side of a granule. Dotted lines bracket the heights
where≈ 80% of continuum intensity are formed.
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strength centerwards of the facula.
If the flux concentration is too thin, e.g. in Fig. 4.17 right,or it is bright but the

field strength is too small, e.g. in Fig. 4.17 left, the opacity reduction it produces is
not sufficient along the line of sight to have the continuum intensity be formed almost
exclusively in the hot granule. In Fig. 4.18 at location 1.0 arcsec the magnetic field is as
big as in Fig. 4.16 left, but the neighboring granule is not well developed and thus the
thermal conditions nearτ=1 prevent the formation of a facula.

Not only small-scale magnetic flux concentrations which arealso associated with
bright points atµ =1 produce faculae at smallµ. In Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 vertical cuts,
at µ =1 (left panels) andµ =0.35 (rigth panels), through a complex magnetic cluster
exhibiting the properties of a micropore in the 400G model and through a small pore in
the MHD model by Cameron et al. (2004) respectively are shown. As we discussed in
preceding sections both these types of structures appear darker than the quiet Sun near
the disc center. This is in agreement with intensity profilesin the left panels of Figs. 4.18
and 4.19. However atµ=0.35 both structures produce facular brightenings which in the
case of the pore extend even over several granules owing to the big radial size of the pore.
This explains why the 400G model is the brightest at the limb and the darkest at the
disc center. The property of pores to display several faculae on their limbward side finds
support in observations (see Fig. 4.14).

We can conclude that we basically understand the cause of thefacular brightening as
well as of the narrow, dark lanes. Despite the excellent qualitative agreement between
simulations and observations, there remain quantitative disagreements such as the peak
brightness of faculae, which is substantially larger in thesimulations as compared to the
observations. It also appears that there are more very smallbrightenings in the obser-
vations as compared to the simulations. However the continuum intensity of simulater
faculae is slightly higher than that of observed ones. This differences are nor surprising
due to the limited spatial resolution under which the observations were recorded. This
includes the effect of scattered light which greatly reduces the contrast.

The explanation of facular brightenings given here is largely consistent with the ”hot
wall” model of Spruit (1976). Fig. 4.20 schematically showsa vertical cut through a
typical magnetic flux tube. The dotted lines enclose the region where the dominant part
(80%) of the continuum radiation is formed. The brightness enhancement of the facula
mainly originates from a thin layer near the limbward interface between the magnetic
flux concentration and the hot, non-magnetic granule. The intensity of the dark lane is
formed in the relatively cool regions above the centerward granule and inside the flux
concentration. The lines of sight for the facular brightening and for the dark, narrow
lane are indicated with correspondingly shaded grey areas.Note that the magnetic flux
concentration is usually observed on the centerward side ofthe facula. This agrees with
high-resolution spectropolarimetric observations by Okunev & Kneer (2004).

Qualitatively similar features, e.g. dark lane followed bya more extended brightening
on its limbward side, are already apparent in 2-D models (Deinzer et al. 1984a, Knölker
& Schüssler 1988, Knölker et al. 1991, Steiner 2005).
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Figure 4.17: Example of a vertical cut of the 10G MHD model atµ=0.35 crossing a very
weak (left) and thin (right) flux tube which do not cause the formation of strong faculae.
The dashed lines bracket the heights where≈ 80% of the continuum intensity are formed.
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Figure 4.18: Example of a vertical cut of the 400G MHD model at the disc center (left)
and atµ=0.35 (right) crossing a broad dark magnetic concentration, a micropore, which
appears dark at the centre of the disc, but bright near the limb. The dashed lines bracket
the heights where≈ 80% of the continuum intensity are formed.
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Figure 4.19: Example of a vertical cut of the 400G MHD model at the disc center (left)
and atµ=0.35 (right) crossing a broad dark magnetic concentration, a pore, which appears
dark at the centre of the disc, but bright at its limbward sidenear the limb. The dashed
lines bracket the heights where≈ 80% of the continuum intensity are formed.
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Figure 4.20: Schematic sketch of a mag-
netic flux concentration (region within
the thin lines) and adjacent granules
(thick lines), illustrating the origin of the
facular brightening and the dark lane.
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Conclusions and outlook

In this PhD thesis the structure and intensity properties ofsmall-scale magnetic features
on the Sun were studied by means of high spatial resolution observations and numerical
simulations. For this purpose observations with the 1-m Swedish Solar Telescope (SST,
La Palma) of active regions, plages and quiet Sun areas in thesolar photosphere at differ-
ent disc positions were carried out.

The first observational campaign was aimed at imaging observations in three narrow spec-
tral bands, the blue continuum (436.4nm), the G band (430.5nm) and the violet CN
band-head (387.9nm), simultaneously. The unprecedented high spatial resolution of bet-
ter than 0.18 arcsec, which corresponds to 130km on the Sun, of the solar images in
all three spectral bands was achieved by means of the Joint Phase Diverse Speckle image
reconstruction method (see Sect. 2.1). Our investigation of the intensity contrast of photo-
spheric bright points (BP - a class of small-scale bright structures, which show enhanced
contrast in the G band as compared to that in the continuum) inthe obtained filtergrams
of active regions at disc centre showed that:

• On average over all bright points in the 27× 43 arcsec2 filtergram triplet the con-
trast of the BP intensity relative to intensity of the quiet Sun is 1.4 times higher in
the blue CN band-head than that in the G band and it is 3.4 timeshigher in the blue
CN band-head than that in the blue continuum. Analogically,in the G band the
contrast of bright points is on average 2.4 times higher thanin the blue continuum.
This is in a reasonable agreement with the theoretical predictions by Kiselman et
al. (2001) and Berdyugina et al. (2003). However, this is in sharp disagreement
with the simulations by Uitenbroek & Tritschler (2006 submitted.). The possible
reasons for this are discussed in Sect. 2.4.

• The ratio of the bright points contrast in the blue CN band-head to that in the G band
decreases with increasing continuum intensity of the bright points. The minimum
value of this ratio is 1.25 for the brightest BPs.

The high spatial resolution of the obtained filtergrams reveal a complex structuring of
bright points. In particular, structures such as as ”hot walls” and ”floors” of the magnetic
flux tubes, ribbons etc. are clearly seen. A further detailedanalysis of the intensity
properties of such structures would be of particular interest, since it provides indirect
information of the thermal structuring of small-scale concentrations of magnetic flux in
the photosphere. In the present PhD work, however, we did notstudy them separately.
The significantly higher contrast seen in the violet CN band-head compared with the G-
band makes it a promising wavelength band for solar high resolution studies, although
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there are factors making contemporary high-resolution ground-based solar observations
in this wavelength more complex than in the G band:

• fewer photons are provided by the Sun,

• there is more scattered light,

• the spatial resolution is worse because of the stronger influence of the atmospheric
aberrations (seeing).

The goal of the second observational campaign at the SST was to obtain highly spatially
and spectroscopically resolved spectra of small-scale photospheric features, e.g. BPs and
faculae. We have observed spectra of several solar active regions at different disc positions
in the range of 387.588−388.473nm with a resolving power of about 130000 and a
spatial resolution of about 0.25 arcsec. This spectral bandcovers absorption spectral lines
of both CH and CN molecules and many atomic lines as well. Thisenabled us to provide
a quantitative comparison of their behavior, i.e. absorption, Doppler shift and line width,
in the different photospheric features. Our analysis of obtained data yielded that:

• On average, over all BPs in the observed 33× 14 arcsec2 area at the disc centre,
the change of the line-core depression in BPs relatively to the quiet Sun of a CN
spectral line (λ =387.844nm vacuum) is 1.28 stronger than that of a CH spectral
line (λ =387.829nm vacuum). In faculae atµ =0.65 and atµ =0.56 these values
are 1.32 and 1.46, respectively.

• At the disc centre the CN line-core intensity for the same spectral lines has higher
BP contrast than the contrast in the CH line-core by a factor of 1.9, and the ratio
of these contrasts is decreasing with increasing continuumintensity. The minimum
value of this ratio is 1.5 for the brightest BPs. This trend issimilar to that obtained
from filtergram observations although here we have analyzedindividual spectral
lines rather than the whole band and the CH line corresponds to another, i.e. the
B-X, electronic system than CH lines from the G band.

We suppose that one of the cause of enhanced contrast of BPs inthe blue CN band-head
as compared to that in the G band is a higher temperature sensitivity of CN molecules and
thus their more efficient dissociation in flux tubes than those of CH molecules. However
we can not exclude the influence of other factors to this result.

A detailed synthesis of the spectra at these wavelengths using 3-D MHD simulations
and a direct comparison with observed data would be of considerable interest. In particu-
lar, an inversion of observed CH and CN spectral lines is desired.

The third observational campaign was aimed at high resolution imaging observations of
faculae near the limb. We have observed with the SST a plage region nearµ =0.35 in
the red continuum at 705.7nm. The Multiframe Blind Deconvolution method allowed us
to reach the diffraction limit of the telescope of 0.2 arcsec(145km on the Sun) for this
wavelength. An observed plage region showed many facular brightenings of a very com-
plex structure. The granulation at some places gives the impression of a three-dimensional
strucrute (see Sect. 4.6.1).
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In order to undestand the physics of such a structuring we have made continuum ra-
diative transfer computations in realistic 3-D MHD models,at the same disc positions as
in the observations. The analysis of our simulations revealed many qualitative similar-
ities to the observed faculae and granulation pattern (see Sect. 4.6.2). We can explain
many observational features, e.g. faculae, narrow dark lanes at the discward side of some
granules, with a ”hot wall” model of the magnetic flux tube.

The last part of this work consisted of radiative simulations of faculae in several snapshots
of 3-D MHD models with a different amount of the mean magneticfield. We have found
that the models with 0G mean magnetic field appear brighter atµ =1.0 and darker near
the limb than the models with a non-zero magnetic field. Comparing the synthesized limb
darkening in continuum atλ =676.8nm with observations of Neckel (1996) at the same
continuum wavelength we found that the 50G models yield the best coincidence to his
observational results (see Sect. 4.4.1).

The comparison of the center-to-limb variation (CLV) of thecontinuum intensity, de-
pending on a computed magnetogam signal, in different models we found a good agree-
ment with observations made by Ortiz et al. (2002) with MDI onboard the SOHO
spacecraft (see Sect. 4.5.2). However, our synthesized contrast values are slightly higher
than the observed ones. The results of our simulations indicates that the CLV of the con-
tinuum contrast of magnetic features changes with their magnetogram signal. Stronger
magnetogram signals correspond to wide flux tubes, which appear dark at the disc centre,
but bright near the limb. Weak magnetogram signals usually correspond to narrow flux
tubes and appear bright at the disc centre and near the limb. Atypical CLV of the con-
tinuum contrast of faculae increases towards the limb reaching the maximum value at a
certainµmax and then decreases again. The value ofµmax decreases with an increase of
the magnetogram signal.

The results of this investigation are useful in modeling of the variations of the total
solar irradiance.
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A Filter profiles

In Figs. A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.4 the transmission profiles of theblue CN band-head,
G band, blue continuum and TiO narrow-band interference filters used in our imaging
(Chapter 2) and spectroscopic (Chapter 3) observations areshown.

The main characteristics of these filters are presented in Table A.

Figure A.1: Transmission profile of the CN band-head interference filter.
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Figure A.2: Transmission profile of the G-band interferencefilter.

Figure A.3: Transmission profile of the blue continuum interference filter.
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Figure A.4: Transmission profile of the TiO interference filter.

Name Central wavelength FWHM Peak transmission

TiO 705.68nm 0.71nm 45.37%
Blue continuum 436.39nm 1.15nm 36.37%

G band 430.56nm 1.08nm 46.71%
CN band-head 387.919nm 0.74nm 60.54%

Table A.1: Technical data for the filters.
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B Contribution functions

The range of heights over which a spectral line is sensitive to physical parameters of the
atmosphere is an important quantity that needs to be known when using the spectral line
to probe the solar photosphere. In order to quantify the depths of line formation usually
two different approaches are used, a contribution function(CF) and a response function
(RF). The CF represents a depth-dependent function showingthe relative contribution
of different layers to the formation of the line. The line depression CF for all Stokes
componentsI, Q, U andV , assuming that there is no polarization in continuum can be
written as:

∞
∫

0

CFI (τc) dτc = 1 − I(0)
Ic(0)

,

∞
∫

0

CFQ (τc) dτc = −Q(0)
Ic(0)

,

∞
∫

0

CFU (τc) dτc = −U(0)
Ic(0)

,

∞
∫

0

CFV (τc) dτc = − V (0)
Ic(0)

,

(B.1)

whereIc is the continuum intensity andτc is the continuum optical depth. The RF illus-
trates the influence on the line profile of perturbations in a given atmospheric parameter
at different depths and is used for empirical diagnostics ofatmospheric parameters. An
exhaustive description of Stokes CF and RF computations canbe found in Grossmann-
Doerth et al. (1988) and Solanki & Bruls (1994).

In Fig B.1 we present CFs of the Stokes-I line depression of the cores of molecular and
atomic lines computed for the radiative equilibrium model atmosphere by Kurucz (1993)
with Teff =5750 K, which represents the solar photosphere. The computations were
carried out with the STOPRO code. From these calculations weobtain that the maximum
of line-core formation for CN atλ =388.009nm, CH atλ =387.719nm (A−X system),
CH atλ =436.272nm (B−X system), Fe I atλ =387.667nm and the strong Fe I line at
λ =387.8018nm are located at depths, i.e.log(τ387), equal to−1.412,−0.929,−1.169,
−1.528 and−5.592, respectively. This corresponds to relative heightsin the model of
152km, 88km, 120km, 167km and 654km aboveτ387 nm =1. Here we have used the
same spectral lines as employed in analysis in Chapter 3.

In Fig. B.2 we present CFs computed in the same Kurucz model for several wave-
length positions of the Fe I line (line-core atλ =387.667nm). From this plot we obtain
that the position of CF maximum varies depending on the wavelength, i.e. different part
of the line profile are formed at different heights in the atmosphere.
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B Contribution functions

Figure B.1: Contribution functions for CN atλ = 388.009nm (black), CH atλ =
387.719nm (red), CH atλ = 436.272nm (green), Fe I atλ = 387.667nm (blue) and
Fe I atλ = 387.8018nm (yellow) dependence of optical depthlog(τ) computed for the
continuum atλ =387nm.

Figure B.2: Contribution functions of Fe I (387.667nm) at different wavelength positions.
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